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Mike Whitney September 18, 2023

Je válka s Čínou nevyhnutelná?, Mike Whitney – The
Unz Review

unz.com/mwhitney/is-war-with-china-inevitable

Sdílejte s Gabem

Co se změnilo ve vztahu mezi USA a Čínou, který tlačí obě země
blíže k válce?
Zdá se, že to nikdo neví. Čtenáři, kteří pozorně sledují vývoj v Číně,
vědí, že vztahy mezi oběma supervelmocemi se v posledních letech
stále více napjaté. Ale zatímco USA zaujaly vůči Číně
nepřátelštější přístup, nikdo zřejmě neví proč. Udělala Čína něco
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konkrétního, co rozzlobilo Washington, což vedlo k uvalení
ekonomických sankcí, technologických blokád a vojenských
provokací v Tchajwanském průlivu?
Ne, nic nenasvědčuje tomu, že by Čína něco udělala. Co se změnilo,
byl přístup Washingtonu k Číně. A – jak uvidíte – Washingtonův
přístup se velmi rychle a velmi dramaticky změnil. Čína přešla od
přítele k nepříteli téměř přes noc.
Zde je důvod.
Po rozpadu Sovětského svazu v roce 1991 USA udržovaly politiku
angažovanosti s Čínou, která urychlila její rozvoj a přeměnila
zemi na hlavní motor globálního růstu . V prosinci 2001 byl Číně
udělen status „doložky nejvyšších výhod“ (MFN), který byl krátce
poté následován jejím vstupem do Světové obchodní organizace
(WTO). Tento vývoj umožnil Číně přístup na západní trhy, což z Číny
udělalo výrobní centrum pro americké nadnárodní společnosti jako
Nike, Apple a Dell. Otevření Číny také vyvolalo nárůst zahraničních
investic, které napumpovaly růst a zároveň posílily její finanční aktiva
a trh s dluhopisy. Stručně řečeno, politika USA položila základy
„čínského zázraku“, který připravil půdu pro velmocenský konflikt s
USA.
Žádná jiná země na světě není zodpovědná za meteorický
vzestup Číny více než Spojené státy. Nyní se však
zahraničněpolitický establishment rozhodl, že se mu vlastní
tvorba nelíbí. Nelíbí se mu, že Čína využila příležitostí, které jí byly
dány, k tomu, aby se proměnila v rovnocenného konkurenta
Spojených států. Nelíbí se jí, že čínská ekonomika roste více než
dvakrát rychleji než americká a během deseti let by měla překonat
USA. Nelíbí se jí, že Čína buduje nejmodernější infrastrukturní síť
21. století, která ekonomicky integruje velkou část Evropy, Blízkého
východu, Afriky a Asie do největší zóny volného obchodu na světě.
To se mu nelíbíČínská expanzivní ekonomická/politická strategie
nevyhnutelně nahradí „mezinárodní řád založený na pravidlech“
systémem vedený Čínou, v němž je renminbi světovou rezervní
měnou a čínské finanční trhy jsou největší a nejlikvidnější na
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světě. Zahraničněpolitický establishment Ameriky není nadšený z
žádného z těchto událostí, zejména proto, že je za všechny z velké
části odpovědný.
Nechápejte mě špatně; Číňané jsou inteligentní, vynalézaví,
kreativní a pracovití lidé. A Čínská komunistická strana sehrála
klíčovou roli ve zvednutí 800 milionů lidí z chudoby a zároveň
nasměrovala národní ekonomiku k nebývalému růstu a prosperitě.
Pokud by ale Čína nezískala přístup na západní trhy a nevstoupila
do WTO, nebyl by dnes žádný čínský zázrak a žádná čínská
supervelmoc. Tyto příležitosti byly výsledkem široce podporovaných
politik, které byly téměř všeobecně podporovány elitami zahraniční
politiky USA. Pokud tedy Washington nyní lituje, že tyto politiky
podpořil, může si za to jen sám. Zde je několik dalších pozadí od
experta na zahraniční politiku Johna Mearsheimera:

Během studené války a pod politikou prezidenta Nixona se USA rozhodly
angažovat Čínu a vytvořit kvazi-alianci s Čínou proti Sovětskému svazu. To dávalo
eminentně dobrý smysl. A Nixon měl pravdu, když pomohl čínské ekonomice růst,
protože čím silnější Čína byla, tím účinnější byla jako odstrašující partner proti
Sovětskému svazu. Jakmile však studená válka v roce 1989 skončila a Sovětský
svaz se v roce 1991 zhroutil, Spojené státy již nepotřebovaly Čínu, aby pomohly
Sovětskému svazu zadržet.
To, co jsme pošetile udělali, bylo prosazovat politiku angažovanosti, která
byla výslovně navržena tak, aby pomohla Číně ekonomicky růst. Jak Čína
ekonomicky rostla, samozřejmě se tato ekonomická síla proměnila ve vojenskou
sílu a USA v důsledku této pošetilé politiky angažovanosti pomohly vytvořit
rovnocenného konkurenta.
Můj závěr je, že politika Nixon-Kissinger od počátku 70. let až do konce 80. let 20.
století dávala eminentně dobrý smysl. Ale poté byla angažovanost kolosální
strategickou chybou….
USA nejenže očekávaly, že Čína poroste mocnější, ale záměrně Číně
pomáhaly, aby se stala mocnější. Dělalo to na základě předpokladu, že Čína se
postupem času stane demokracií, a proto se stane odpovědnou zainteresovanou
stranou v mezinárodním uspořádání vedeném Američany.
To se samozřejmě nestalo. Čína se nestala demokracií. A Čína se ve skutečnosti
rozhodla nastolit hegemonii v Asii a napadnout USA po celé planetě. Nyní máme
novou studenou válku." Zapojení USA s Čínou je „strategická chyba“: Mearsheimer,
Nikkei

https://asia.nikkei.com/Editor-s-Picks/Interview/U.S.-engagement-with-China-a-strategic-blunder-Mearsheimer
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I když souhlasím s většinou toho, co říká Mearsheimer, rozhodně
nesouhlasím s názorem, že američtí lídři byli skutečně znepokojeni
tím, že se Čína stane demokracií. Demokracie také nevysvětluje,
proč se politika USA změnila z oboustranně výhodné angažovanosti
na otevřené nepřátelství. Mearsheimer si však neuvědomuje, že
západní ekonomiky jsou ovládány oligarchií elit, které nebyly
schopny výrazněji proniknout do mocenské struktury čínské
vlády . Není tomu tak proto, že by čínská vláda byla zdánlivě
„komunistická“, ale proto, že čínští vůdci jsou silně nacionalističtí
a odhodláni zachovat suverénní nezávislost Číny proti náporu
západních elit. Jinými slovy,vznikající konfrontace s Čínou je boj
o moc mezi globalistickou kabalou WEF a čínskými
nacionalisty.
Čína v žádném případě nenese odpovědnost za napjaté vztahy,
které dnes existují. Nepřátelství a provokace přicházejí ze Spojených
států, které se snaží napravit škody, které napáchaly, prováděním
politik, které jsou v rozporu s jejich vlastními národními zájmy. Krátce
řečeno, Bidenova administrativa se snaží zvrátit 30 let

https://www.unz.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/ChinaAmericaMW.jpg
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neúspěšné politiky tím, že se podívá do tváře a pak z toho
obviňuje Čínu . Je to klasická operace „návnada a vypínač“. Zde je
více od Mearsheimera:

Jak čas ukázal, strategie zapojení selhala. Čínská ekonomika udělala
bezprecedentní skok vpřed, ale země se nepřeměnila v liberální demokracii nebo
„odpovědného držitele skla (hráče se zájmem o udržení současného
mezinárodního řádu). Naopak, čínští vůdci vidí liberální hodnoty jako hrozbu pro
stabilitu své země. A oni, jak to obvykle dělají vůdci nastupujících mocností, mají
tvrdou zahraniční politiku. Musíme přiznat, že ekonomická angažovanost byla
kolosální strategická chyba . Kurt Campbell a Eli Ratner – dva bývalí úředníci
Obamovy administrativy, kteří přiznali, že angažovanost selhala, a ti, kteří jsou dnes
v Bidenově administrativě – píší: „Washington nyní čelí nejdynamičtějšímu a
nejimpozantnějšímu uchazeči v moderní historii.“ (Zapojení USA s Čínou je
„strategická chyba“: Mearsheimer, Nikkei)

Okamžitě vyvstává otázka: Pokud byla angažovanost tak „kolosální
strategickou chybou“, tak proč trvalo 30 let, než se na to přišlo? S
populací, která je 4krát větší než USA a HDP roste zhruba o 9 % za
2 desetiletí, mělo být docela zřejmé, že Čína bude v nepříliš
vzdálené budoucnosti větší a mocnější než USA. . A přesto se
všichni v politickém establishmentu tvářili, že nevidí, co mají přímo
pod nosem.
To je šokující. A co je ještě více šokující, je náprava, na které se naši
lídři dohodli, aby si udrželi svou současnou výhodu v globálním řádu.
Mají v úmyslu udělat vše, co je v jejich silách, aby sabotovali
hospodářský rozvoj Číny. To se dokonale shoduje s
Mearsheimerovým postřehem, že „jediná příležitost, která může
změnit dynamiku, je dramatická krize podkopávající neutuchající růst
Číny“. A to vysvětluje, co se dnes děje, Bidenova administrativa
vyvíjí soustředěné úsilí, aby se zaměřila na zranitelná odvětví
čínské ekonomiky a způsobila co největší škody
prostřednictvím sankcí, blokád a přerušení dodávek..
Očekáváme, že tato ekonomická válka proti Číně bude v příštích
několika letech postupně sílit spolu s novými provokacemi v
Tchajwanském průlivu a Jihočínském moři. Pokud je
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Mearsheimerova analýza správná, pak se stále nacházíme v
prvních kolech hybridní války, která se nepochybně protáhne v
nadcházejících letech.
Kdy tedy našim géniům zahraniční politiky došlo, že podpora růstu
Číny může ve skutečnosti poškodit vyhlídky USA do budoucna?

Konkrétní datum neznáme, ale vypadá to, že někdy kolem roku 2017
se elitní konsensus, který podporoval angažovanost, začal rozpadat,
protože si stále více lidí uvědomovalo nedostatky této politiky.
Podívejte se na tento komentář přidruženého redaktora Financial
Times Martina Wolfa, který vysvětluje, jak rychle se západní elity
obrátily proti Číně:

https://www.unz.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/ChinaAmericaBasesMW.jpg
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Myslím, že se děje to, že západní politici a především američtí politici rozhodli, že
vzestup Číny je hlavní strategickou hrozbou. A to má několik rozměrů. Jedním z
nich je, že levice od středu dospěla k názoru, že „No, nikdy se nestanou
demokracií, jak jsme si mysleli, že se stanou, a to je problematické. To se nám
nelíbí." Ale větší prvek – což je názor strategické komunity a poměrně velké
části firemní komunity – je, že „Tito lidé (Čína) jsou vážnou hrozbou.Mají
obrovské zdroje, obrana je poměrně značná a v některých velmi důležitých
oblastech jsou technologicky napřed a my jsme na nich až příliš závislí...
Vzájemnou závislost na Číně vnímají jako děsivou a tato paranoia je nyní stát se
dominantním prvkem v americkém myšlení... A v Americe se to posunulo
velmi rychle a velmi plošně, i když to nyní vidíme i v Evropě. Německá
průmyslová konfederace nedávno zveřejnila článek, který v podstatě řekl: „Znáte
čínskou technologickou politiku; je hrozbou pro Německo." Je to velká změna a
stalo se to docela nedávno.“ Čína: přítel nebo nepřítel? , You Tube, 12:35 minut

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/TAuXOoiMckM

Celkové názory na Čínu mezi zahraničněpolitickými elitami se tedy
podle Wolfa velmi rychle a velmi dramaticky změnily. (Wolfův popis
je podobný mnoha dalším elitám, které vyprávějí stejný příběh.)
Zasnoubení bylo stále více vnímáno jako poškozování
západních zájmů a začalo se hledat jiný přístup . Co nám Wolf
nedokázal říci, je to, co přesvědčilo mandariny zahraniční politiky, že
se Čína stala „hlavní strategickou hrozbou“? Bylo to kvůli stále
aktivnějšímu dohledu ČKS nad zahraničními korporacemi nebo kvůli
odmítnutí komunistické strany zavést reformy jejich masivních

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TAuXOoiMckM
https://youtu.be/TAuXOoiMckM
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státních podniků (SOE) nebo to mělo něco společného s působivými
pokroky Číny ve vyspělých technologiích, které daly budoucnost AI a
supercomputing up-for-grabs?
Co to bylo?
I když na tuto otázku nemůžeme odpovědět se 100% jistotou,
můžeme udělat kvalifikovaný odhad.

V roce 2013 zahájil čínský prezident Si Ťin-pching svůj podpisový
infrastrukturní program nazvaný Iniciativa pásu a stezky, což je
rozsáhlá strategie rozvoje pro více kontinentů, která je nejdražším a
nejrozsáhlejším infrastrukturním programem všech dob. BRI již
získala závazky od více než 150 zemí, které představují 75 %
celosvětové populace. Stanoveným cílem projektu je „posílit

https://www.unz.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/ChinaAmericaBRI.jpg
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regionální propojení a přijmout světlejší budoucnost“. Ve skutečnosti
to vše a mnohem více projekt dělá. BRI zlepší přístavy, mrakodrapy,
železnice, silnice, mosty, letiště, přehrady, uhelné elektrárny a
železniční tunely.Vytvoří rozsáhlou pavučinu špičkových
vysokorychlostních železnic, která sníží náklady na přepravu a
zároveň zvýší zisky výrobců a velkoobchodníků. BRI projektuje
vizi plně integrovaného světa 21. století, v němž Peking leží v
samotném epicentru globálního obchodu. To je důvod, proč jsou
USA a jejich spojenci – kteří jsou věrnými obránci archaického,
extraktivního modelu neoliberálního kapitalismu – připraveni udělat
cokoli, aby vykolejili rozvoj Číny a zabránili tomu, aby tento
futuristický plán pokračoval. Takto Sir Malcolm Rifkind, politik a
bývalý ministr vlády, shrnul význam BRI v nedávné diskusi o Číně na
You Tube:

„Myslím, že pokud se budeme dívat na roky dopředu, myslím, že nejdůležitější je
potenciální význam iniciativy Pás a stezka pro vztah Evropy a Číny. Po tisíc let
musí mít Evropa a Čína vzájemný kontakt prostřednictvím námořních cest. Ta
obrovská středoasijská pevnina byla jako Atlantský oceán bariéra. Co se děje; a
když se podíváme na 5, 10, 15 let dopředu – nákladní vlaky již jezdí z Číny do
západní Evropy v rostoucím počtu v obou směrech. Takže, co to znamená, že
Evropa a Čína by se mohly dívat přímo na sebe způsobem, který Evropa a
Severní Amerika dokázaly díky letecké dopravě a protože se Atlantik stal
mostem.To by byla historická změna bez ohledu na politiku Číny a Evropy, které by
se na sebe dívaly přímo a obchodovaly tímto způsobem. To by mělo obrovské
důsledky." Čína: přítel nebo nepřítel? You Tube, 1:21:10 min

Rifkind má pravdu. Otevření tranzitních koridorů a nákladních
linek mezi Čínou a Evropou jsou „nejdůležitější věcí“, protože
sbližují kontinenty do obří zóny volného obchodu, což
nevyhnutelně zvýší jejich vzájemnou sílu a prosperitu, zatímco
USA zůstanou navenek. . To je důvod, proč je Bidenova
administrativa tak odhodlaná zajistit, aby se BRI nestal realitou.
Mějte na paměti, že primárním cílem zahraniční politiky Spojených
států je „zabránit jakékoli nepřátelské mocnosti ovládnout
region, jehož zdroje by pod konsolidovanou kontrolou stačily k
vytvoření globální moci“.Obrovské rozšíření čínského pásu a

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TAuXOoiMckM
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stezky přes euroasijskou pevninu a propojení evropských hlavních
měst s Pekingem a Šanghají rozhodně odpovídá tomuto popisu a
kvalifikuje Čínu jako smrtelného nepřítele Washingtonu.
Čínští vůdci stále věří, že se jim podaří dosáhnout s Washingtonem
takové dohody, která pomůže vyhnout se přímé konfrontaci. Ale
červené čáry Washingtonu již byly překročeny a před námi musí být
potíže.

Přihlaste se k odběru nových sloupců
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1. Anonymous[117] • Disclaimer says:
September 18, 2023 at 5:56 pm GMT • 18.0 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
Well, the writing on the wall was obvious to any intelligent
observer back at the turn of this present century, namely, year
2000, by merely extrapolating some very strong and persistent
trend lines which were as conspicuous back then as they are
today:

1/. Western Europe and North America will, demographically,
have populations derived from a majority non European ethnic
stock in the 21st century. By year 2100, the minority status of the
European descended population of those continents will be
marked.

2/. China will achieve full spectrum global economic, financial,
industrial, scientific and technological dominance. Military
dominance, as it is inevitably the adjunct of technological,
industrial and financial dominance combined with a mass high
quality population, will inevitably follow. Concomitant with
Chinese hegemony will be a general global shift of emphasis to
Asia, in particular eastern Asia.

Point No.1 is by far the most important, No.2 is trivial in
comparison – in so far as everyday life for westerners is
concerned.

If I could see this, as a strict amateur, in year 2000, then how
come the western elites, who are fighting like ferrets in a sack to
overturn the only logical conclusion of the neoliberal policies
they pursued, not see it?

 And, as regards mass third world immigration into the west, they
still don’t – or refuse! – to see it.

• Agree: TheTrumanShow, Franz

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=TheTrumanShow
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Franz
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2. xyzxy says:
September 18, 2023 at 5:59 pm GMT • 18.0 days ago • 500
Words   ↑

In short, the Biden administration is trying to reverse 30 years of failed policy
by doing an about-face and then blaming it on China.

The obvious turnabout came with Trump. There is no question
about that. Of course when we say ‘Trump’ or ‘Biden’ we
understand how it is not those men particularly, but those
running US policy.

The US (and it’s running dogs–to use the Chinese expression)
have essentially declared economic war on China. The house
arrest of Meng Wanzhou (from December 2018 through
September 2021) in Canada can be cited. It is notable that
despite the US charge against her personally, and the instigation
of extradition, the US likely never wanted nor expected her to be
extradited to American soil. That would have been too much.

The charge against her, of circumventing Iran sanctions, was
also likely a facade. The US didn’t want Hauwei to implement its
5G tech throughout Europe, much less the US, so they
sanctioned the company in 2019, using her as a convenient
scapegoat. Claiming Huawei tech was essentially an attempt to
spy on the West. The spineless Justin Trudeau of course played
along with his masters.

The still in memory ‘spy balloon’ allegations against China, now
admitted by both Biden and Milley to be bogus, is an adaptation
of the Huawei plan.

Lately there’s been talk of further China tech sanctions over
China’s ‘possible’ use of AI in subverting our ‘way of life’ and the
‘rules based order’. That seems to be taken out of the ‘Tik Tok’
sanction playbook.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=xyzxy
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Really, anything the US can use, even if it’s made up, is
workable for them. Until the next thing comes along.

War? It would surprise me if there was an actual shooting war
over Taiwan. But the mainland is making an ‘aggressive’ push
for peaceful economic unification, and peaceful unification can
never be allowed by the US, and their DPP toadies. So I
wouldn’t rule out some sort of military action.

Unfortunately for the US, it is bogged down in the Ukraine, with
Russia playing rope-a-dope, evidently in no hurry end the war.
As long as that continues, there is no way the US can ever hope
to engage China militarily. And even without the Ukraine, the
logistics of a US ‘defense’ of Taiwan Island precludes any
effective ‘limited’ hot war. It would require the US attacking the
mainland. In this, they would expect the participation of Japan
and possibly Australia. Not sure those countries are on-board
with anything like that.

However it is, if the US is going to go to war with China, they
need to do it soon. Both the technological and economic window
is closing on the US fast. Not to mention the downward
American domestic situation, which appears to be in free fall.
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3. Notsofast says:
September 18, 2023 at 6:01 pm GMT • 18.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
china made the critical error of showing the world, that it was
possible to transform a nation and better the lives of over a
billion people, in fifty years, while running a meritocratic political
system.

the russians made an even bigger blunder, proving that a
thoroughly entrenched parasitic oligarchy, could be overturned
and replaced with a functional meritocracy, while simultaneously
rebuilding their economy and military/industrial complex, in two
decades (at a tenth of the u.s. budget).

what a bunch of dumbasses…….and so of course, china
delenda est, russia delenda est…

• Agree: Buck Ransom, Justrambling, Odd Rabbit, Miro23,
Levtraro, Old Brown Fool
• Thanks: Tom Welsh, Franz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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4. Anonymous[117] • Disclaimer says:
September 18, 2023 at 6:09 pm GMT • 18.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
As I recall, it was Donald Trump – the man whom the
neoliberal/Economist establishment *HATE* with a rabid fixation
and obsession who first started ‘taking a tougher line with
China’, albeit he was mainly vexed about China’s massive trade
imbalance with the USA, and dared to voice the option of tariffs,
something which the neoliberal/Economist Deep State fled from
like the Devil from incense. ‘Protectionist!’ The Economist
brayed, in its typical loud mouthed low browed way.

 Ironic to see that the Deep State approved Biden administration
is going hammer and tongs with trade disruption against China –
and the Economist/neoliberal cabal is egging him on.

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
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5. September 18, 2023 at 7:55 pm GMT • 17.9 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
The reason why no one knows why such a war is coming is that
there IS no reason and there are no causes for war, the “threat”
being propaganda for U.S. consumption. Mao was financed by
U.S. secret services as a war measure against imperial Japan
and the PBOC since 1949 almost certainly has been an asset of
the Tribe analogous to the Fed. Why would the talmudists attack
themselves?

The only war of concern to Unz.Com readers is the dangerous
NATO proxy-war against Russia. Even the Russians don’t
realize who the enemy is—they keep saying it’s “the West.” But
as their chief ideologist Dugin points out continually, the real
enemy of national Russia is the liberalism—the talmudism within
—left over from seventy years of communist rule.

For a valiant sketch of the genocidal talmudic enemy of Russia
and all Mankind, see:

https://www.academia.edu/76372363/To_Sevastopol_With_Love

Note that to read the article, simply SCROLL DOWN; no sign-in
is necessary. Thanks.

• Agree: Tom Welsh
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

6. Bill Jones says:
You miss the other main issue., the hollowing out of the US
economy and multi-trillion dollar deficits means economic
collapse is inevitable. There’s nothing like a good World War as
an opportunity to wipe the slate clean and reset.

https://unz.com/
https://www.academia.edu/76372363/To_Sevastopol_With_Love
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Tom+Welsh
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7. Haxo Angmark says:
the Chicom’conomy is a top-down, debt-drenched

Ponzi. Same as ZOG-ruled ‘Murka.

Both scams will eventually collapse. Both

kleptocracies will far too busy with domestic chaos

to have a large-scale war vs. each other.

• Disagree: Notsofast
• Replies: @JR Foley
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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8. d dan says:
September 18, 2023 at 10:17 pm GMT • 17.8 days ago • 500
Words   ↑

“No other country in the world is more responsible for China’s meteoric rise
than the United States. ” – Mike Whitney

Typical American exceptionalist BS. The country that is most
responsible for China’s rise is China itself. It is the Chinese
people that drive the growth, not US government nor the US
people. And next in line that contributes to China’s rise are
countries, regions, and peoples in East Asia like Taiwan, Hong
Kong, Singapore, Korea, and overseas Chinese. I would say
even European countries like Germany contributes more to
China’s rise than US did.

“But if China was not given access to western markets and entered into the
WTO, there would be no Chinese miracle and no Chinese superpower today.”
– Mike Whitney

Ahh, another meaningless and feel-good “if” statement: If
American never genocided the natives, there would be no
America superpower today.

Preventing China from access to US markets would only be a
temporary setback for China and an enormous handicaps to
American economy and American companies vs their foreign
competitors. China, for example could re-export its products
through other Asian “tigers.” An illuminating parallel today is the
solar panel market where US effective bans China with
punishing tariff of over 200% since 2012. That didn’t stop China
from dominating the world market and became the tech leader in
the industry. Currently, America has to import Chinese solar
panels through ASEAN, and Biden recently extends tariff waiver
to those imports even everyone knows the original source of the
products. Without the market and investment opportunities in

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=d+dan
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China, America economy would likely suffer huge inflation, and
most profitable American companies like Tesla and Apple would
failed to exist.

It is also doubtful America could permanently stop China from
entering WTO. ROC was a founding member of GATT, the
predecessor of WTO. So PRC possessed plenty of legal, moral
and popular supports to join WTO. Recall that in the 1970’s, US
couldn’t even prevent PRC from entering the UN to become a
permanent member of the Security Council because two-third
majority of UN members voted China in. China has always been
the most productive economy in most of the recorded human
history – this is something a few policy makers in DC couldn’t
stop from happening.

“What changed in the US-China relationship…” – Mike Whitney

There is no change. US always wants to remain #1, and its
fundamental attitude and view with China (or with Russia, or
Japan, or EU countries, etc) has not changed for decades. If
anyone thinks that the US tech sanction against China was new,
he probably never heard of CoCom, Wassenaar or the plethora
of tech policies under various American administrations. If he
thinks US is playing a new Taiwan card, he likely didn’t know the
multiple historical Taiwan Strait crises. It is only because
Chinese economy grows, tech upgraded, military capability
increases, etc, that cause the strategy, tactics and scale against
China to be modified to be effective, or at least to look
“effective.”

• Agree: mulga mumblebrain, SS, Vidi
• Thanks: showmethereal
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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9. Notsofast says:
September 18, 2023 at 10:17 pm GMT • 17.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
as much as i hate to admit it, trump was right in placing tariffs on
china, who in turn, should also impose tariffs on the west. there’s
nothing wrong with tariffs, what wrong are “free” trade
agreements, arranged by globalist scumbags, that saddle the
working class with the tax burden, while enriching themselves at
tax payer expense.

the 16th amendment, illegally and unconstitutionally ratified in
1913, (the same year the “federal reserve” seized control of the
central bank, coincidence i’m sure), taxed workers earnings for
the first time in u.s. history. up to that time the federal
government was funded by tariffs and excise taxes. ask yourself
what happened after 1913 and realize the cause, as well as who
the profiteers and war criminals are, that have orchestrated the
final controlled demolition of our “republic”. well someone please
tell ben franklin, that the center couldn’t hold.

• Agree: Deadbeat, CelestiaQuesta
• Replies: @迪路
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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10. JR Foley says:
September 19, 2023 at 12:04 am GMT • 17.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Haxo Angmark
USA Debt 33 Trillion and rising Jim Bob and guess what —
Zylenskyy is arriving for more payouts in DC this week.

USA has 33 trillion Debt and a demoralized Main Street.

Democracy –all people count –until the Electoral College weight
in.

What is missing today on Fox and CNN is a historical
assessment interview with Roy Cohn and coping with AIDS
between 10-15 daily Trump phone calls.

Amtrak ready to add more routes —soon.

• Replies: @Miro23
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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11. 迪路 says:
September 19, 2023 at 1:43 am GMT • 17.6 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@Notsofast
Mr Trump is doing it all wrong.

 According to some experts in our country (China), they are
completely unable to understand why Trump would do this,
because the tax hike itself is actually making the American
working class pay for it. We’re actually the least affected.
Because it’s a free market, there’s always an alternative.

 Later, Trump told them that it was just a political show to make
American farmers feel represented and to pressure them into a
trade war with such meaningless actions, but it was clear that
his men were a bunch of losers.

 It must be done because of Trump’s own inability to do what
would actually benefit American farmers.

 Therefore, from his own background and his acting
performance, he is no different from those in the deep state, who
are sacrificing the working class of the United States, just
because of his poor ability, so he is looked down on by the deep
state and thinks he is just a clown.

 Trump’s intention is to deleverage, because the Deep state
bureaucrats and the Obama administration used a lot of high-
stakes and high-cost levers, such as the CIA staging coups,
promoting cyber war, and bombing refugees.

 I do agree that the more the Obama administration adopts this
method, the more violent the backlash, due to the war, Syria,
Libya, Afghanistan refugees will eventually flood into the United
States. Legalization of drugs has allowed zombies to thrive.

 When his actions touched the interests of some in the deep
state, he was immediately ousted from office.

• Replies: @RichardDuck
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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12. Derer says:
The sinister players in Washington instead of defeating China by
healthy competition in the world market arena, the primitive
creatures use brainless violence and wars to fraudulently
declare lost economic superiority.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

13. Big Iron 44 says:
No mention here that China has ditched communism in favor of
Chinese national socialism.

• Agree: FTB, Miro23, Deadbeat
• Disagree: Vidi
• Replies: @Levtraro, @Peripatetic commenter
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
14. pyrrhus says:

September 19, 2023 at 4:17 am GMT • 17.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Notsofast
The major problem being that the US/NATO is far too weak to
fight either one conventionally, and certainly not the two as
allies, so that would tend to mean nuclear war…Which would
wipe out our “elites” as well…So a real war won’t happen, and it
will be more like a sniping affair, which won’t accomplish
anything…

• Agree: Brian Damage
• Replies: @Notsofast
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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15. Tdstype2 says:
@d dan
Agree 100%. But don’t be too hard on the author, it is very
difficult to see through the very thick fog of every day msm
propaganda, even when one knows they are propaganda.
Based on personal experience

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
16. nsa says:

Chinee velly smalt not let heblew tlibe in mess evelything up like
in velly dumb amelika.

• LOL: El_Kabong, Levtraro
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

17. Astuteobservor II says:
Edward Nicolae Luttwak

He is the strategist that is working behind the war vs China. I got
this from Pepe Escobar.

War might be coming sooner than you think.

• Replies: @OrangeSmoke
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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18. IronForge says:
September 19, 2023 at 4:54 am GMT • 17.5 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
AUKUS may try something because they’re desperate.

CHN+RUS just assured broke free from the Grasp of the
Hegemon-Plutarchy.

Now the stages are set for Asia+African Trade+Commerce to
engage WITHOUT the U$D, €UR, and GB£ – nor through their
Commodity Exchanges.

The SCO+SilkRoad, BRICS, and RCEP_Asia host the Nation-
States who have their Economic+Technological
Development/Growth Momentum; and they’ll be Financially
supported by the BRICS_NewDevBank and CHN while Fueled
by KSA, IRN, UAE, and RUS.

Add in the Gold held – which can be used for Barter and
TradeAcctSettlements – the Major BRICS/OPEC Currencies
currently being used by theses Trade Pairings, you’re getting the
Picture…

Meanwhile, ZATOceania+€URoGarden are going through
difficult Economic+Conflict Scenarios.

U$D, €UR, and GB£ and their Exchanges are probably going to
start losing their Customers and quite possibly their longe term
Valuations.

And Huawei just Walked Over Brandon’s Final Industrial
Hurdle/Economic Containment Corral Fence with their new
Satellite-capable Phone made with their own Microchip.

GBR are desperate; but they’re beginning to Transition their
BlueWater Navy into a BrownWater Navy as their Carrier “Prince
of EpicFails” can’t sail from their HomePort – casting doubts to
their abilities to even make it to the SouthCHN Sea…

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=IronForge
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Former Colonies IND, SGP, and Hong Kong aren’t available to
cover them…

Against the Odds, the Self-destructive GBRits and Murica just
might start a War, which may quickly escalate into a massive
Ass-Kicking across the Far East and Oceania – with KOR, PHL,
AUS, and NZL being mowed over by CHN+Friends for good and
Murica+GBR ever diminished…

I’m a 2nd Gen US 7thFleet Sailor. CHN are nigh invincible within
a triangular region Cornered by CHN, SGP, and AUS-NZL. CHN
now have the BlueWater Navy, Air Cover, Airlift/Sealift to
dominate that region. Simply too far for Murica+GBRittania
Fleets to Fight Near Peer / Superior Forces in.

• Thanks: FTB
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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19. Looger says:
September 19, 2023 at 4:55 am GMT • 17.5 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
@Biff

I’m gonna call that bullshit. China on its own is itself responsible for its’
success.

Anthony Sutton’s career disagrees.

So does the Trilateral Commission, Henry Kissinger, and the
entire steel industry (for example) of North America. ALL of that
knowledge and production was exported to China in the 1970s
on, not to mention the market for them to sell their crap to.

If you doubt this then ask yourself – why didn’t China rise
BEFORE this transfer? We’ve been robbed of tax money to
implement this, we are footing the bill for a foreign power,
eventually an enemy.

This is giant corporations (extensions of governments) hitting the
western public with a hammer called “China.”

This relationship has for a long while been a “push – pull” “flow –
ebb” situation and thus is always heading a messy end.

The only things we make in North America anymore are tools
and weapons. We send our resources to China and they send
us finished products.

Look no further than the environmental regulations that have
strangled production of anything. The insane liberal dipshits
have been convinced that the Chinese poisoning the planet
twice as badly for the same goods produced, not to mention the
waste of transporting it across the world, is somehow BETTER
FOR THE ENVIRONMENT.

This has happened over time so slowly that no one freaked out
about it at the time.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Looger
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Try and set up any primary industry besides resource extraction
to export to China. Try to build a factory that will belch out
chemicals or affluent of any kind. The NIMBY’s will shut you
down so fast your head will spin.

When industries such as sawmills in Western Canada heats up
(2006-10), suddenly there’s no steel and the price goes crazy
high “because China.” Why can’t we make our own steel?
“Because China.”

“China” is the answer to every question when it comes to our
industrial independence, not to mention semiconductors,
electronics in general, from tractors to military equipment. This is
entirely now at this time an existential crisis.

We are going to have to build our own things. We don’t need the
latest and greatest processors to run plants (say PLCs or PICs),
there’s no reason that we can’t have small-scale ASIC
production for small jobs here and there. Most electronics does
not need the latest and greatest, that’s only for video games and
nebulous government “research grants” (processing power to
spy on all of us more efficiently and monitor communications).

We’ve got to dump our elites before they use China to do even
more serious damage.

• Thanks: El_Kabong
• Replies: @Lin, @John Pepple
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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20. Dumbo says:
September 19, 2023 at 5:40 am GMT • 17.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Why should there be war with China?

 Is China importing millions of Blacks and Browns into Europe?
 Is China importing millions of Mestizos into the U.S.?

 Is China promoting wars all over from Syria to the Ukraine?
 Is China maintaining military bases all over Europe, Asia and

Africa?
 Is China funding terrorist and separatist groups to overthrow

local governments?
 Is China funding gay and transgender stuff all over the world?

No? Then maybe we need a “war” with whoever is doing all
this…?

• Agree: FTB, anonymouseperson, nokangaroos
• Replies: @FTB
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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21. Anonymous[204] • Disclaimer says:
September 19, 2023 at 6:01 am GMT • 17.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Bill Jones
Do you really think that a nation with a mostly black/Hispanic
workforce would ever be able to ‘reset’?

As an industrial superpower the USA is finished. What you see
now is the zombie corpse of past ages of greatness putting in a
last gasp performance.

 The modern USA is as worthless industrially as rap is as
worthless musically.

• Replies: @Anonymousrgc
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
22. Conway P. says:

China is amazing. They achieved it themselves.
 The US empire is a sht hole. The buffoon populace are sht

heads who are intellectually, spiritually, and ontologically empty.
 Why america Failed by Morris Berman

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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23. Been_there_done_that says:
September 19, 2023 at 6:32 am GMT • 17.4 days ago • 300
Words   ↑

If engagement was such “a colossal strategic mistake” then why did it take 30
years to figure it out?

The “engagement” formally came about in a major policy shift in
May 1994 under President Bill Clinton, when he de-linked
China’s Most-Favored-Nation trade status with Human Rights
issues, which was a euphemism that served as a proxy for a
transformation toward democracy. This occurred slightly less
than five years after the violent Tiananmen Square crackdown
on public dissent.

It was a controversial move because it was already well
understood by many observers thirty years ago, including
apparently Clinton himself, that such a decision, when taking
into account the implications that could be anticipated, would
turn out to become a huge blunder in the long term. Yet Clinton
was known to be corruptible, and for people like that “money
talks“.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Been_there_done_that
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https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/ADA442614.pdf

PROFITS OR PRINCIPLES? 
 CLINTON’S 1994 DECISION TO DELINK

 CHINA’S MFN STATUS AND HUMANRIGHTS

Abstract:
 On May 26, 1994, President Clinton announced his decision to renew most-

favored nation MFN trade benefits for China and to delink Chinas progress on
human rights from its eligibility for MFN status In explaining his decision,
Clintons justification echoed that previously advanced by President Bush,
which then candidate Clinton had criticized as coddling Chinese dictators.
Now that he was President, Clinton decided to cast aside both his campaign
rhetoric and his 1993 Executive Order that had formally tied MFN to human
rights This essay will examine the reasons behind Clintons policy reversal.

 …
 Conclusion:

 Another key factor in understanding Clinton’s decision was the effective
lobbying campaign waged by business interests.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

24. The Crux says:
“The Chinese problem” in a nutshell. It is about “an oligarchy of
[tribal] elites who have been unable to make any significant
inroads into the Chinese government’s power-structure” but also
are declared (unofficially of course) persona non grata in the
future too.

• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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25. skrik says:
September 19, 2023 at 7:07 am GMT • 17.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑

staunch defenders of an archaic, extractive model of neoliberal capitalism

Yes, but neoliberalism includes [filthy!] privatisation [= buy
utilities at a discount to rent ‘the commons’ back to us, we the
people at rip-off monopoly pricing {thanks, but “No, thanks!” to
the Sydney spiv in a suit}], but more applicable here is
‘outsourcing’ [not yet mentioned]. It was the outsourcing of zusa
industry to China, which did the most damage to zusa, so much
so, that now they can’t manufacture/supply enough ammo to
their ultra-corrupt proxy in Ukraine, say.

Major mistake by the parasitic ‘Western’ oligarchy, perhaps
[hopefully] irrecoverable. rgds

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

26. john-hopelo says:
September 19, 2023 at 7:14 am GMT • 17.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
The 4-D chess play here is the war in Ukraine, a war which is
effectively turning the entire world against the USA, mainly due
to the sanction’s orgy, thus making an additional war against
China unfeasible.

In other words, a plot is conceivable where in order to prevent a
USA-China war, the USA shoots itself in the foot (and that of its
few remaining allies).

It’s far-fetched but there it is.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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27. animalogic says:
September 19, 2023 at 7:46 am GMT • 17.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Bill Jones
Indeed.

 Nor does MW address the fundamental reason the US
“engaged” with China — lots of Elites made lots of $$ off-shoring
to China. With the added benefit of strangling or blackmailing US
Labor.

 Now hopefully it’s too late for the US…but still early enough to
avoid war btwn the parties.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
28. Col from OZ says:

America was built on tariff/protectionism. The current state of
play is, the evening is coming to a end and the servants who
have worked hard making and serving Americans are now
asked to give it all back and no payment will be made.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

29. meamjojo says:
September 19, 2023 at 8:17 am GMT • 17.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
This is why China will always remain a laggard. Their language
is much too complex. They need to simplify it to something more
manageable. Say with maybe 26 maximum characters?

 ———-
 The fascinating evolution of typing Chinese characters

 From Wubi to Zhineng ABC, here are the different ways Chinese
people have typed their language over the years.

 By Zeyi Yangarchive
 August 23, 2023

 https://tinyurl.com/ykjbfwce
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30. Johnny 99 says:
September 19, 2023 at 8:22 am GMT • 17.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
The West can choose between coexistence or non-existence.
The US Government and it’s Vasall states is pursuing and
insane police and will make China and the rest of the world
mortal enemies. The West must learn to coexistence and
cooperate with China and the rest of the world. The days of
imperialism and colonialism is over. China produce more
engineers and scientists then the rest of the world and has
developed faster than any nation in the world. China is
unstoppable and has nuclear weapons and can outproduce the
West. It is like four well functioning USA in full speed ahead.
USA politicians are pursuing a losing policy and the people will
suffer immensely. Stop it now.

• Agree: Odd Rabbit, RoatanBill
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

31. mulga mumblebrain says:
September 19, 2023 at 8:22 am GMT • 17.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
The reason that war AGAINST China is inevitable is Western
race and cultural hatred. The Western elites truly believe that
they are the pinnacle of humanity, ad the ‘lesser’ races MUST
‘tremble and obey’. The stupendous achievements of the PRC
are an unforgiveable affront to those firmly held beliefs. Hatred,
malice and poisonous envy make a bitches’ brew. The West’s
own economic, moral and intellectual collapse only make the
rage worse.

• Agree: Hulkamania, JR Foley
• Replies: @Hulkamania
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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32. mulga mumblebrain says:
@JR Foley
The creatures who run the West and the Anglosphere in
particular, are Satanic. China knows that, Russia knows that, the
truly free world knows that. What to do? Pray if you prefer-I’ll just
keep laughing.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
33. Shenxian Tao says:

When all is said and done, the United States will be long gone,
its leaders dead, most of its population wiped out, and what
remains will be ashes and roving bands of surviving bipedal
beasts living the hunter gatherer dream as the cold wind blows.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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34. Ayax says:
September 19, 2023 at 9:33 am GMT • 17.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
I agree that the tense and worsening relations between U.S. &
China is a the result of bad U.S. foreign policy that mainly
focused on Corporate greed.

 But the sad thing is, the U.S. is making the same greed based
policy in dealing with India. Will the U.S. regret 20 years from
today, how it was mistaken to favor India over China.

If the U S. doesn’t want other countries to challenge its
hegemony, then it should not develop/empower nations with
population of 1.4 billion people.

It would make more sense for hegemony to work to
develop/empower nations with 30-40 Million people. Taiwan,
South Korea, etc are a good examples.

• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
35. YetAnotherAnon says:

@Biff
The United States – and the West in general – certainly helped
by moving most of their manufacturing offshore for the cheap
labour.

Only one Western country – Germany – retained a decent
manufacturing sector – and by destroying NS2 we’ve wrecked
that as well.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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36. peter mcloughlin says:
September 19, 2023 at 10:32 am GMT • 17.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
America fears being supplanted by China, the way it supplanted
Britain as the dominant global power after World War Two. But it
has been the fate of every empire throughout history. Every
empire eventually faces the conflict it is trying to avoid – its own
decline and fall; and, of course, everybody wants to avoid
nuclear Armageddon; therefore, in conclusion of the syllogism,
that will be the fate of mankind if does not change course.

 https://patternofhistory.wordpress.com/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

37. Critical Thinking says:
September 19, 2023 at 11:31 am GMT • 17.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Notsofast
Germany in the 1930s kicked out the influence of the world
banking system and turned a nation of hyperinflated
unemployed starvation into a world economic power in less than
a decade making a mockery out of the money
changers……………

So the banking elite had to declare economic war on Germany 5
years before they pushed their patsy Churchill to force war down
Germany’s throat.

So what else is new under the sun?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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38. anon76 says:
September 19, 2023 at 11:54 am GMT • 17.2 days ago • 700
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
MW said “No other country in the world is more responsible for
China’s meteoric rise than the United States. Now, however, the
foreign policy establishment has decided that it doesn’t like its
own creation.”

BULLSHIT! America was victimized vandalized raped by the
Oligarchs and their privately owned NHOs in order to cause the
metoric rise of China. Americans fought as hard as they could
against the Oligarchs and their privately owned corporations
closing up shop in America with prospect of doubling and tripling
profits by moving industrial operations to China and other Asian
nations. Government policy was adopted as an after thought, the
Oligarchs and their multi national bigger than government
corporations did the deeds.

The nation of America fought tooth and nail with their
government (the USA) and with the leaders of the corporations
that owned the copyright and patent monopoly powers vested by
rule of law in the private corporations; the very corporations that
were the industrial base in America. It was not foreign policy that
caused the run on the American owned industrial base, but
greed on the part of the Multi-national companies that had done
so well in America for so long. The Oligarchs that owned these
monopoly powered industries moved the industries they owned,
out of America to China, because producing in China was more
profitable than producing in America. Treason is what the
Americans called it at the time. And treason it was.. I think any
corporation that moved its operations to China should be denied
access to the USA markets for ever delist them off the
exchanges, and deny them permits to do business in America.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=anon76
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Americans don’t need traitors in the American market place.
BTW, the American Market Belongs to Americans, not to the
USA the USA controls access to the American market place.

It was “Attractive Benefits”: [non-union slave wages, no
environmental regulation, low cost of Property, plant and
equipment, no government regulation, in the East, not USA
foreign policy that drained America of its industrial base. it was
home grown Oligarch treason and stock market greed that
drained America of its industrial might] that gave rise to China’s
market power.

In the USA, Oligarchs own and control all of the powerful Non
human organizations (NHOs).

 These NHOs include corporations, partnerships, governments,
their agencies and NGOs, trusts, think tanks, markets for stocks
and bonds, etc.. It was the oligarch favorable legal shenanigans,
no tax on the rich and powerful, the beefing up of copyright and
patent laws, the privatization by contracts and other means of
government monopoly power into private hands, etc] which
made the Oligarch owned corporations more powerful than
government itself, that enabled the few to control everything. It
was these shenanigans which moved monopoly powers
rightfully owned by public and government into Oligarch owned
Non human private enterprises.

China is but one competitor in the global sphere. The USA, by
its policies, has restrained Americans from competing in the
global world market; this began after Nixon went to China, but
industry insisted Nixon go. IMO China’s expansive
economic/political strategy would never have been in contention
to replace the “rules-based international order” with a Chinese-
led system if these traitors had not attempted to deny the
Americans it governs competitive access to the world markets.
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Once again Mike you are off base. The USD is not doomed
because of the effort of China. The continued attempt to destroy
competitors ( like by Sanctions and military policies) explains
why the world is seeking an alternative currency. The Renminbi
is just one challenge faced by USD currency hegemony, Russia
has proposed a swap of each nations currency as a method,
and BRICS is working on another system; etc. China’s financial
markets are the largest and most liquid in the world because of
treason committed by the oligarchs doing business in America.
The oligarchs own the USA and the industries that used to
constitute the American industrial based.

What is happening is that the USA can no longer control access
to .. markets and membership in the WTO.. it must negotiate
and compete with others in the world.

• Agree: gerry
• Replies: @gerry, @xyzxy
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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39. Che Guava says:
September 19, 2023 at 11:56 am GMT • 17.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@d dan
In general, agreeing with your comment. On the point below, not
entirely.

prevent PRC from entering the UN to become a permanent member of the
Security Council

My replacement:

prevent PRC from replacing RoC as the UN representative for China and to
replace RoC as a permanent member of the Security Council

I suspect that you would agree with my rewording.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
40. Liborio Guaso says:

September 19, 2023 at 12:04 pm GMT • 17.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
If you analyze carefully, the world is worse than ever due to the
wrong Western direction.

The nuclear monopoly that forced the world to accept Western
demands in 1945 does not exist. And you cannot cover the sun
with a finger, the conflicts that the world faces today are due to
the economy and the racial privileges of white people.

And Western racism renounces colonial treatment of the rest of
the world or will have to defend its privileges with nuclear
weapons.

It is only a matter of time before half of the countries possess
nuclear weapons to ensure the defense of their human rights
against white racism.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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41. FTB says:
September 19, 2023 at 12:05 pm GMT • 17.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Dumbo
Who is my enemy? He is the one who:

1. Taxes me into poverty
 2. Inflates my dollars until they are worthless

 3. Murders children in the womb
 4. Vows to seize my guns

 5. Allows crime to run rampant
 6. Forces me to get the vaxx

 7. Threatens to use the US Military against me
 8. Forces pedophilia, sodomy and sexual degeneracy onto

school kids
 9. Uses government agencies to break into my house in the

early morning and haul me to jail
 10. Punishes opponents of the ruling class

 11. Calls me an extremist and an enemy of the state
 12. Conducts a coup d’état against a sitting American president

 13. Rewards traitors but punishes and kills patriots
 14. Hands out medals to those who perpetrated Ruby Ridge and

Waco
 15. Corrupts all elections and so makes my vote worthless

 16. Opens the borders of my homeland to the most violent and
depraved criminals ever conceived

 17. Appoints Satanists, pedophiles and the sexually depraved to
positions of authority and power

Neither Russia nor China nor Iran does any of these things to
me. The US government does all of them to me.

So who is my enemy?

https://americandigest.org/who-is-my-enemy/

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=FTB
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
42. Dumbo says:

@meamjojo
What about just letting the Chinks in peace, you stupid Jew.
Mind your own business. It’s not as if the Hebrew alphabet
without vowels is that great either.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
43. covid vaccine says:

September 19, 2023 at 12:08 pm GMT • 17.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
War with China is not inevitable because the Biden
administration is trying to put Trump in jail which would lead to
Trump supporters, who make the vast majority of American
military members, refusing to serve in the military for the Biden
administration. And without all the Trump supporters in the
military the United States cannot fight any war, let alone one
against a militarized nuclear power with 1 billion people. If the
Biden administration tries to implement the draft, there will be
more draft dodgers in the United States than people who
refused the covid vaccine boosters a few years ago.

• Agree: Anonymousrgc
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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44. BlackFlag says:
September 19, 2023 at 12:17 pm GMT • 17.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Don’t think anyone cared about China becoming “democratic.”
But the elites did think China would open itself up to liberal
global capitalism. That like America and Europe it would become
just another economic zone for Megacorp, essentially post-
national. They didn’t expect the Chinese state to keep capital
under control as they have. They’ve now realized that China will
acts a discrete political unit keeping national interests at the
forefront.

Or maybe that’s just how it was rationalized as they were busy
making big profits in the short-term. After all it’s not like
American and European elite have exhibited long-term thinking
in other domains.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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45. xyzxy says:
September 19, 2023 at 12:18 pm GMT • 17.2 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@meamjojo

This is why China will always remain a laggard. Their language is much too
complex.

Written Chinese is non-alphabetic logographic. Spoken, it is
tonal. Character simplification has happened, by the way. In
spite of the many dialects, the written language, at least on the
mainland, is standardized.

Using phonetic alphabetic input methods, it is quite easy to enter
Chinese characters as text onto a PC, phone, or tablet screen.

As far as your comment about the society remaining ‘laggard’
because of it? The proof against that view is for all to see,
highlighted in Chinese techno development, over the past fifty
years.

From a literary or poetic standpoint, because of the many
homophones present in the language, Chinese offers a richness
in flexibility for literary expression. Even in ‘translation’, as one
encounters with (to cite an example) Ezra Pound’s
‘interpretations’ (you can’t call them translations, strictly
speaking) of both Chinese poetry and Confucian texts.

But there is no doubt that the language is difficult for most
Westerns to comprehend. Machine translations are about 70%
there. The next ten to twenty years should significantly reduce AI
mistranslation.

As far your point about ‘simplifying’ a language in order to
intellectually speed things up? Often this sort of thing results in
an overall cultural devolution. One can easily point to how

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=xyzxy
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traditional English is being transformed rapidly within the
vernacular, resulting in a degradation of corresponding richness
in thought.

Much of that is due to the ‘niggerization’ of spoken English
among the young, along with the prevalence of the the so-called
Tweet, which limits the number of characters used to express
verbal content, but has now become somewhat a standard for
linguistic expression.

Additionally, censorship in the form of ‘hate’ speech restrictions
destroys expressiveness within the English language, but that is
another topic.

46. Anonymous[289] • Disclaimer says:
September 19, 2023 at 12:21 pm GMT • 17.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Ayax
If the American State Department really seriously think that they
can use India as a cat’s paw in their mission to destroy China,
they are making a colossal mistake.

The Indians are a far far trickier, subtle and deceitful people than
the monsters who run the State Dept. can ever hope to dream
of.

 Suffice to say the only cat’s paws will be the Americans.

• Replies: @Hulkamania
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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47. Anonymous[279] • Disclaimer says:
September 19, 2023 at 12:29 pm GMT • 17.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
As the article states that with the collapse of the Soviet Union,
America did not need to build up China – but it did. Who and
Why ? – The bloody Clintons – that is Who; and they did that to
destroy the working class in America. And Why? To destroy the
working class from sharing in the proceeds from the digital
economy and provide a permanent “reserve army of
unemployed” cited by Marx as necessary for the capitalist class
to prosper. I still remember that swine, Bill Clinton, waving his fat
finger and saying – “we’re not going to offshore any good jobs
overseas – only the bad ones.” Right!

 And why is China now an enemy — I’ll bet anything that
America’s elites tried to muscle in on China’s “gravy train” and
got told, “Buzz Off, Shlomo, these goodies are for the average
Chinaman, not you!”

 China got a good head start from the enemies of the American
working class, and now our enemies want us to fight them,
because they won’t share the loot.

• Agree: Anonymousrgc
• Replies: @Astuteobservor II
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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48. Miro23 says:
September 19, 2023 at 12:39 pm GMT • 17.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑

What we foolishly did was pursue a policy of engagement, which was
explicitly designed to help China grow more powerful economically.

US government policy wasn’t explicitly designed to help China
grow more powerful. It was the result of Western corporations
independently competing with each other to exploit the massive
profit opportunities of producing at Chinese prices and selling at
Western prices – all enabled by digitalization, the internet and
Chinese development.

The US government just tagged along with it.

The unwritten NWO deal was that China would slot into the
political aspects of the globalized world (banks, media,
government, international institutions etc.) which China refused
to do. Hence the anger. They refused to comply in the same way
as Europe/Korea/Japan.

• Agree: Levtraro
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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49. Lin says:
September 19, 2023 at 12:43 pm GMT • 17.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Looger

…the entire steel industry (for example) of North America. ALL of that
knowledge and production was exported to China in the 1970s on..

You’re definitely uninformed on some basic data; some
examples:

 –US annual steel output hit the peak in 1969 at 141 million tons.
China is the only country in history that has ever produced over
1 billion tons/yr. The most important steel technology china has
imported was Continuous Casting from Japan.

 — China has 2.56 billion KiloWatt of installed electricity
generation capacity. I’m not sure about chinese installation cost
but I read that it costs the yanks US about $2000/KiloWatt for
fossil fuel fed power plant(+related infra-structure); one can do
the rest of the math. Present China electricity production is
about twice that of US.

 ………………
 Let repeated what I posted sometime ago: Lets categorise

chinese industry into 3 types:
 **Labor intensive/low value added like apparel making–Such

had helped urbanisation & provided employment to rural
migrants but it can’t accumulate enough revenues for other big
projects. Such industry actually have been graduately moving
out to places like vietnam, bangladesh.. as chinese wages rise,
even before Trump started the trade war.

 **Core heavy industry–The only type the yanks have invested
heavily is the auto industry. Just how much Hi-speed rail mileage
the yanks have,eh?

 **Hi-tech industry–have been under severe yank sanction

• Replies: @LarryD3
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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50. Hulkamania says:

@Priss Factor
Note the headlines still call it a “spy balloon” despite the
admittance that it was not spying. Instead, it is now a “bizarre
spy balloon,” the kind that doesn’t engage in any spying. What
will those nefarious slanty-eyed yellow chinks think of next?

Classic Jewish media.

• Replies: @xyzxy
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
51. Aleatorius says:

September 19, 2023 at 12:45 pm GMT • 17.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
“Is War with China Inevitable?”

We’re going to put those chinks in their proper place which is
kowtowing to the West. They have been our contractors for the
last forty years but now they are pretending that they are our
bosses. It’s time to kick those scrawny yellow arses …

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Hulkamania
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52. Hulkamania says:
September 19, 2023 at 12:51 pm GMT • 17.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Yeah, it’s sort of funny. Jews are used to dealing with dumbass
white people and slave-race angloids who just go along with
whatever they say. It has been a long time since they have gone
up against people who are on their level, but a lot of Indians are
sort of like super-Jews. If the Jew-Indian wars really kick off, it
will be an interesting spectacle.

• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
53. Notsofast says:

September 19, 2023 at 12:57 pm GMT • 17.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@pyrrhus
what worries me most, is that the biological war that these
zioneocons started 4 years ago, will be taken to the next level. i
get the troubling feeling covid was just setting the stage and
establishing precedent for a totalitian clamp down, on our civil
rights at home, while launching a more deadly attack, on russia,
china and their allies around the world. hard to establish
plausible deniability when launching nukes, where as diseases
are all caused by nature, right?

• Replies: @Brian Damage
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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54. Hulkamania says:
September 19, 2023 at 1:04 pm GMT • 17.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@mulga mumblebrain
People don’t like to admit it, but it really is a racial thing. I have
witnessed it myself from white American libtards that I know
personally. The same exact people who put “black lives matter”
signs in their yards will sound like 19th century British
imperialists when it comes to China (it seems inconsistent but
makes sense when you understand that “black lives matter” is
an expression of their paternalistic “white savior” complex). Of
course, they will always hedge this by saying they only hate the
Chinese government and not the people- without mentioning
that the Chinese government has overwhelming support of the
Chinese people (pretty much higher support than any western
government has ever had outside of war time) and that Chinese
people view their government as the actual embodiment of their
national will.

• Thanks: Deep Thought
• Replies: @Brian Damage, @The_Masterwang
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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55. Brian Damage says:
September 19, 2023 at 1:59 pm GMT • 17.1 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Notsofast

what worries me most, is that the biological war that these zioneocons started
4 years ago, will be taken to the next level. i get the troubling feeling covid
was just setting the stage and establishing precedent for a totalitian clamp
down, on our civil rights at home, while launching a more deadly attack, on
russia, china and their allies around the world. hard to establish plausible
deniability when launching nukes, where as diseases are all caused by
nature, right?

You are right. The only alternative is biological warfare. I am
sure there is a rush for measures and countermeasures
between and the West and the East going on right now. Covid19
is just a start. A test run. It did slowed down China but the
economic impact is more severe in the West. Third world
countries suffered the most and were ripe for regime changes.
The inept Washington talking heads couldn’t do it. Instead many
are siding Russia and China. Even Saudi Arabia is leaning
towards China.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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56. Aleatorius says:
September 19, 2023 at 2:06 pm GMT • 17.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Notsofast
“china made the critical error of showing the world, that it was
possible to transform a nation and better the lives of over a
billion people, in fifty years, while running a meritocratic political
system.”

No one begrudges China for transforming itself into a self-
sufficient nation which takes care of its citizens. The problem is
that they want to be the next hegemon by biting the hand that
fed it over the last half a century. If they were not to dig their own
grave then they would have been alright but they couldn’t leave
the Pandora’s box alone and now the plague will be upon it.

• Disagree: Notsofast
• Replies: @Vidi
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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57. Brian Damage says:
September 19, 2023 at 2:11 pm GMT • 17.1 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Hulkamania

People don’t like to admit it, but it really is a racial thing. I have witnessed it
myself from white American libtards that I know personally.

Of course it is a racial thing. From my experience, Liberals are
hypocritical racists. Their anti-racism is just a projection of their
own racist beliefs. “Lesser” races are not threatening to them
therefore are promoted to maintain their own racial superiority.
Chinese…. well, they are a cultural existential threat to these
Anglos. They exposed the hypocrisy and the BS these liberals
have been feeding the general public. The zenith of such
hypocrisy is when they weaponized victimhood to the max.

My experience with conservatives is more positive.
Conservatives respect self reliance, hard work, discipline and
delayed gratification, no matter what race. Conservative gripes
with the Chinese are more economic. Right or wrong, in their
eyes, if the Chinese “played fair”, whatever that means since the
US doesn’t play fair, then all is good.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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58. OrangeSmoke says:
September 19, 2023 at 2:28 pm GMT • 17.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Astuteobservor II
I think you are right. The U.S. is clearly declining economically
and the woke nonsense is fracturing the country’s social fabric.
So, what to do? All the current policies (open borders, “green”
energy, cultural Marxist ideology, ADL/DOJ collusion, etc.) only
exacerbate the decline. We were a great power due to our
industrial strength, that is no longer true. We can’t even produce
the weapons to support our proxy war in Ukraine.

So what do we do? Like the Brits in the early 1900’s when they
saw Germany as an economic threat and orchestrated a war to
totally destroy Germany rather than compete with them, we are
also on the path to war with China and Russia that we will lose.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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59. John Pepple says:
September 19, 2023 at 2:35 pm GMT • 17.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Looger

Look no further than the environmental regulations that have strangled
production of anything. The insane liberal dipshits have been convinced that
the Chinese poisoning the planet twice as badly for the same goods
produced, not to mention the waste of transporting it across the world, is
somehow BETTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT.

Exactly. It was the environmentalists who chased out our
factories. As leftists, they hated corporations, and in the early
70s they opened a second front against them with
environmentalism (the first front being labor unions).
Corporations realized it was easier to deal with them by moving
things overseas (out of sight, out of mind, apparently, for the
greens). Never mind that this didn’t help the workers at all.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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60. Anonymousrgc says:

What idiots in the US military will obey orders to start a war for
the jews with Red China?. If that’s the case then DEFUND the
US military now!
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61. xyzxy says:
September 19, 2023 at 2:42 pm GMT • 17.1 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Hulkamania
Only a complete moron could have thought that a high altitude
balloon launched from East Asia, controlled by errant wind
currents, with limited mobility, could ever be used to spy on
anything other than upper atmospheric phenomena. But there
you have it.

Many of those idiots are still here, continuing to believe that in
spite of reality it was meant to gather important intel from top
secret military bases in the Dakotas, or elsewhere along its
rather randomly windblown flightpath.

I admit that there was a funny ending to it all. First, Blinken
making an even bigger fool of himself than he usually is, by
cancelling his intended rapprochement with China that week.

But even funnier was sending up a fighter plane to shoot it down
over Scotty’s Surfside Beach Bar. A regular Ghost of Kiev
moment for the US Air Force. Ted Cruz even congratulated
Biden for that, saying it took real ‘guts’ to shoot it down, although
keeping to partisan politics, the Cruzmeister said he’d have shot
it down much earlier.

Too bad, though, about the junior high school kids who also had
their weather balloon shot down. But that’s the price of freedom
for you.
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62. Levtraro says:
@Big Iron 44

No mention here that China has ditched communism in favor of Chinese
national socialism.

Wrong. What they have is National Capitalism.

Whatever-socialism is collectivist bullshit, the socialist part
destroys whatever you put in front of it.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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63. Pablo says:

September 19, 2023 at 3:21 pm GMT • 17.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Our Political Class, in its current condition is the result of years
and years of inbreeding. Our Political Class started out as a
small Club and it mostly got smaller. US Ruling “elites” are, as a
whole, overindulged, overly inbred, overly protected. No matter
how many times our “elites” are wrong, mess up, no matter how
dramatic their failures, they ALWAYS maintain their positions of
Power. No “elites” are ever harmed or replaced because they
are arrogant, ignorant, stupid and incompetent. No negative
consequences for the “elites”. EVER.
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64. SicSemper says:
September 19, 2023 at 3:24 pm GMT • 17.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
“western economies are controlled by an oligarchy of elites who
have been unable to make any significant inroads into the
Chinese government’s power-structure.” = jews could not figure
out how to skim the honey off China’s economy and control its
people.

As to why (((elites))) could not see what was happening in China
due to “their” actions? jews are good at subverting but lousy at
running an empire…
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65. xyzxy says:
September 19, 2023 at 4:07 pm GMT • 17.0 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@anon76

…this began after Nixon went to China, but industry insisted Nixon go.

I would be interested to know which industrialists ‘insisted’ that
Nixon make the trip? At the time China was still closed, and
there was (as far as I know) little expectation that the Chinese
under Mao would, or could, be interested in expanding their own
industrial output (which at the time was minimal) by way of
association with US capitalists.

The precursor trip to China was kept under wraps within Nixon’s
own administration; relatively few knowing about the plan. Also,
I’ve never come across anything that indicates that his
diplomatic initiative was more than geostrategic maneuvering
directed toward countering (or triangulating against) the Soviet
Union.

Of course at that time one had to consider the possible political
points that Nixon might have been able to gain from his trip (not
wholly welcomed at all within Congress), but more importantly
accruing from any assistance the Chinese might have been able
to provide toward ending SE Asian war–which meant attempting
to influence Hanoi to be more willing to negotiate in Paris.

I’m not saying that there was not hope among certain business
interests to support the trip, but I never came across that as a
significant explanation or motivation for Nixon’s diplomatic coup
(if you can call it that).

As an aside, but actually related, during the meeting with Nixon,
one of the principle concerns of China was reunification with
Taiwan. This issue has always (well, at least since 1949) been a
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primary concern for the mainland, and to think that China will
somehow walk away from Taiwan would be naive on the part of
anyone.

66. Broken Arrow says:
September 19, 2023 at 4:28 pm GMT • 17.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
The worst mistake in US History was antagonizing Russia post
cold war and driving them into the arms of the Chinese. Zionist
Jews did that and the Ukraine is a Jewish game from A to Z.
Regarding China they want their respect and place in the sun…
but there is Vietnam with 120 million people who mistrust them
and Ho once said I would rather smell American shit for 20 years
then Chinese shit for a thousand…then there in SK and Japan
and the Aussies and NZ…China is still a paper tiger. Have they
ripped us off with patent and tech thefts yes…are they spying on
us big time with all of their expats in the West yes…but so is
Israel too and so are the Brits. The US needs a real leader like
Richard Nixon who was experienced to see these things…our
current clowns are shit….and do not forget the head of Israel
Bibi is coming over to read a high tech American mogul the riot
act….can you believe that…like if an Iranian did that how would
the ADL react? How would AIPAC react if Ivanka married a
Muslim instead of an orthodox Jew?

• Replies: @showmethereal
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67. Apostolos says:
September 19, 2023 at 4:34 pm GMT • 17.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
INEVITABLE ?

It is planned maybe a century ago.

Only way to prevent it is a significant majority percentage of
global population to get out of their personal comfort zones,
unite under the cause of real freedom (the sacrificial one) and
love of fellow human whatever the cost.

IN OTHER WORDS UTOPIA (almost)
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68. gT says:
September 19, 2023 at 5:14 pm GMT • 17.0 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
As many say, in order for the New World Order to arise the Old
World Order has got to go, and that means all existing countries
on planet Earth have to collapse, both in the West and the RoW.
Plus, fewer people are easier to manage. So both the
destruction of all countries in the world is required, and massive
reductions in population as well.

Since it is obvious that the West can’t conquer Russia, both
Napoleon and Hitler were not able to get it right, plus the West
after WW2 couldn’t even conquer Russia with nukes as the
West had too few nukes to reliably do the job. So it was hoped
that an empowered China would be able to do what the West
couldn’t, which is to conquer Russia. The process of
empowering China started with Kissinger’s visit in the early 70’s.
Probably Russia and China would fight each other to a standstill,
and then the West could walk in to take over afterwards, same
plan as was tried with Hitler and Russia during WW2. And then
its welcome to the New World Order’s One World Government.

However Russia and China are still not at each others throats,
while the West has progressed far down the path of destroying
their own countries both economically and socially already. With
the collapse of the West China will collapse also, because, as
many have said, America and China are joined at the hip,
neither can exist without the other, China needs the West to buy
its manufactured goods. Some Chinese believe that China has a
big enough market within itself to survive a collapse of the West,
but that is not true. The West had hundreds of years to
accumulate / steal its wealth, China only some few decades, so
China doesn’t have the market size to purchase its own goods.
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Countries outside the West don’t really have that mind numbing
kind of consumer culture that China needs for its exports. So a
proper war between the West and China is next to impossible.

What all of this means is that currently both the West and China
are at a disadvantage, while Russia can still just keep on being
Russia without difficulty. How this all is going to end up is
anyone’s guess, resource poor China is going to have to expand
its territory if it wants to maintain its power, at looks like
biologicals on a global scale is the only hope for the One World
Government to achieve its country and population collapses.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

69. CelestiaQuesta says:
September 19, 2023 at 5:20 pm GMT • 17.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
While the various Sharktank racketeers of BIG BIZ, Banker
Barons, Private Equity and government grifters were busy
offshoring jobs and manufacturing to China for thirty plus years,
China was busy building infrastructure, uplifting its people and
defense industry knowing sooner or later they will be held to
account for all the help the west poured on them.

It’s amazing how greed blinds any vision for a fair and
prosperous underclass, while new money scoundrels throw
temper tantrums screaming “I’m gay”, I’m Jew, I’m black and
blue”. Bla bla bla…..

Looks like China’s road to prosperity is forging ahead while
US/ZOG money train is coming to a halt.
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70. Anonymous[612] • Disclaimer says:
September 19, 2023 at 5:28 pm GMT • 17.0 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Hulkamania
Despite what a great many damned fools might think or say,
India will *NEVER* replicate the Chinese economic miracle, and
will *NEVER* come close to the full spectrum dominance that
China is achieving.

The Indian elites full well know this, it’s only damn fool
Economist whipped westerners who make noises in that
direction.

 Consequently, Indian elites know full well that India will
*NEVER* be able to support its burgeoning, enormous
population to any approximation of a decent life, therefore they
are fixated on exporting as many of their people as possible to
the west. This serves the Indians three purposes, one, it serves
as a check against political unrest at home due to thwarted
opportunities, two, it accrues massive foreign exchange
remittances back to India, three, eventually, for sure, Indian
elites will form the political/professional elites of the west, and
will steer western foreign policy as to exclusively benefit India –
Indians see this as particularly pertinent in their ongoing
campaign of Muslim control and encirclement.

Regarding all western diplomacy towards India, we see that the
Indians always but always hold out for ‘free immigration of
Indians’ as a negotiating red line, whatever the subject of
negotiation is, and it always is something absolutely nothing to
do with immigration.

The Indians, as I’ve said, are an extremely subtle, cunning and
deceitful people. They know a fool when they see one.

 So much for the Economist run west.
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71. September 19, 2023 at 5:29 pm GMT • 17.0 days ago • 100

Words   ↑
“Even though it should, the US will not preemptively surrender
on the issue of Taiwan. This means that war is coming to the
West, probably sooner than most people expect. And it isn’t
going to end well, because the rulers of the West are not
Western in any way, nor do they care in the least for the people
of the West over whom they presently rule.” – Vox Day.

 Ahmurika is NOT America! Americans are now strangers in
‘DaLand of DaFree and DaHome of DaBrave’ – but I can’t say
we didn’t EARN it!

 When you allow DaSynagogue of Satan to preach from your
pulpits, your schools and all media outlets…….you expect
justice and mercy?

 Don’t get me started – http://www.crushlimbraw.com – but I will if
interested!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

72. CelestiaQuesta says:
@xyzxy
I still remember seeing boxes from TIAWAN 15/20 + years ago
with;

MADE IN TIAWAN R.O.C.

It was a republic of China then so what changed?
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73. the cleaner says:
September 19, 2023 at 5:52 pm GMT • 17.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Michael Hudson really has the right analysis here. US policy is
the policy of bankers. They are using the United States to bully
the world into opening up to financial capitalism as opposed to
industrial capitalism. What turned the US against China is its
resistance to the pentation by financial capitalism. The policy of
the United States does not benefit the United States but only its
banking class who cares nothing for US welfare. The military
industrial complex with its bloated budgets requires the US to
borrow trillions. China’s restrictions on financial capitalism is
what the US wants to break. Since financial capitalism is
unproductive its growth will inevitably put an end to the dynamic
industrial capitalism of China.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/fIeS72tf6aw
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74. antibeast says:
September 19, 2023 at 6:09 pm GMT • 17.0 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
@d dan
To add my two cents worth, it’s quite easy to debunk the oft-
repeated myth that the Nixon-Mao meeting in 1972 somehow
led to the opening up of China’s economy under Deng in the
1990s. The historical fact is that Mao never agreed to open up
China’s economy to foreign investors. That happened only after
Deng made his famous speech on “I don’t care if the cat is black
or white, so long as it catches mice” (不管黑猫白猫，能捉到老鼠
就是好猫 ) during his historic Southern Tour in 1992. Three
years before then, the USA had imposed sanctions on China
after Tiananmen in 1989, with US-China joint ventures such as
McDonnell Douglas, American Motors, AT&T, etc. formed in the
1980s either withdrawing from China or collapsing completely
thereafter. What happened next was that both Asian and
European investors poured into China to access the Chinese
market, so much so that the Chinese economy had grown big
enough to supply the world market by the time of its accession
to the WTO in 2001. The reason why the Clinton Administration
granted MNF status to China in 2000 (which paved the way for
its accession to the WTO) was due to the fear of US
multinationals of losing the Chinese market to their Asian and
European competitors, especially in the auto industry. That was
the same rationale for ratifying NAFTA in 1996, effectively
outsourcing auto manufacturing jobs to Canada and Mexico, in
order to save US automakers from bankruptcy. Now, China’s
entry to the WTO did allow the rapid growth of China’s exports to
the USA but that came to a halt in 2008 due to the Global
Financial Crisis. That was when China started to restructure its
economy away from exports to the USA whch has fallen to
about 3 percent of its GDP today. In fact, China’s biggest export
market today is ASEAN, followed by the EU with the USA in
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third place. The fact that China became the industrial
powerhouse it is today has very little to do with the USA which
imports more from North America than from China. If access to
the US market were the key enabler for China’s rise as an
industrial powerhouse as claimed, then Mexico or any of the
ASEAN countries would be industrial powerhouses today as
they started earlier than China in exporting to the US market.

• Thanks: Showmethereal
• Replies: @BlackFlag
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75. Miro23 says:

@JR Foley

USA has 33 trillion Debt and a demoralized Main Street.

Not surprising. That’s 99.000 dollars in debt for every man,
woman and child in the US – or more like 300.000 dollar in debt
per family. Actually more since many families pay no taxes. So
how is that going to work out?

• Replies: @Franz
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76. The_Masterwang says:

@xyzxy
Why bother? That’s just the Critical Theory being used against
China. Having dismantled “Whiteness” this weapon is being
repurposed against China. Has been for decades.
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77. The_Masterwang says:
@Aleatorius
Please stop being bitches and walk the talk. That little naval
exercise in the Yellow Sea? It was disappointing. The USS
America went away like a bitch, living up to its name.
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78. The_Masterwang says:

September 19, 2023 at 6:54 pm GMT • 16.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Hulkamania
So you and I both know this conflict will escalate into a race war
and eventually nihilistic genocide. Bible thumping Whites are
already flipping through their holy book for signs and inspiration.

But of course this is completely natural. Just deep rooted
instincts at work. As right and proper as heterosexual
intercourse. Eventually we will have to face the truth that there’s
no such thing as “the human race”, just different species of
hairless apes fighting over what living things are all destined to
fight for.
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79. anon[368] • Disclaimer says:
September 19, 2023 at 7:01 pm GMT • 16.9 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
Xi Jin Ping is too much of a nationalist megalomaniac like Trump
and did not heed Deng Xiao Peng’s advice that China must
quietly bide its time and never take the lead, i.e. walk softly and
carry a big stick. His 2 big initiatives announced at the annual
CCP congress soon after taking office that included 1)BRI and
2) “Made in China by 2025” set off alarm bells in DC, resulting in
technological cutoff from US before China is fully ready to
produce its own chips.

Meanwhile domestically the change in China has so far been
cosmetic. Great modern infrastructure for sure, but the people
are still stuck in their ancient age old ways. Corruption is rife and
people are cut throat and soulless, only care about making lots
of money so they can get the hell out.

But let’s not make it sound like US/Europe helped China develop
out of the goodness of our heart or some democracy naivete.
Our multinationals and the greedy Jews on Wall Street couldn’t
wait to move all our factories there to take advantage of their
vast pool of cheap labor, take away power from the white middle
class and also to tap into their vast market that’s growing richer
by the day. The two countries are now too intertwined to go to
war.

Nikki Haley’s confusion says it all. She claimed we should keep
letting China make our stuff real cheap, selling them lots of
goods and services while at the same time go to war with them,
lmao. That’s America’s genius confused policy in a nutshell. At
the end of the day every president’s biggest concern is to protect
the stock market, look at how much Trump tied his achievement
as POTUS to how high the Dow was? Jews want total control of
the world, but they don’t want to bankrupt themselves to get
there. In the end they love money above all and if threat of war
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can’t bring China to heel but runs the risk of bankrupting
themselves, they’ll jump in bed with China(literally, by marrying
sons and daughters of rich and powerful Chinese en masse) and
try to destroy them from within through a couple of generations
of mudbloods, same way they conquered the West.

80. Josh Gerard says:
September 19, 2023 at 7:30 pm GMT • 16.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Yep, BRI was a wake-up call.

 But it’s even simpler: Americans think they have a Good given
entitlement to be No1.

 Above all by total $GDP.
 They are also, not quite unreasonably, convinced that this

particular ranking equates to the one reg. global power.
 So they are determined to fight against maths, against the law of

big numbers and, in essence, against humanity’s progress,
measured by GDP/capita, which they are intent upon holding
down for China&co now, although its rise would objectively be
good for GDP/capita of Americans too.

 But the GDP=power ranking of the USA trumps the
GDP/CAPITA of Americans big time for the elite American
decision-makers.
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81. gerry says:
September 19, 2023 at 7:32 pm GMT • 16.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
when i was a teenager 45 years ago i overheard a conversation
about a saw mill on vancouver island. they retooled the entire
mill to cut only cedar for the Chinese. they arrived promising the
mill they would buy all the cedar they could cut and seeing dollar
signs they went ahead. some years later the Chinese came back
and said that they no longer needed wanted so much cedar and
the mill owners were beside themselves with grief arguing with
the Chinese. the chinese relented and said they would continue
to buy cedar but at a reduced price.

 mill had no choice.
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82. Aleatorius says:
@The_Masterwang
You and I both know that your military show is nothing but
bravado and deep down you’re all shaking like leaves. I know
you have to save face and therefore talk a lot of nonsense but
it’s time to be honest before your beloved China gets badly hurt.

83. Treg says:
Is a war with China and USA inevitable?

Yes, if the Torah loving jews have their way
 .

Certainly Leftist Jews and Conservative Jews are both united on
this future.
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84. RichardDuck says:
September 19, 2023 at 8:09 pm GMT • 16.9 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
Very good article Mike. i like it so far. I would make a clarification
though about the following statement,

“The hostility and provocations are all coming from the United
States which is trying to undo the damage it did by implementing
policies that ran counter to its own national interests. ”

Giving away the in industrial foundation of the US as it
happened starting in the 70’s was foolish to start with if we forget
that globalization is pursued on the essential basis that the US
remains in control of the whole world.

The statement quoted above applies to a zero-sum type of
relationship as the US wants it to be. By contrast, China sees it
differently and would like it to be a win-win type of relationship.
Indeed, the US has gained a supplier of inexpensive goods thus
freeing cash in the US to rebuild the infrastructure in the US
itself and thus to create employment. Washington gave away the
money to corporations instead of rebuilding the US itself.

The election of Xi Jinping in 2013 was the turning point after
which the relations with the US and friends started deteriorating.
Japan elected the tougher Abe in response to Xi’s assertive
posture as Xi clained an island close to Taiwan at the far end of
Japan to be part of the PRC. Then followed the Chinese claims
in the Paracelse islands and finally came the Belt and Road
Initiative.

The elites in Washington are being pushed back by Xi and
Washington now resorts to military threaths because everything
else they have tried to contain Xi has failed. The verb “to
contain” is a favorite of Washington’s fhetoric, while the
expression “to cooperate with” is not often heard from them.
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The US is fighting for hegemony while Asia can’t care less about
the hefemonic clains of Washington.

 .
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85. pbj says:

@xyzxy
I wouldn’t count out the US, in its arrogance, taking military
action against two nations (China and Taiwan) seeking to forge
closer economic ties. See also Nord Stream.
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86. One Nobody says:
September 19, 2023 at 8:49 pm GMT • 16.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
If China becomes a true enemy, why would they invest and buy
our debt, to go to war with them?

 The NeoClowns have to start a war with China that would
destroy both countries for the benefit of the British FUCKING
Crown and all the inbred cousins across their poor continent.
Have you ever noticed who rejects a petroleum and
commodities based economy? The Europeans who have
neither.

 Europe, the British Crown and their fuckery division MI6
continue to spread corruption on death so they can keep
metering, piping or putting a toll on everything. They want to
meter our lives with CBDC. They are breaking down their own
people and the economy in Europe to prime their system of
control before declaring it a defacto system over the World,
why? Because they have said so for the last 500 years.
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87. Gerry says:
September 19, 2023 at 8:51 pm GMT • 16.8 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
There was an episode of Shark Tank where this entrepreneur
had a great idea for something to do with automobiles, can’t
remember off hand exactly what it was except that he managed
to grab the interest of two of the four of the venture capitalists.
they were fighting for a piece of the pie until that is one of the
sharks talked about going to China with his contacts there etc
etc. The entrepreneur however, upon hearing that his invention
was going to be produced in China was dead set against it
wanting it American made. I’m American I remember him saying
and he was proud of it. That however, got him into trouble with
the sharks and as much as they tried to talk him out of it he lost
them all. I remember their arguments that it can’t be built
cheaply enough here to make it work in the market place yadda
yadda, yadda? For me that raised so many questions and still
does and a friend who is a shipping manager at an industrial firm
here in Canada we talk about so many things and how is it i ask
him that with shipping costs and traveling times that something
can still be produced on the other side of the globe cheaper than
what can be done in our own backyard. As for these venture
capitalists or vultures rather how much money is enough
already? I’d say what began with the oligarchs and bankers has
found itself in the pockets of one and all.

 And why is it that we can’t produce in our own country socks,
underwear and shoes. I think even toothpicks come from China?
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88. xyzxy says:
September 19, 2023 at 8:53 pm GMT • 16.8 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@CelestiaQuesta

It was a republic of China then so what changed?

The Republic of China was what the KMT called all of mainland
China (including Taiwan), and was established after the 1911
revolution that overthrew the Qing Dynasty.

In 1949, after the KMT fled the mainland, Chiang in effect moved
what he considered the mainland Chinese capital from southern
China (various places) to Taiwan Island.

So there was never two countries: an independent entity called
ROC located in Taiwan, separate from the mainland, and
another called the Peoples Republic of China with its capital in
Beijing. Both the mainland and Taiwan were always considered
one China back then, and still are to this day.

Unless they have changed recently, the KMT still considers itself
the legitimate heirs to the one, eventually to be unified, China.
That is and has always been their goal.

It is really only recently, with the US supported DPP, that
secession is contemplated, the goal being the establishment of
two Chinas.

• Thanks: CelestiaQuesta
• Replies: @CelestiaQuesta
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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89. Slav says:
@One Nobody
By buying debt they are supporting your trade deficit economy.
Once they stop, you are fucked.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
90. Odd Rabbit says:

September 19, 2023 at 9:21 pm GMT • 16.8 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@anon
Interesting reflection. You say: “Xi Jin Ping is too much of a
nationalist megalomaniac..”

 It’s difficult to share that picture of him. I would rather say
‘optimally megalomaniac’.

But the whole idea of a multipolar world is not based on the idea
that there is only one superpower in the world and China is not
seeking the same kind of hegemony that America has. We can
assume C probably understands the fact that seeking this kind
of hegemony it would soon face the same fate as America today
and therefore will not fall into that trap, but avoids the dangers
involved and C may also feel strange the whole idea that there
should be only one superpower in the world because it wants
and is able to cooperate and share responsibility with other
poles. It is therefore difficult to believe that the danger you
mention exists at all.

 “On the other hand, if China makes sure that membership of the
Communist Party is not given to non-Chinese, it can/at least in
theory ensure that power in the country remains in the hands of
the Chinese people alone, as no non-Chinese can get into
leading positions in the country, but only members of the party.

 https://www.geopolitika.ru/en/article/eschatologies-multipolar-
world
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91. werpor says:
September 19, 2023 at 9:35 pm GMT • 16.8 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
The West had a 500 year head start. China has caught up and
for all intents and purposes has surpassed the West. In only
took China 30 years!

Why? Because the economies of the West have not been real
economies since 1913. The Jews and no one else set man
against man and country against country in an extension of
inherently malignant Jewish nefariousness they were long know
for. What they have done on a large scale is no different than the
small scale of village life.

One does not to have to be religious to understand the
difference between Christianity — in practice an ideal — and
Judaism as practised. The idea that the thing described as
Judeo-Christian is something other than a Chimera is foolish.

Jews in general are a malignant growth attached exactly like a
leach attaches itself to a host! A leach sucks the blood from its
host, engorging itself at the hosts expense. It is a parasitic
arrangement.

A parasite moves onto its next victim until the host offers no
more substance. The left right construct is artificial. …and a
deceptive lie. The left right construct veiled the intentions of the
Jew from the Christian host.

Unfortunately the rest of the world has no interest in joining the
West as a host for the Jew. Jewish Ponzi scheming is now
common knowledge. Certainly China understands the dynamics
of the long game. The parasite is a short game.

• Agree: JR Foley
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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92. Notsofast says:
September 19, 2023 at 10:23 pm GMT • 16.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
and your military show, is a tranny drag queen shaking her fake
tits. you don’t have to worry about saving face, you to need to
worry about saving your ass. that’s a lot of tough talk out of a
butt-hurt military, that’s had it’s zato ass kicked up over it’s head,
by an angry russian bear, why do you now want to taunt a tiger?
you people never learn.

• Replies: @Aleatorius
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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93. Brian Damage says:
September 19, 2023 at 10:45 pm GMT • 16.8 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@anon

Xi Jin Ping is too much of a nationalist megalomaniac like Trump and did not
heed Deng Xiao Peng’s advice that China must quietly bide its time and never
take the lead, i.e. walk softly and carry a big stick. His 2 big initiatives
announced at the annual CCP congress soon after taking office that included
1)BRI and 2) “Made in China by 2025” set off alarm bells in DC, resulting in
technological cutoff from US before China is fully ready to produce its own
chips.

After the 2008 financial crisis, the US ran out of money and
China came in with more than half a trillion dollars to bail it out.
In came Obama and initiated the “Pivot to Asia” with aims in
containing China. From China’s perspective, here we are, just
bailed your azz out….. Since then, to China, the US can”t be
trusted.

In reaction to a hostile USA, Xi Jinping was appointed soon
afterwards. He was chosen to chart a path that can withstand
adversarial USA. Every policies, projects, and initiatives since
then were designed to operate sustainably if China decouples
from the US.

So to think the US can now impose more sanctions, more than
“Pivot to Asia” will have an effect, is 10 years too late. Today,
China’s exports to the US is less than 3% of its GDP.

About self sustainability, China’s imports are only 2.7% of its
GDP and the US at the same level about 3.2%. Both countries
along with Russia are not as vulnerable as the rest of the world.

• Agree: Notsofast, JR Foley
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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94. CelestiaQuesta says:
@xyzxy
Thank you for the history lesson, much appreciated.

• Replies: @littlereddot
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
95. JR Foley says:

@The_Masterwang
The exceptional Bible Thumpers are stumped however when
reading the Beatitudes –Blessed be the Peacemakers ( USA
been at war all by 20 years since 1776) and Blessed be the
Meek and Poor in Spirit is FOREIGN to their way of thinking (
Obama and his Exceptionalism —–voice of Satan)–Pride.

• Replies: @The_Masterwang
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
96. Miro23 says:

September 19, 2023 at 11:09 pm GMT • 16.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Odd Rabbit

On the other hand, if China makes sure that membership of the Communist
Party is not given to non-Chinese, it can/at least in theory ensure that power
in the country remains in the hands of the Chinese people alone, as no non-
Chinese can get into leading positions in the country, but only members of the
party.

That’s a key difference from the West. Also top Party positions
are all men and they get put on trial and executed if they take
bribes.

• Replies: @Odd Rabbit
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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97. Anonymous[217] • Disclaimer says:
September 19, 2023 at 11:26 pm GMT • 16.7 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
@The Crux
>“The Chinese problem” in a nutshell. It is about “an oligarchy of
[tribal] elites who have been unable to make any significant
inroads into the Chinese government’s power-structure” but
also are declared (unofficially of course) persona non grata in
the future too.

Not just the government, and not just of China per se.

(TH EY) have been simply locked out of any real access to any
sort of influence or power across the Chinese-world/Sino-
civilizational space. In every sphere. They can live and be safe
amongst the Chinese, they can make money there, but no
outsider can ever subvert the cohesion of the Chinese, in the
long run. The people themselves will not allow it.

{The y} did manage to briefly, with their manipulated golems,
suppress and exploit China – the Century of Humiliation. BTW,
the Chinese elite, and the better informed masses, know who
did what to China.

Note the choice of words: Suppress, exploit, NEVER subvert.
[Tri bals] attacked China from without, since they could not make
a dent in the identity and cohesion of the Chinese from within –
and they will never be able to. In this, (th ey) have not been
singled out. The inner core spirit of China is simply inaccessible,
full stop.

It’s just that China is the world’s most ancient and most
historically established identity, OLDER and even deeper than
that of the [T r ibe]. [[Those of Kaifeng]], living in China but
clinging to their culture for the past 1,400 years, are still seen as
aliens – IMHO, rightly so.
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You know all those books and media extolling (tr i ba l) ways?
Serving to educate on how they infiltrate, network and subvert?
Teaching the patterns and methods, using terms of awe. Those
aren’t a sign of love. They serve to inoculate the general
population by telling them, instructing them how the subverters
operate. “Know your enemy” wrote Sun Tzu.

It’s like if there were an explosion of works in America on
“Secrets and Mysteries of Government, Wall Street, Mega-
Corporate and Media/Educational Wealth and Power”. All written
in tones of admiration and approval. None advocating violence.
But the effect would be to make average people aware, alert and
on guard. People would be talking among themselves. A mass
movement in the popular mind, which would be unstoppable.

And such books simply cannot be banned on any grounds. And
why ban them, they after all take an approving tone -surely the
authors are supporters of these institutions?

They want to hustle and make inroads into the Sino-Ethnos?
They’ve already lost, in that case.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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98. JR Foley says:
September 19, 2023 at 11:36 pm GMT • 16.7 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@anon
That might be why there is a war against corruption—it can not
be done overnight. Anyways–many Triad drug bosses working
the Golden Triangle – headquartered in Hong Kong –had to get
out. Many ditched prior to 1997 and took up residence in
Canada.

2019 –the rioting was Paid for the Triads because if they are
hauled to Beijing it will be short trial and execution –extortion-
drug trafficking- prostitution – bribery – theft – etc.

Odd —20 of Beijing’s MOST WANTED now live in Canada –
many in Vancouver in big mansions or Toronto near the harbour
and are included in the Federal Political scene –making
speeches in DC about having relatives back in Hong Kong —
being targeted -for what? Going to the movies?

Joe and Hunter Biden no doubt on the Triad pay roll along with
Nancy Pelosi.

About time to get that List and deport them –The Triad boys who
manufacture fentanyl in Vancouver and operate Casinos on
Native Indian reservations for washing coin and keeping puppets
like Trudeau and Chretien well stocked —

And send Trudeau on a one way ticket to Khalistan— the Punjab
Sihk Paradise along with Jagmeet Singh—-more terrorists in
Surrey than India has curry…..

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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99. LarryD3 says:
September 20, 2023 at 12:27 am GMT • 16.7 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
@Lin
Lin wrote:

 “The most important steel technology china has imported was
Continuous Casting from Japan”

True. From the early 1990s, partly because of its CC technology,
Japan was the largest steel producer until China took over that
spot in 1996. About four years later China produced as much or
more steel than the rest of the world combined.

The 1989 worker unrest at Tiananmen, later joined by students,
was mainly a demonstration against neoliberalism. As usual that
demonstration was twisted by the western mass media as a
protest for “democracy” instead of worker rights. Pickets against
crony privatization and protesters’ songs of the Internationale
were omitted from Western reports. For the first time since 1949
two Chinese heads of state were dethroned one after the other
to preserve the position of Deng Xiaoping who nevertheless was
also released of his party post soon after Tiananmen.

Though the party did decide to implement Mao Zedong’s Four
Modernization program as clarified by Zhou Enlai at least twice
before his death, the profits-above-everything neoliberalism
promoted by slogans such as “to make money is glorious”
continued, resulting in long hours and low pay for workers. That
was one reason why the West, which earlier had boycotted
China because of Tiananmen, returned to participate in the
Chinese market with a vengeance.

Another reason was the enthusiastic participation by Greater
China (HongKong and Macau, Taiwan), South Korea and Japan
in the China trade. Western threats notwithstanding, most
Chinese actually preferred Japanese civilian goods than what
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they thought were generally inferior products from the West.
Besides, military or even so-called “dual use” goods involving
“high tech” had always been banned for sale to China since
1949. The one product that could be termed as “high tech” were
chips from South Korea and China. The US itself sells mostly
lower grade chips.

In short, Western trade, or basically US trade with China, were
and still are mostly limited to low tech stuff like Nike shoes,
clothing or vitamins. Because of cheap labor, many American
companies decided to move their factories producing civilian
goods in China.

Such goods are hardly the stuff that make for a formidable
scientific nation. To attain such a status China had to turn
inwards and develop its own core technologies, as it did during
Mao’s time when the country produced its own satellites, nuclear
subs and intercontinental ballistic missiles.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
100. Col from OZ says:

China ate the US lunch!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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101. Col from OZ says:
The US could escape their fate by disavowing all Co2 BS. Build
cheap fossil fuel power.

 A link that says c02 is big BS
 https://notrickszone.com/2023/09/18/new-study-the-rising-co2-

causes-warming-perception-not-supported-by-real-world-
observation/

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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102. GomezAdddams says:
September 20, 2023 at 12:41 am GMT • 16.7 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
Next major conflict Front Page material will be “Canada Against
India !!”

Can you just magine it—Justin Trudeau held hostage in India
because his plane does not function and then telling Modi the
Singh terrorist in Surrey was Assassinated by some Indian
government officials and then Trudeau tells Modi that Khalistan
separatists in Surrey are the good guys.

It now makes sense that Justin is partner with Jagmeet Singh
and Khalistan rabble rousers are NOT terrorists.

Joe Biden pointed his index finger against Justin and it might
just be the case that if Justin takes on Modi –Amtrak Joe and
Zylenskyy might enter the fray and this would force Vlad to enter
and then Rishi Sunak would come to Modi’s side while Punjab
residents in Yorkshire would cheer on Khalistan’s justifiable
existence.

All began 300 years ago —Britain enters –draws lines on maps
on paper and lumps people together who were –different —very
different and one side later persuaded to join Mother England
with orders to kill all Hindi leaders who wanted England OUT of
India.

Gotta go now —-Monty Python rerun time —today —- “The
Meaning of Life” with Mr Creosote—

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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103. Anonymousrgc says:
September 20, 2023 at 1:04 am GMT • 16.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
The Red China is a threat to American sovereignty is the latest
astro turf project of the American deep state. Lets start a war
with Red China is just one more MSM and US Government
fabricated distraction from the real existential threat to the
American nation. Which cannot be mentioned.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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104. littlereddot says:
September 20, 2023 at 1:04 am GMT • 16.7 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@xyzxy

As far your point about ‘simplifying’ a language in order to intellectually speed
things up? Often this sort of thing results in an overall cultural devolution. One
can easily point to how traditional English is being transformed rapidly within
the vernacular, resulting in a degradation of corresponding richness in
thought.

As for grammar, English has become much simpler than its
Germanic or even Latin roots. If one regards simplification of
grammar as a feature of greater development of a language,
then Chinese is even more developed than English. No tenses,
no inflexions, no plural etc.

The thing that Western idiots like this one like to harp on is the
writing system. Little do they realise that China has been
exposed to alphabetical systems for 3000 years, but has
declined to use them. Like in all systems there are advantages
and disadvantages. One should ask the Japanese why they
continue to use Chinese Kanji ideographic characters together
with their own 2 indigenous alphabets/syllabaries.

IMHO the main advantage for China to use its ideographic
system was the ease of administration of different parts of the
country. Idiot Westerners like this one do not know that China
was formed of many different ethnic groups with their own
languages, customs etc. Rather than the royal/imperial courts
having to translate their communications into 50 different
languages, they sent out a SINGLE text of ideographic
characters, which would then be read in the local tongue.

I just came back from a trip to Japan. Even though I do not
speak Japanese, I could drive around the country reading their
road signs, and order from restaurant menus because I
understand the meaning of the ideographic symbols, even
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though I am unable to say it in Japanese. If I want to
communicate with a Japanese person, I just have to write it
down.

Now Western idiots like this one should try doing the same thing
the next time he is in France.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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105. RichardDuck says:
September 20, 2023 at 1:34 am GMT • 16.6 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@迪路
It is difficult to tell who really controls the show in fhe US. The
levers of power lie in the State and Justice departments and
other large agencies with the complicity of influencial senate
commitees. The White House nominations are a crucial factor in
controlling that orchestra. The White House staff needs to be
very efficient. Many staffers come from Think-tanks and the
think-tanks are financed by people or groups who end up having
great powera over the legislative agenda. Other rich people and
groups act as lobbyists or campaign sponsors.

Many believe that a loose group called the Neocons, the
Straussians or the Kaganists have taken control over key
positions in the administration over the last thirty years.

Those people are viewed as ideologuees because they promote
ideological talking points as opposed to promoting pragmatical
problem solving. The purpose of the ideological toolkit is to
create a form of dictature. That is what the US foreign policy
now looks like to many other countries: a dictature.

They are also viewed as ideologues because they don’t seem
concerned by the facts and because they act ruthlessly.

Although those staffers look like intelligent hyperactive
middlemen they don’t show much good jugment themselves.

There must be agents outslde the administration who informally
set the agenda. Rich people not currently making much money
in China are likely bankers or financiers living on money lending
or some shenanigans they wish to establish in the rich Asian
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market. They use the US as their lever to force countries to open
their doors to their projects. This process has been going on
since the US has an army.

• Replies: @迪路
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
106. littlereddot says:

September 20, 2023 at 1:36 am GMT • 16.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@CelestiaQuesta
One little tidbit of info you might find interesting.

The PRC’s claims over the South China Sea islands….these
claims were inherited from the ROC.

When the ROC still represented China, the US regarded these
islands as part of China. In fact at the end of WW2, it was the
US navy that helped ROC soldiers retake the islands vacated by
the Japanese, since the Chinese navy was destroyed in the war.

A few years later, when the PRC defeated the ROC in the
mainland, suddenly the US decided that the islands are not
longer Chinese, and that China is being aggressively
expansionist. It is totally two faced

The same applies to Tibet, Xinjiang, Mongolia etc etc

• Agree: JR Foley
• Thanks: CelestiaQuesta, Showmethereal
• Replies: @CelestiaQuesta
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107. The_Masterwang says:
@JR Foley
The Bible is more flexible than a rubber band. Anyone can find
anything he likes in it.

• Agree: meamjojo
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
108. The_Masterwang says:

@Aleatorius
Once again, actions, not words. Stop being bitches. Walk the
talk.

• Replies: @Brian Damage
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
109. The_Masterwang says:

@anon
Deng said his policy had a time frame. About 30 years. That
time has passed. You can’t “bide time” indefinitely.
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110. elmerfudzie says:
September 20, 2023 at 1:43 am GMT • 16.6 days ago • 500
Words   ↑
Neither the WEF globalist cabal or Chinese nationalists can
disguise or nullify the underlying issue of how to maintain
economic and military parity fifty years into the future. There are
limbic-system emotions at work here and apply to every last
human including monkeys! Recall the nationally televised
experiment where two monkeys were in full view of each other
receiving reward (treats) for some given task. Both animals
insisted that they receive the same token of gratitude with an
edible fruit for the same job done. The researchers fairness was
scrupulously monitored by both monkeys. This fundamental
animal reaction runs deep in our subconscious. The original
paper was submitted by one, Frans De Waal. He demonstrated
the now famous Capuchin monkey fairness test. It shows just
how important underlying emotions are when linked to
unjustifiable prejudice (applied here- in the broadest sense of
the word). This is an interesting psychological observation that
can be applied in many spheres of human interaction such as
work environments, political debates, contract and treaty
negotiations etcetera…

Readers may conclude that these reactions are merely shades
of jealousy, envy, insubordination, revolt against authority,
immaturity but whatever the reasons, leaders everywhere must
take stock of this “equality trait” built in us all. With this new
awareness about ourselves, the old historical considerations
e.g., military concepts of Carl Von Clausewitz, his “Six Lessons
for the Modern Strategist” or for that matter the theories behind
the Thucydides Trap must take a back seat just long enough to
try and comprehend how the human mind is really wired-
emotionally.
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Be it the USA 5 Eyes, EU, SCO, BRICS alliances all share, on
an individual basis, one essential feeling. It lies far below the
granular level of negotiation(s) that is to say; Do you get more
than me? how come you get more and I don’t get the same
reward? I don’t have the same things you have?? how come U
get the grape and I get the cucumber? This interpretation goes
down to the very marrow of our animal nature and instinct.

Clausewitz went on and on with his thesis about war and war
making, he said it should not be compared to art but to
commerce, “which is also a conflict of human interests and
activities.” He almost hit the mark but missed it entirely. The
aforementioned examples of inequality and lack of fairness can
be detected and resented even in monkeys…This thinking
process, however primitive, is at bottom of what incites mistrust,
anger and hatred..These are the fundamental building blocks of
war not the Thucydides Trap or Clausewitz’ historical cycles that
bring forward then retract titanic forces used for economic and or
military gain.

Hopefully tomorrows world will embrace a better understanding
of human psychology, what motivates leaders and the citizenry
at large to take up arms or make efforts to secure a lasting
peace. It’s time to dump Carl Von Clausewitz, dump so called
realities of the Thucydides Trap and finally, dump fascism, Crony
capitalism and the return of feudal lords!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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111. Astuteobservor II says:
September 20, 2023 at 1:54 am GMT • 16.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Build up China? WTF are you smoking?

We used China to make money. Why do you think China got the
MFN status? Its manufacturing kept our inflation down while we
invaded other countries for the last 20 years. We were hoping
the Chinese leaders were stupid enough to not develop their
country like the Indian leaders. Turns out, China got super smart
elites who aren’t all extractive.

That is all.

WTF is up with retarded anons whitewashing and riding high
horses.

• Agree: RichardDuck, Showmethereal
• Replies: @Brian Damage
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
112. Anon[367] • Disclaimer says:

@Anonymous
Neither is happening. China’s economy has stagnated and the
entire developed world (and much of the under-developed world)
hates them now. They have no reproductive capabilities and will
go out with a whimper as their women refuse to breed (with
them).

• Replies: @Brian Damage
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113. Metropole says:
September 20, 2023 at 1:57 am GMT • 16.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
In the three decades between 1990-2020 while China was rising
the US wasn’t exactly sleeping. It was busy making war on the
Middle East on behalf of Israel.

Both China and Russia used that breathing space to develop
their economies. Meanwhile the US was attacking and
destroying the whole Islamic world. They certainly succeeded in
that as the Middle East is in shambles while Israel is prospering.

The cost to the US was blood on their hands for 10+ million
murders, $10+ trillion in war spending and 30 years of lost time.
An even bigger cost was the loss of respect in the world. The US
and the West have proven themselves unworthy of leading the
world of the future.

• Thanks: Deep Thought
• Replies: @meamjojo
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114. Franz says:
September 20, 2023 at 2:30 am GMT • 16.6 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Miro23
It will not work out.

Only American citizens of the Old Type even care about tiddly-
wink issues like “debt”. Our Dreamer replacements do not care,
and probably never heard of such things to begin with. You are
certainly aware of Peter Brimelow’s old quote, attributed to a
Mexican enricher. The fellow said “Those gringos sh!t money.”
I’m sure you remember it.

Point is that where our replacements are concerned, the
ordinary laws of human commerce simply do not apply. And
where China is concerned it’s not only a replacement for a
certain demographic. China is our replacement CIVILIZATION.

China has everything the Soros-Gates mindset wants. The
social credit system, the total state as the answer for everything,
the substitute of discipline for freedom. All that.

As the USA works at building a totalitarian civic structure along
Chinese lines you can bet our upper class only wishes
Americans would just roll over and let it happen. But we
disappoint them in so many ways. We insist on owning guns. We
persist in our freedom of speech.

They’re just getting fed up with us. For so many reasons.

• Replies: @anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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115. antibeast says:
September 20, 2023 at 2:34 am GMT • 16.6 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@xyzxy
The 1972 Nixon-Mao meeting led to the US-China detente which
was a quid pro quo, as follows: China would stop supporting the
Vietnamese Communists while the USA would stop supporting
the Chinese Nationalists in Taiwan. Contrary to popular
misconception, Mao never agreed to open up the Chinese
economy to foreign investors which happened only under Deng
after his famous Southern Tour in 1992, two decades later. And
US multinationals didn’t move in to China until 2000 after the
USA lifted sanctions imposed after Tiananmen in 1989. By that
time, Asian (Japanese) and European (German) investors were
already well-established in China whose vast market the
American investors craved. That’s why the Clinton
Administration granted MFN status to China in 2000 which
paved the way for its accession to the WTO in 2001 on the
condition that China open up its market to US multinationals
while adopting the USD as its foreign reserve currency.

• Agree: Brian Damage, Deep Thought
• Thanks: littlereddot
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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116. The_Masterwang says:

@Gerry
Power cost, labor and environment regulations, labor unions,
presence of mature production chain (resources, shipping of
resources, tool makers…etc). Compare China and the West
along these metrics.
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117. CelestiaQuesta says:
@littlereddot
These are excellent history lessons, thank you.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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118. Col from OZ says:

The US would have done better by doing NOTHING. Every
move has worsened the situation , whether its reserve dollar to
geo-political calculations, ie threats.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

119. September 20, 2023 at 4:00 am GMT • 16.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Xi and Putin are very different men!! The neo-cons in these
United States, the United Kingdom, and Israel want to engage in
” nuclear chicken ” but the world is not on the same page!! Yes
the neo-cons can provoke a nuclear war and destroy this planet;
but everyone would die!! Only insane or very sick people strive
to kill everybody!!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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120. Old Brown Fool says:
September 20, 2023 at 4:49 am GMT • 16.5 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
Lets start with the simplest of reasons: China holding a few
trillions of American debt; when it finally realized there is not
much that can be bought with these trillions, and the American
oligarchy can freeze these trillions any time it wants, it started to
offload it slowly. Slowly, because it does not want this debt turn
into worthless paper – then China will lose its hard earned
export earnings.

Then the next one – in the NWO, China is supposed to be a
perpetual slave labour state. That is the only way the western
oligarchs could retain their control over the western masses: the
oligarchs will release IOUs a.k.a FRNs to the western masses,
who will use it to buy cheap Chinese goods, then the Chinese
will turn those FRNs into T Bills, hoping that some day these T
Bills can be used to buy technology from the West, so that the
Chinese slave labour can churn out further cheaper goods… Got
the trend? It will be the best perpetual motion machine ever
invented. The West will supply the tech, the East will
manufacture it, and the West will ride on it…

But the Chinese are not Indians; they can learn, improvise,
understand and create.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

121. picture111 says:
@Biff
Yes, thank you! very well said. NO other people on this planet
working as HARD as Chinese!

• Agree: JR Foley
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122. BlackFlag says:
September 20, 2023 at 6:09 am GMT • 16.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@the cleaner
By industrial capitalism, he means activity that produces benefits
for the the whole population in the long-term. By financial
capitalism, he means activity that produces profits for passive
investors but do not necessarily create a net positive on the
whole in the long-term. Is this correct?

That seems right but in addition China also seeks to champion
Chinese firms and restrict foreign ones. So it should be called
industrial national capitalism or long-term national capitalism.
Hudson seems to have a more post-national outlook.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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123. BlackFlag says:

September 20, 2023 at 6:17 am GMT • 16.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@antibeast
Great.

1. Rather than compete for Chinese markets, why didn’t the
Clinton admin force Europe and it’s Asian allies to sanction
China? America was far more powerful during the 90s.

2. Jeffrey Sachs that the economic policies America has
implemented against China during the past few years are having
a big effect. That it’s the key to the big Chinese 2023 slowdown.
How can that be if they barely depend on exports to America,
especially considering workarounds like reexports?

• Replies: @antibeast
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124. Zane says:
September 20, 2023 at 7:02 am GMT • 16.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
China is a bug in search of a windshield. I cannot think of any
country which is suffering as many problems as China right now.
A ginormous debt bubble. A real estate sector that is like a
bodybuilder on steroids. Environmental issues galore. Bad food.
A totalitarian government headed by a dictator who lives in a
Chicom bubble eating Maoflakes for breakfast. Commie cadres
completely out of touch and corrupt to the core. Grand Theft of
intellectual property. Rampant cheating. Scams. Foul air quality.

China is the future? China is a nightmare that refuses to wake
up!

• Replies: @Looger
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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125. Pizzastand says:
September 20, 2023 at 7:15 am GMT • 16.4 days ago • 400
Words   ↑

But if China was not given access to western markets and entered into the
WTO, there would be no Chinese miracle and no Chinese superpower today.

The author makes it sound like it was a gift, like we were doing
China a favor for “giving” China access to Western markets. Yet
doing the opposite would have been going against our professed
belief–sincere or not–in the sanctity of free markets and the
principles of comparative advantage. More important, we did
ourselves a favor: for decades, we got inexpensive, affordable
goods–practically everything in Walmart and Target–significantly
decreasing our cost of living and giving us access to high-quality
products like iPhones whose manufacture would hardly have
been possible without the low-cost/high-quality labor in China,
from assemblers to tooling and industrial engineers. And of
course, US corporations came away with runaway profits.

I agree with the author in questioning Mearsheimer’s assertions,
specifically that US officials did what they did under the
assumption that China would become a democracy

and therefore would become a responsible stakeholder in an American-led
international order. [Mearsheimer].

It’s far more likely that they simply needed cover for opening our
markets, sending jobs overseas, and entering China into the
WTO–a hard sell in the case of an authoritarian, communist
country. Any objections could be met with, “But we’re doing this
for democracy!” Did anyone really believe this? Mearsheimer’s
argument also implies that the US’s current problems with China
have to do with it being authoritarian and a hegemon,
particularly in Asia (as if this is the preordained role for a certain
country on the opposite side of the globe), when in fact it has
more to do with China becoming an emerging economic
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competitor–just like Japan was in the 1980s. The difference is
that we could strong-arm Japan, a “responsible stakeholder” that
was beating us in our “rules-based system,” into abiding by a
new set of rules which would soon drive it into economic
stagnation so that it could no longer pose a challenge. We
cannot do the same to China. And so yes, war with China is
inevitable if China does not make like Japan and stop growing.
Our leaders will see that this is so.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

126. Brian Damage says:
September 20, 2023 at 8:02 am GMT • 16.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Astuteobservor II

We used China to make money. Why do you think China got the MFN status?
Its manufacturing kept our inflation down while we invaded other countries for
the last 20 years. We were hoping the Chinese leaders were stupid enough to
not develop their country like the Indian leaders. Turns out, China got super
smart elites who aren’t all extractive.

The above is pretty much the US in a nutshell.

The West banned IQ studies but like the stereotypes of non-
Whites. All non-whites are the same. Indians, Chinese they are
all stupid. Anything good coming from them are just copies or
clever mimicry. Just a look at the IQ averages of all the
countries, one would have guess which countries will and can do
well and which will always be poor. Easy as that. The IQ chart
never fails.
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127. meamjojo says:
September 20, 2023 at 8:14 am GMT • 16.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@xyzxy

“As far as your comment about the society remaining ‘laggard’ because of it?
The proof against that view is for all to see, highlighted in Chinese techno
development, over the past fifty years.”

The only reason that China is where it is at today is because the
USA and other Western countries offshored our factories to
them. We brought them into the 20th century, pulled them up by
their own bootstraps as our corpocracy stupidly focused on
gaining more profits, which allowed the Chinese to steal
Western technology and use it to compete with us.

If we cut off Chinese access to the latest Western technology,
China will flounder. They are taught to be followers, not creators.
Their thinking processes and minds are strictly regimented.

This is reality.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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128. Brian Damage says:
September 20, 2023 at 8:23 am GMT • 16.4 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@Anon

Neither is happening. China’s economy has stagnated and the entire
developed world (and much of the under-developed world) hates them now.
They have no reproductive capabilities and will go out with a whimper as their
women refuse to breed (with them).

China’s birth rate is slightly less than the US. Both below
population replacement rate. All of Europe are below
replacement. South Korea, Japan and Taiwan are even lower
than China.

China has 1.4 billion people and the US has 332 million. Do
some math, with similar birth rates, what is the population of
China and the US 20 years from now? I am not even touching
on the subject of types of births. China is pretty much Han
people so most of the births will be Hans while in the US we are
seeing an increase in Hispanics while a dramatic decrease of
White births.

The birth rates that are above replacement are South Asian,
South American and African countries. With climate change,
food scarcity.. These people will want to migrate to Western
countries. China, not so easy to migrate to. Desert on the
Western side, the Himalayas on the Southwest, oceans on the
left side. It has been that way for thousands of years. If it is that
easy, many Chinese would have looked like those people in
Bhutan,Nepal or Nagaland in India. Or the people of
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan or Uzbekistan.

I see a Brazil type of demography in most Western countries,
while China will have a smaller population in the future, it will
remain mostly Han and will be the most productive. In 50 years,
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we will see Whites and other East Asians working with the Hans
for their own self preservation.

The “China is a threat” thing is a short term strategy that will
have a massive blowback in a few decades.

• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
129. Odd Rabbit says:

September 20, 2023 at 9:40 am GMT • 16.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Miro23
“That’s a key difference from the West.

 Also top Party positions are all men and they get put on trial and
executed if they take bribes.”

  
That’s very important. Not only many men are unsuitable or
even dangerous in politics but so are most women too because
they are biologically different and have different, more on love
than reason based biological and social tasks in life. Love and
reason are different things. Reason must dominate the politics.
Love is important in life but it is not able to solve problems and
that’s true with hate too. They mostly only cause/create
problems.

 Most problems nations/we all have to day are problems of the
weakness or lack of reason and can only be solved with reason,
not with feelings of love or hate which often resist the voice of
reason/are irrational.

• Thanks: Miro23
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130. Brian Damage says:
September 20, 2023 at 9:43 am GMT • 16.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Gerry

For me that raised so many questions and still does and a friend who is a
shipping manager at an industrial firm here in Canada we talk about so many
things and how is it i ask him that with shipping costs and traveling times that
something can still be produced on the other side of the globe cheaper than
what can be done in our own backyard.

And you believed your friend. A shipping manager. He can
coordinate trucks moving products out, on time. He has no idea
about anything else.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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131. Brian Damage says:

@The_Masterwang
You know he is Bharat right?

132. Johnny 99 says:
Instead of building military bases in foreign nations, USA should
build infrastructure and start in it’s own country first. Instead of
being a force of death it should transform itself to be a force of
life.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

133. anon[294] • Disclaimer says:
@Franz

The social credit system

There is no social credit system in China. It doesn’t exist. I don’t
know why people keep repeating this lie.
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134. Deep Thought says:
@Brian Damage
Sounds like Bharat. Smells like Bharat…

135. Deep Thought says:
@anon
It still can exist in someone’s mind… and he can then hear
voices… etc.
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136. Odd Rabbit says:
September 20, 2023 at 12:36 pm GMT • 16.2 days ago • 600
Words   ↑
@Odd Rabbit
This excerpt from the article of Dugin (Eschatologies of
multipolar world) explains better what was meant in my previous
comment when I said that

 “China probably understands the fact that seeking this kind of
hegemony it would soon face the same fate as America today
and therefore will not fall into that trap, but avoids the dangers
involved ..and C may also feel strange the whole idea that there
should be only one superpower in the world because it wants
and is able to cooperate and share responsibility with other
poles”

[7 civilisations (1 against 6)

But at the XV summit, held from 22 to 24 August 2023 in
Johannesburg, the final formation of the multipolar club took
place. The entry of three Islamic powers – Shiite Iran and Sunni
Saudi Arabia and the UAE – was fundamental. Thus, the direct
participation in the multipolar world of the entire Islamic
civilisation, represented by both branches – Sunnism and Shiism
– was assured.

In addition, along with Portuguese-speaking Brazil, Spanish-
speaking Argentina, another strong and independent power,
joined the BRICS. Even in the mid-twentieth century, theorists of
South American unification into a consolidated “Greater Space”
– primarily Argentine general Juan Perón and Brazilian president
Getúlio Vargas – considered a decisive rapprochement between
Brazil and Argentina to be the first principle of this process. If
this is achieved, the process of integration of the Latin American
ecumene (term of A.Buela) will be irreversible. And that is
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exactly what is happening now in the context of the accession of
the two major powers of South America, Brazil and Argentina, to
the multipolar club.

The admission of Ethiopia is also highly symbolic. It is the only
African country that remained independent throughout the
colonial era, preserving its sovereignty, its independence and its
unique culture (Ethiopians are the oldest Christian people).
Combined with South Africa, Ethiopia strengthens by its
presence in the multipolar club the African continent as a whole.

In fact, the new composition of the BRICS gives us a complete
model of uniting all poles – civilisations, “Greater Spaces”, with
the exception of the West, which desperately seeks to preserve
its hegemony and unipolar structure. But now it faces not
disparate and fragmented countries, full of internal and external
contradictions, but a united force of the majority of humanity,
determined to build a multipolar world.

This multipolar world consists of the following civilisations:

The West (the USA+EU and their vassals, which includes, alas,
the once proud and sovereign Japan now degraded to passive
puppet of the Western conquerors);

 China (+Taiwan) with its satellites;
 Russia (as an integrator of the entire Eurasian space);

 India and its zone of influence;
 Latin America (with the core of Brazil+Argentina);

 Africa (South Africa+Ethiopia, with Mali, Burkina Faso, Niger,
etc., liberated from French colonial influence).

 Islamic world (in both versions – Shiite Iran, Sunni Saudi Arabia
and UAE).

 At the same time, one civilisation – the Western one – claims
hegemony, while the other six deny it, accepting only a
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multipolar system and recognising the West as only one of the
civilisations, along with others. May be still strongest (relatively
and not for too long) but not unique.

So the rightness of Samuel Huntington, who saw the future in
the return of civilisations, has been confirmed in practice, while
the fallacy of Fukuyama’s thesis, who believed that the global
hegemony of the liberal West (the end of history) has already
been achieved, has become obvious. Therefore, Fukuyama is
left only doomed to lecture the Ukrainian neo-Nazis, the last
hope of globalists to stop the onset of multipolarity, for which
Russia in Ukraine is fighting today.]

 https://www.geopolitika.ru/en/article/eschatologies-multipolar-
world
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137. Anonymous[199] • Disclaimer says:
September 20, 2023 at 12:39 pm GMT • 16.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Brian Damage

China’s birth rate is slightly less than the US.

Birth rate is one thing, but population growth rate is another.

U.S. population is growing at 0.7% per year, while China’s pop
growth is 0.1% per year. Given the different starting points, the
“U.S.” population is growing by 2.3 million per year, while
China’s only increases by 1.43 million.

While the vast majority of the U.S.’ growth is non-white
(immigrants included) and who are, let’s put it, “less than
qualified”, and China’s growth is that of its native ethnicity, it still
erodes China’s advantage, the pool of skilled
producer/consumers of China.

China will have to encourage healthy population increase, or fall
behind.

While the fall in births would have happened as China got richer,
the CPC really over-did the One Child Policy, enforcing it for too
long. The Once Child Policy began in 1980.

It really should have been eased to 2 children by 2003 (after
9/11), 3 children by 2013 (BRI start) and by 2016, completely
removed. Beyond that, pro-natal policies (maternal leave, day
care etc.) and media encouragement/propaganda (shows,
movies, news) across China. If they had done that, we’d be
seeing a good trend in China now.

Competent as the Chinese are, they fucked this one up.
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138. Mr. Burns says:
@Supply and Demand
Yeah, that’s China. Definitely not the Jews. LOL. Idiot.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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139. Mr. Burns says:

@meamjojo
An easy language makes it easier for for every foreigner on
earth to come tramping up to your door begging for mercy and
guilting your population. No thanks. Ever notice how every
nigger in Africa seems to speak English?
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140. Anonymous[382] • Disclaimer says:

September 20, 2023 at 1:03 pm GMT • 16.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
The crucial point is this:

By end of century, the small minority of Americans who are white
will have to fight for their own existence, in the land of their birth,
against a majority population of natives of the same land who
hate and despise them – and by this time the non white
population will hold all political and military power.

In contrast, China will still be vast majority Han.

And anyway, a lower population in China, a nation of around 1.5
billion, can only be a benefit.
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141. Thelma Ringbaum says:
September 20, 2023 at 1:10 pm GMT • 16.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@xyzxy
No, no, just follow the money. The obvious start of thw WW3
was the failure of the secret Trade Agreement between US and
Europe and China , during Obama days. TPIP, TTIP, what was it
called?

After that came Brexit and Trump and Ukrainian coup and
Globohomo with Climate much accelerated.

Basically the Elites failed to come to an agreement and thus
everything unraveled.
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142. Brian Damage says:
September 20, 2023 at 1:20 pm GMT • 16.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Anonymous

Birth rate is one thing, but population growth rate is another.

U.S. population is growing at 0.7% per year, while China’s pop growth is 0.1%
per year. Given the different starting points, the “U.S.” population is growing
by 2.3 million per year, while China’s only increases by 1.43 million.

Tell me, where is the growth from? Quality immigrants? No.
AND… The difference in population growth between US and
China is 870,000 per year. Let’s say the trend remained constant
for 50 years. In 50 years, US’s population will outgrow China by
a measly 43 million people. Remember, China has 1.4 billion
people. Zero impact.

While the fall in births would have happened as China got richer, the CPC
really over-did the One Child Policy, enforcing it for too long. The Once Child
Policy began in 1980.

This I agree but it is a blessing in disguise. With the current slow
down of growth, the population will stabilize to a level where the
standard of living of Chinese people will increase as yu have
less people chasing more resources.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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143. Aleatorius says:

@Notsofast
It’s good to know that you’re just another one of those bombastic
Chinese. Incidentally, our tranny show is just that, a big show to
get you thinking that you can beat US in the meantime, we’ll
kicking some serious asses.
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144. Aleatorius says:
@Brian Damage
Can you prove that chinaman?
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145. antibeast says:
September 20, 2023 at 1:30 pm GMT • 16.1 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
@BlackFlag

Rather than compete for Chinese markets, why didn’t the Clinton admin force
Europe and it’s Asian allies to sanction China? America was far more
powerful during the 90s.

Believe it or not, it’s called ‘Capitalism’. The Asians and
Europeans had no desire nor interest in sanctioning China for its
alleged ‘human rights’ abuses in Tiananmen. All they ever
wanted was to make money selling to the vast Chinese market.
As did the Americans. That’s why US companies like Motorola,
Nike, Qualcomm, etc. applied for and received approval for
exemptions to the US sanctions in order to access the Chinese
market. Either that or they cede the Chinese market to their
Asian and European competitors which prompted US companies
like Boeing, Ford, GM, GE, etc. to lobby the Clinton
Administration to grant MFN status to China.

Jeffrey Sachs that the economic policies America has implemented against
China during the past few years are having a big effect. That it’s the key to the
big Chinese 2023 slowdown. How can that be if they barely depend on
exports to America, especially considering workarounds like reexports?

There’s a lot of popular misconceptions regarding China’s
exports to the USA which consists of two types of products: 1)
US-branded goods made in China, and 2). Chinese
‘intermediate goods’. The former had already been relocating to
other countries like Vietnam, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Mexico,
etc. BEFORE the Trump Trade War. Nike, for example, now
produces more than 90 percent of its shoes OUTSIDE China
with the remaining 10 percent serving the Chinese market.
However, Trump didn’t put tariffs on Apple’s iPhones because
Tim Cook lobbied against it as Apple had no other locations
outside China to manufacture them. However, Trump did put
tariffs on Chinese ‘intermediate goods’ like solar panels, LCD
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screens, lithium batteries, electric motors, etc. in the hopes that
US manufacturers would source these components from
domestic manufacturers. Instead, US manufacturers moved their
factories overseas to escape the tariffs, mainly to Mexico. Those
tariffs did affect the supply-chains of US manufacturers who now
had to move their factories around the tariffs.

One last thing, the slowdown over the past couple of years has
nothing to do with the Trump Trade War but everything to do
with the Covid-19 pandemic.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
146. Aleatorius says:

September 20, 2023 at 1:36 pm GMT • 16.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Deep Thought
Why because I defend India against China? I do know that it’s
our interest to defeat the chinks, so, support for India is only
normal, so don’t be jealous.

As to smelling like India, the Chinese women love sitting next to
me on subways and avoid their own chinamen as if they’re
leperous or worst homosexuals.
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147. littlereddot says:
September 20, 2023 at 2:10 pm GMT • 16.1 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Anonymous

U.S. population is growing at 0.7% per year, while China’s pop growth is 0.1%
per year. Given the different starting points, the “U.S.” population is growing
by 2.3 million per year, while China’s only increases by 1.43 million.

Assuming growth rates remain the same.

China presently has 1000 Million more people than the USA.

How many years will it take the USA to reach parity with China?

I am a terrible mathematician, but I can safely say it will take
more than 300 years.

Does the USA have this much time?

Also, what would happen if the Chinese government says “it is
now the patriotic duty of every fertile family to bear one more
child. The state will give hefty cash bonuses, and all childcare
and related cost to be borne by the state including medical,
schooling, childcare etc. In addition both parents and grand
parents will receive yearly state gratuities for life.”

148. Hulkamania says:
@Anonymous
Having a greater number of worthless parasites isn’t an asset
like the USA seems to believe it is.
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149. Hulkamania says:
@Aleatorius
Is America’s total inability to produce munitions in quantities
necessary for industrial warfare also for show? Do you jews
have a line of hidden factories underground or something?
Perhaps hidden with the deus ex machina alien technology that
boomers believe you have?

• Replies: @Notsofast
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
150. littlereddot says:

September 20, 2023 at 2:55 pm GMT • 16.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Deep Thought
I think you might be right. 2 things seem to suggest that. See his
reply #158

1. How many white guys know what Bharat means?
 2. He does not deny being Bharat, but only gives an impression

that he does. Very slippery, and characteristic behaviour of this
tribe. Where I come from, there is a saying…”if you see a
Bharat, and a snake in the grass, which one do you kill first?”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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151. Odd Rabbit says:
September 20, 2023 at 4:12 pm GMT • 16.0 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Odd Rabbit
For anyone who is interested in Dugin here is more about his
4thPT

The Condensed Dugin: A Review of Alexander Dugin’s The
Great Awakening vs The Great Reset, by Nelson Rosit

 The Book
 The Great Awakening vs The Great Reset

 Alexander Dugin
 London, Arktos Media, 2021

 If you are curious about the analysis of the Russian geopolitical
philosopher Alexander Dugin, but do not want to tackle his
Foundations of Geopolitics[1] or The Fourth Political Theory[2]
you might consider this slim volume.

 The Great Awakening vs The Great Reset is the condensed
Dugin. It is also the topical Dugin in that he discusses
developments in America 2020–21. In fact, this book seems to
be aimed at an American audience. I certainly do not want to
discourage anyone from reading the above-mentioned longer
works because even when he is vague and contradictory Dugin
is interesting.

 Even when you disagree with his thinking, his writing is
engaging.

 https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2023/09/04/the-
condensed-dugin-a-review-of-alexander-dugins-the-great-
awakening-vs-the-great-reset/

• Replies: @Odd Rabbit
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152. Peripatetic commenter says:
@Big Iron 44
Wait. National Socialism?

I am waiting for the demonization in the #LyingMSM. Ohhh, it
has already occurred, but they haven’t hit on that aspect yet.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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153. Peripatetic commenter says:

September 20, 2023 at 4:39 pm GMT • 16.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@littlereddot

Also, what would happen if the Chinese government says “it is now the
patriotic duty of every fertile family to bear one more child. The state will give
hefty cash bonuses, and all childcare and related cost to be borne by the state
including medical, schooling, childcare etc. In addition both parents and grand
parents will receive yearly state gratuities for life.”

Please don’t give them ideas because many people think they
are too dumb to think of this themselves.
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154. Deep Thought says:
September 20, 2023 at 5:07 pm GMT • 16.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius

As to smelling like India, the Chinese women love sitting next to me on
subways

That’s another way of admitting being Hindian. There is nothing
wrong with being Indian. Why covering it up?!

To be honest, I am not a fan of Asian women:

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/-v2meON8ijc

Take what comes to you!

• Replies: @Aleatorius
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155. Deep Thought says:
@Anonymous

and by this time the non white population will hold all political and military
power.

It reminds me of a saying about the meek inheriting the Earth!

In the end, the world might well be dominated by those people
who are the LAST to modernise!!!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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156. Rahan says:

September 20, 2023 at 6:16 pm GMT • 15.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Trump’s approach was to use economic levers to start treating
China like a peer competitor in fight for global dominance.

The approach of the neocons and the liberasts is to try to
ferment war and coups and starve people out.

Both are approaches “to contain China” (or any other target), but
one is a far cry from the other.

Introducing tariffs, demanding better deals, and trying to wind
down existing wars is one thing, while trying to throw half the
globe into a war and starve the rest is quite another thing.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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157. Notsofast says:
September 20, 2023 at 6:42 pm GMT • 15.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Hulkamania
aclitorus is here to tell us of the wunderwaffe, that the mighty
zato fourth reich, is about to unleash upon these misérables
subhumans. forget 155mm shells (that they can’t produce), they
kick started the fuhrer’s personal glocke, and are now ready to
rain justice down upon the disbelievers. for some reason, they
cannot rain justice, upon russia and must now “pivot” to china.
all of the mighty zato ubermensches can’t overcome, 145 million
russians and now they want to take 1.45 billion chinese. lol, talk
about whistling past the grave yard.
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158. Notsofast says:

@Aleatorius
keep on sucking it, you angry military bottom, that’s what you do
for a living, dog boy.

https://www.theamericanconservative.com/us-military-going-to-
the-dogs/
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159. Looger says:
September 20, 2023 at 8:33 pm GMT • 15.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Zane

A ginormous debt bubble. A real estate sector that is like a bodybuilder on
steroids. Environmental issues galore. Bad food. A totalitarian government
headed by a dictator who lives in a Chicom bubble eating Maoflakes for
breakfast. Commie cadres completely out of touch and corrupt to the core.
Grand Theft of intellectual property. Rampant cheating. Scams. Foul air
quality.

If you consider how many fires in Canada this summer were
started by our governments or greenie wheenie sympathetics,
then you may agree our air quality (or at least New York’s) is
foul.

The rest sounds exactly where the former west is headed,
because China is the model.

We keep electing the shitheads who praise China, such as
Justine Castreau. He is trying to take us there because he
admires how quickly they can get things done in their
dictatorship.

• Replies: @Zane
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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160. Aleatorius says:

@Notsofast
You chinks are so gullible! Don’t you know that even She Jingle
Pee prays to mighty Buddha in secret to spare China the misery
that America will visit upon it for very bad behavior? Now, who is
the dog boy, my yellow little chow-chow?

• Replies: @Notsofast
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161. Aleatorius says:
@Deep Thought
“That’s another way of admitting being Hindian.”

Thank you, Sherlock Holmes! You’re clueless as usual.

• Replies: @Deep Thought
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162. Vidi says:
September 20, 2023 at 11:31 pm GMT • 15.7 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius

No one begrudges China for transforming itself into a self-sufficient nation
which takes care of its citizens. The problem is that they want to be the next
hegemon by biting the hand that fed it over the last half a century.

No, the problem is that America wants to dominate the world
and it is fearful that it may lose its grip. Thus Americans are
paranoid: they see threats everywhere, and they lash out. It’s
why they took Japan down, they are taking Germany down, and
they’re attempting to take down China.

In spite of US propaganda, people in Japan didn’t want their
country to become “the next hegemon”; they only wanted to be
left alone. Thus the title of one of their best-selling books: “The
Japan That Can Say NO”. Of course, Americans were extremely
affronted that anyone would dare to say “no” to an order from
the mighty USA and moved to take down the miscreants. The
US was successful: to this day, decades after the Plaza Accord
of 1985, Japan is mired in stagnation.

At one time, the European Union led by Germany was rivialling
the US in its economic weight. Thus the Americans moved to cut
the Germans down to size. The whole EU was forced to stop
accepting Russian energy; to toughen the starvation diet on the
Germans, the US blew up the Nordstream pipelines. The
resulting economic strangulation is working: Germany is in
recession, is visibly de-industrializing before our eyes, and is
likely to enter a long depression.

China’s next. The US would love to make the Middle Kingdom
the next victim, but its economic warfare is not working. This
year China will have robust growth and low inflation; meanwhile
the US has low growth and high inflation. Which is clearly
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suffering more? If you are an American, brace yourself: Russia
and Saudi Arabia are cutting oil production, causing prices to
soar; more economic pain is coming for you. The US may be
slamming head-first and at full speed into a BRICS wall.

If [the Chinese] were not to dig their own grave then they would have been
alright but they couldn’t leave the Pandora’s box alone and now the plague
will be upon it.

We’ll see how much the Americans enjoy the high price of
gasoline.

163. Zane says:
September 21, 2023 at 12:52 am GMT • 15.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
When it requires a boat to navigate through the streets in
downtown Shenzhen, you know a country is in trouble. Flood
damage costs billions to repair – if it is even possible.

The bug called China is heading for a collision with the
windshield called reality. I foresee a rather epic SPLAT.

• Agree: meamjojo
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164. Zane says:
September 21, 2023 at 12:57 am GMT • 15.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Looger
Kanada is a key part of the New Whirled Odor.

Trudeau senior had a meeting with top Chicom leadership when
he was a gap year student backpacking around China back in
the day. As you do:).

Justin is merely carrying on a family tradition in bringing Marxism
to the masses.

That said, these frontmen are merely puppets for the real
controllers of the world.

• Replies: @JR Foley
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165. Separatist says:
September 21, 2023 at 1:22 am GMT • 15.7 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
Mearsheimer: “However, once the Cold War ended in 1989 and
the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991, the U.S. no longer needed
China”

When Nixon shook hands with Mao in 1972, the greatest threat
to the U.S. came from immigration activists, not the Soviet
Union. And today, the White man’s worst enemies are in the
White House and the media, not in China. Chinese influence in
East Asia should not matter to us.

Helping China industrialize was a good idea, to end poverty in
China and bring us the benefits usually associated with free
trade. But helping China industrialize didn’t mean we had to
accept our own deindustrialization.

It looks like a lot of factories were sold to China and moved
there. That was not the way to do it. It must have been very
profitable for the bankers who sold the factories, but it was a
disaster for the U.S. I think the American government probably
let it happen because both the government and the financial
sector were dominated by Jewish politicians, Jewish
businessmen, and a Jewish free-trade ideology. The
government didn’t protect the common interest of the nation.

The Jewish bankers acted in their immediate financial interest
and probably made a lot of money. Now there is no factory left to
sell to the Chinese, there is no strong American industry to
support the Jewish investors, and they find that they cannot
penetrate the Chinese financial sector. So they are souring on
China. If that’s the case, then the right solution is to take
protectionist measures and try to reindustrialize the U.S. I think
that’s what Trump was trying to do. The idea of declaring war on
China is crazy.
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• LOL: meamjojo
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

166. The_Masterwang says:
@Brian Damage
I don’t care what that creature is. I just want to see him and all
his kind stop being bitches.
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167. 迪路 says:
September 21, 2023 at 2:41 am GMT • 15.6 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@RichardDuck
According to some Chinese foreign Ministry sources, it is difficult
to know who is in charge in the United States.

 I guess this is probably because America’s elites themselves are
fighting among themselves over the use of LGBTQ and other
ideas.

 Here is a vivid example to illustrate.
 “How can our own people believe that？our policies are

designed to divide those at the bottom and make sure Occupy
Wall Street never happens again.” says one American elite.

 But it seems like Musk’s son really believes in that set of
theories and went transgender.

 So there are not a few elites who believe in this set of theories.
 I guess this is probably because of the game and conflict

between different interest groups behind this, leading to the lack
of real leaders in the United States, and the United States is
actually in a state of anarchy.

 In fact, ancient Chinese history has tried similar methods, such
as promoting ethnic minorities, promoting drug abuse, promoting
homosexuality, but basically these practices, can lead to the
collapse of the country.
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168. JR Foley says:
September 21, 2023 at 2:46 am GMT • 15.6 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Zane
Justin Trudeau is a complete failure. The problem is that he
believes he is a 1% er along with Amtrak and Hunter Biden–
Donnie “Jew lover” Trump and longtime pal Roy Cohn ( died of
AIDS 1986) and Hillary and Hillbilly Clinton —those entitled
exceptionalists and then the Black Magic of Obama–

Canada now a homeland to international terrorists of any stripe
and color –WHY –each of these groups pays Trudeau big coin
to enter Canada and enjoy human rights –freedom and
Democracy.

The Punjab terrorists in Surrey—the Banderite Nazis in Ontario
and Alberta –the Italian mob in Ontario and Quebec —the
French connection in Quebec —and it all comes down to
Wealth.

Wealth created by having many renters paying sky high rents—a
criminal code where murderers are given 10 years then a
release so they can offend again—-fentanyl in BC —all those
Casinos coast to coast washing money faster than the Irish
washerwoman—-lots of immigrants —Punjab Khalistinian
hopefuls in Surrey BC —–Hong Kong —triads in Vancouver and
Toronto and by sheer coincidence

20 of Beijing’s MOST Wanted are now living in Canada—
because back in 2019 had this 20 been hauled back to Beijing
for Justice —it would have been a short trial and fast execution.

However today, they reside in Canada making fentanyl and
owning many properties with high rents and paying off politicians
..

How to spell Canada ——C O R R U P T I O N.
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• Thanks: Zane
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169. mulga mumblebrain says:

September 21, 2023 at 3:10 am GMT • 15.6 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Vidi
In fact the PRC has NO interest in dominating the planet. THAT
is Western practise, and the accusations of Chinese ambitions
to dominate are crude lies and projection. One need only watch
the LUNATIC Bartiramo on Fox, with her shrieking hatred and
lies, her latest an actual demand (with the ubiquitous Gordon
Chang) for nuclear war, to see how Western RAGE at China’s
rise is going to kill us all.

 A Chinese WEATHER balloon crosses the USA, in a year when
TEN US weather balloons flew over China-RAGE!!! China
confront US Navy ships, NOT off California, but in the Taiwan
Strait, Chinese waters according to both the PRC and the ROC-
RAGE!!@! China dares to answer Blinken back, after his
diatribe, in Anchorage-RAGE!!! China outdoes the West in
almost ALL parameters of success-RAGE!! All the hatred builds
momentum in sick and twisted Western psyches, now being
brainwashed to believe that China is ‘collapsing’ ergo will be an
easy kill, like Iraq, or Afghanistan or Libya, a certain recipe for a
long and richly deserved comeuppance.
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• LOL: meamjojo
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170. mulga mumblebrain says:
September 21, 2023 at 5:35 am GMT • 15.5 days ago   ↑
@Col from OZ
So, they have denialist morons in the Shaky Isles, too. Must be
an Anglosphere disease. How are those oceanic heatwaves
afflicting New Zealand going?
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171. meamjojo says:

September 21, 2023 at 6:48 am GMT • 15.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Metropole

“The cost to the US was blood on their hands for 10+ million murders, $10+
trillion in war spending and 30 years of lost time. An even bigger cost was the
loss of respect in the world. The US and the West have proven themselves
unworthy of leading the world of the future.”

I don’t feel any different.
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172. meamjojo says:
September 21, 2023 at 7:25 am GMT • 15.4 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
China has managed to lift itself from the 3rd world into the 1st
world on the backs of cheap workers, no cares about
environmental damage and IP theft. In the next 5 years, it’s
cheap[er] workers are going to be neutralized by humanoid
robots that will be able to do most manual labor labor jobs or
factory automation, which will displace many of its workers.

What will it do with all its excess bodies then that it won’t be able
to feed or support? Send them to the Soylent Green tanks?
Harvest their organs and see them?

I wouldn’t want to be in Xi’s shoes now. He should have retired.
 ———

 World’s first humanoid robot factory set to open this year
 Robot mass production may soon turn into a reality.

 Mrigakshi Dixit
 Sep 19, 2023

The world’s first humanoid robot manufacturing factory in Salem,
Oregon, may open up later this year.

Company Agility Robotics recently announced that preparations
are in all swing for the opening of this manufacturing unit named
“RoboFab.” The Agility’s press release mentioned that the
facility’s construction began last year.

“The opening of our factory marks a pivotal moment in the
history of robotics: the beginning of the mass production of
commercial humanoid robots,” said Agility Robotics’ co-founder
and CEO Damion Shelton.

 …
 https://interestingengineering.com/innovation/worlds-first-

humanoid-robot-factory-set-to-open-this-year
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

173. meamjojo says:
September 21, 2023 at 8:00 am GMT • 15.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@littlereddot

“Also, what would happen if the Chinese government says “it is now the
patriotic duty of every fertile family to bear one more child. The state will give
hefty cash bonuses, and all childcare and related cost to be borne by the state
including medical, schooling, childcare etc. In addition both parents and grand
parents will receive yearly state gratuities for life.” ”

China can’t feed the population it has now. It also has 25%
unemployment rate for the 167-24 year old cohort. The last thing
China needs right now is more bodies and more mouths to feed.

• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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174. Deep Thought says:

September 21, 2023 at 9:36 am GMT • 15.3 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius

You’re clueless as usual.

Another assertion that betrays your admission.
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175. Anonymous[100] • Disclaimer says:
September 21, 2023 at 11:13 am GMT • 15.2 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@meamjojo

The last thing China needs right now is more bodies and more mouths to
feed.

The last thing any place (town, city, state, or really anywhere)
ever needs is a crashing population, second to last is one that is
growing too slowly.

China went too far with that s-t-u-p-i-d One Child Policy. WAY
too far, and it lasted much longer than it should have. A little was
great, a moderate amount was better, too much was pure
poison. It’s clear now.

It’s pretty obvious, to the Chinese themselves, that they better
reverse course, very hard, and go pro-birth and pro-family big
time, for the foreseeable decades. Countries’ birth rates
decrease as they get richer. That’s been known for a long time.

The Chinese were too single-minded to see that coming, so they
put their foot on the gas, and really screwed up their healthy
population increase.

It seemed that things were going fine in Japan and Europe (to
include Germany) as their populations stagnated in the ’90s.
Now, it’s biting them all in their asses – not enough consumers,
producers and taxpayers. Pathetic growth, in comparison (until
recently) with the U.S.

But, we’ll be joining them there shortly. America’s “solution” is to
open our floodgates, letting in colossal numbers of the unskilled
and untrainable, plus money printing. Not “racial” btw, we should
not let uneducated Europeans in any more than uneducated
non-Euros.
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The commenters here should stop focusing on the next 10
years. That is nothing especially to China. Look ahead 20 years,
and China will be in real trouble.
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176. Aleatorius says:

September 21, 2023 at 12:45 pm GMT • 15.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Vidi
“In spite of US propaganda, people in Japan didn’t want their
country to become “the next hegemon”; they only wanted to be
left alone.”

No one claims that either Japan or Germany wanted to be
hegemons. It’s China, now that it’s well-fed with the Western
trade surpluses, that wants to be the Hegemon, which in my
opinion will be its premature demise. The leadership in China
has miscalculated their own strengths and weaknesses. They do
not know with what viciousness Anglo-Zion will attack and
destroy the Middle Kingdom. It’ll Hiroshima and Nagasaki all
over again. I feel sorry for you trolls for you know not what you
are doing!
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177. Mosafer Hastam says:
September 21, 2023 at 1:15 pm GMT • 15.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
Maybe a déjà-vu, but the strategy reminds me of the time where
US-investment boosted the economy of pre-war Germany until a
new war promised to generate even more profit. Please use the
translator:

 https://multipolar-magazin.de/artikel/wie-die-usa-deutschland-
eroberten

 The similarities are there, but the chances of success this time
might be rather low.

• Replies: @Mosafer Hastam
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
178. Aleatorius says:

September 21, 2023 at 1:44 pm GMT • 15.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Deep Thought
“Another assertion that betrays your admission.”

It’s pathetic that you have reached the end of your rope and are
dangling grasping for air and fresh ideas. You’re a typical
chinaman without original ideas or thoughts. And yet you think
your sorry ass country will the world leader. Once again, how
pathetic you look!

• Replies: @Deep Thought
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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179. Deep Thought says:
September 21, 2023 at 2:30 pm GMT • 15.1 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
Bharats never run out of rope when it come to denying:

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/politics/article-canadian-
authorities-have-intelligence-that-india-was-behind-slaying/

Give them plenty of rope!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
180. Vidi says:

September 21, 2023 at 5:26 pm GMT • 15.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius

No one claims that either Japan or Germany wanted to be hegemons. It’s
China, now that it’s well-fed with the Western trade surpluses, that wants to be
the Hegemon, which in my opinion will be its premature demise.

If China had wanted to be hegemon, it would have destroyed
India after winning so decisively in 1962. The Indians had
certainly deserved a drubbing, as they started the war (see
Nehru’s Forward Policy of slowly grabbing Chinese territory).
After losing, India was defenseless. China may not have been
able to subjugate the entire subcontinent but could have
wreaked enormous devastation on it: for example, only a few
kilometers away from the front line was New Delhi. China
withdrew though, which proves that the Middle Kingdom didn’t
have hegemonic ambitions.

• Replies: @Aleatorius
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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181. Notsofast says:
September 21, 2023 at 7:10 pm GMT • 14.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
your barking up the wrong tree dogboy, i’m an american who’s
seen this country go to the dogs. and who let the dogs out? why
the zionists that hold your leash. why don’t you get your master
to take you out for a walk to the dog park, for some pup play,
rough, rough.

• Replies: @Aleatorius
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
182. Aleatorius says:

September 21, 2023 at 10:29 pm GMT • 14.8 days ago   ↑
@Notsofast
You ain’t no American, you yellow rat! You’re just like the other
CCP paid yellow trolls.

• LOL: Zane
• Replies: @Notsofast
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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183. Aleatorius says:
September 21, 2023 at 10:44 pm GMT • 14.8 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Vidi
India, I am certain, can take care of itself and it isn’t my concern
but I will tell you this …

India had been subjugated for 250 years and had just gotten its
independence from Britain and had gone through Partition which
was brutal at best. From 1947 to 1962 isn’t enough time to build
up a military force that could have fought Mao’s battle tested
army and he knew it along with Nehru’s own desire to be well
liked by him. Mao and China knowing full well weaknesses of
the newly independent but poor India took advantage of it and
yes, India lost territory as well as face.

We’re in 2023 and times have changed. If you think you can
defeat India you are welcome to try it. It’s my personal belief that
this time it’ll be China who will tuck its yellow tail between its
chow-chow arse and run back to Peking. I think you would need
to defeat India before tangling with US because you’ll be
brutalized.

P. S. Eventhough I am not an Indian, I am battling twenty of you
yellow rats alone …

• Replies: @Vidi, @JR Foley
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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184. Aleatorius says:
September 21, 2023 at 10:53 pm GMT • 14.8 days ago   ↑
@The_Masterwang
This from the bitch number one of the yellow jade brigade…

• Replies: @The_Masterwang
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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185. Mosafer Hastam says:
September 21, 2023 at 10:53 pm GMT • 14.8 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Mosafer Hastam
By the same author, English edition:

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/53127602-the-
capitalists-of-the-21st-century

 Ruegemer presents a typology of the new financial players who
became dominant since the deregulation and the last financial
crisis. Large capital organizers, private equity funds,
hedgefonds, venture capital investors and private investment
banks became much more influential as the traditional banks.
These new financial players organize worldwide selling, buying
and restructuring banks, companies and public enterprises.
They exercise no responsibility against the national economic
situation. Influencing governments and international financial
institutions they lower the labour incomes and increase the part
of private gains, also by using financial havens. They act in
collaboration with law firms, rating and PR agencies,
management consultants, chartered accountants and central
banks.

 The author outlines the relations between the European Union
and the USA concerning transatlantic capital, military and secret
service interlocking and the open also as the latent conflicts.

 The book shows also the other way of capitalism under state
directory in the People’s Republic of China: How the imported
capitalism from the USA, Japan, Taiwan and western Europe is
in the process of transformation. So the incomes of all classes
and also especially the labour incomes are continually rising.
China is shown with his alternative way of globalisation which is
not accompanied by military expansion.

 Finally the book asks about the way of the human society if it
follows the international law of the UNO and the human rights
including social and labour rights.
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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186. Vidi says:

September 21, 2023 at 11:40 pm GMT • 14.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius

Mao and China knowing full well weaknesses of the newly independent but
poor India took advantage of it and yes, India lost territory as well as face.

Why has India earned sympathy for starting the 1962 war?
 (Link to an article about this in the Times of India.)

China won the war and could have wrecked the subcontinent. If
China had wanted to dominate, destroying a potential competitor
would have been advisable. But China withdrew, which proves
that it has no intention of becoming the hegemon.

• Replies: @The_Masterwang
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
187. Notsofast says:

September 22, 2023 at 12:29 am GMT • 14.7 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
and your nothing but an artificial stupidity deepstate troll bot.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
188. Swamp Thizzle says:

September 22, 2023 at 12:39 am GMT • 14.7 days ago   ↑
Well I sure hope so. The truly repulsive shit that I will gleefully do
to the little yellow subhumans would make a serial killer puke.

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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189. mulga mumblebrain says:
September 22, 2023 at 1:12 am GMT • 14.7 days ago   ↑
@Swamp Thizzle
Stick to wanking, Cleitus. It’s more your forte’.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
190. mulga mumblebrain says:

September 22, 2023 at 1:20 am GMT • 14.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
I do love when a moronic Western racist pontificates about the
stupidity of the Chinese, who have created the greatest social
advance by any country in history. The disease of Western
Supremacism is hard to kick, particularly for cretins. In twenty
years time we’ll all be dead due to ecological collapse, caused in
part by over-population, or China will have saved humanity, and
the USA will be an archipelago of open sewers, populated by
drug-addled lunatics, armed to the teeth.

• Replies: @littlereddot
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
191. The_Masterwang says:

September 22, 2023 at 1:33 am GMT • 14.6 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
Once again, words are no longer sufficient. You need to offer
proper state violence. Send your fleets and bombers.

• Replies: @Aleatorius
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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192. The_Masterwang says:
September 22, 2023 at 1:36 am GMT • 14.6 days ago   ↑
@Vidi
While the panic in New Delhi was hilarious to look at the
Chinese had no real chance of actually taking the city. Supply
issues. Impossible for China to supply an army big enough to
take on India on the other side of the Himalayas.

• Replies: @Vidi
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193. Vidi says:
September 22, 2023 at 2:20 am GMT • 14.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@The_Masterwang

While the panic in New Delhi was hilarious to look at the Chinese had no real
chance of actually taking the city. Supply issues. Impossible for China to
supply an army big enough to take on India on the other side of the
Himalayas.

Conquering New Delhi and then ruling it would have been
difficult but I wasn’t talking about that. Destroying the capital city
(as punishment to India for igniting the 1962 war) would have
been much easier.

As for supply issues, China could have seized a port and
shipped in massive quantities of men and matériel. Again, China
would not have needed to conquer the subcontinent; simply
destroying key parts of it would have been adequate if China
had wanted to dominate.

China didn’t do any of that; instead, it withdrew. Which proves
that it had no intention of becoming the hegemon.

• Replies: @The_Masterwang
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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194. littlereddot says:
September 22, 2023 at 2:47 am GMT • 14.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@mulga mumblebrain
As tech advances, use of robots in factories, agriculture etc, the
need for human hands to make things will decrease. Humans
will continue to be needed to maintain and monitor those
machines. It seems that the most important factor influencing the
ideal population of any country is the amount of arable land it
has which is fixed.

I wonder what is the ideal population of China.? 800 Million?

• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
195. The_Masterwang says:

September 22, 2023 at 3:47 am GMT • 14.6 days ago   ↑
@Vidi
Mao ordered the troops pulled back because the supply lines
were going to closed in a few weeks. The infrastructure back
then only permitted transit for a few months every year.

• Replies: @Vidi
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196. Franz says:
September 22, 2023 at 6:05 am GMT • 14.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@anon
A rack of articles from Business Insider tells me there is, and
people who live there tell me there is, so there obviously is
SOMETHING of the sort going on.

And why a problem if there is? The Eisenhower years in the
USA had a social credit system, however informal. Getting drunk
in public back then was grounds for being thrown out of an
Episcopal Church as a foolish old neighbor of mine found out the
hard way. And there was general agreement that the church was
quite right in doing it AND MAKING IT PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE.

It was a better country for all that. So this is not judgemental in
any way.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
197. Anonymous[408] • Disclaimer says:

September 22, 2023 at 8:52 am GMT • 14.3 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
Ah yes, the whites and the orientals should fight each other in an
existential war that guarantees the annihilation of both. I smell a
Jew.
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198. Anonymous[408] • Disclaimer says:
September 22, 2023 at 9:21 am GMT • 14.3 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
I see, not a Jew, but a shitskin. Honestly, I can’t pretend to like
your kind for a split second, even for the sake of deterring the
Chinese. “Indians are a beastly people with a beastly religion”…
truest words ever spoken.

• Replies: @Aleatorius
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
199. JR Foley says:

September 22, 2023 at 12:04 pm GMT • 14.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
I really doubt it. Back to England–they were clever. They enlisted
the Punjab Sihks into the military and asked they do one major
work project —go to the rest of India and fight the Hindi leaders
who wanted Britain out of India.

Therefore – the terrorists now residing in Surrey BC Canada
have had a long history of terrorism –justified terrorism —-just
like NATO not expanding one inch eastward but suddenly bio
labs pop up in Ukrane and a color revolution.

Jagmeet Singh KNOWS Canada is a safe ground to put together
the necessary plan to split Punjab from India and call it Khalistan
—not Palestine.

Gunga Din —not a fighter –simply a good old grinning and
grunting—-Ganga Din —-

• Replies: @Aleatorius
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200. Aleatorius says:
September 22, 2023 at 12:39 pm GMT • 14.2 days ago   ↑
@The_Masterwang
No! We’ll let you go into Formosa first and then we’ll give it to
you hard and when we’re done with you weak yellow bitches,
you’ll be crying for your Lord God Buddha to save your scrawny
arses from total death and destruction.

• Replies: @The_Masterwang
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
201. Aleatorius says:

September 22, 2023 at 2:11 pm GMT • 14.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Now, assuming you’re not a yellow rat hiding behind the
anonymity of # 408 but a genuinely uneducated slime who was
denied credit for a Tastycake at 7-11 by Appu the Indian, your
first folly is to say Jew and then you think since you were
mistaken the first go around, you make a second mistake and to
top it off, you forget to give proper credit to Winston Churchill for
the words he allegedly had spoken. And who says we’re going
to fight the yellow menace and not the brown ones out of India
… of course, deep down I know you’re a Chinese rascal trying to
drive a wedge where there is no gap. Shame on you, Rat!

• Replies: @Anonymous, @Anonymous
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202. Aleatorius says:
September 22, 2023 at 2:33 pm GMT • 14.1 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@JR Foley
“Gunga Din —not a fighter –simply a good old grinning and
grunting—-Ganga Din —-”

Remember, Gunga Din was the better man per the script.
Having had a moment of hilarity, it seems to me you’re diverting
from the issue of China and India. Perhaps I can enlighten you a
bit …

Does the Jew fight his own war unless he has to in case of the
1967 or 1973 wars? No! He does not and lets the gullible goyim
fight for him. I believe Indian mindset is the same in the sense
that as long as the Sikhs and Gurkhas are willing to fight and die
for pay then let them but when the push comes to shove they
will fight for every inch of the Indian territory. And Pakistan is
also aware that if India gave up any of its land to crazy turbans
then they would also be under pressure to give up a large part of
Muslim Punjab because that’s where some of the holy places of
Sikhism are located, including a place called Gurudaspur.
Between India and Pakistan, the Sikhs aren’t going to get shit no
matter how much they jump up and down like monkeys at the
command of their new master, the faggot son of crazy Margaret
Sinclair (the bitch had to be nuts to marry that old foggy,
Pierre… just as bad as Miss South Carolina, Nancy Moore
marrying 61 year old Strom Thurmond when she was ripe at 21),
the crybaby Justin, the blackface. It’s like a few nutty Chicanos
demanding repatriation of the Southwest US to Mexico … are
we going to give it up even if China was supporting them with
arms, materials, money and intelligence? I do not think so!

I thought you’re smarter than that JR!

• Replies: @JR Foley, @JR Foley
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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203. Anonymous[345] • Disclaimer says:

September 22, 2023 at 4:19 pm GMT • 14.0 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
Lmfao, your unhinged screeching doesn’t hide the fact that
you’re either a Jew or a dot. And no, not everyone who doesn’t
want an existential war that leaves the world free for the Zogs or
the Bha-rat vermin is some cunning Chinese.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
204. Aleatorius says:

September 22, 2023 at 4:34 pm GMT • 14.0 days ago   ↑
From 408 to 345 … you’re definitely part of the yellow rat
brigade… good try hiding behind the great troll wall of China.
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205. Anonymous[345] • Disclaimer says:
September 22, 2023 at 4:36 pm GMT • 14.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
And hey, zog-shill, they’re not just Apus anymore. They occupy
10 Downing Street, numerous silicon valley CEO positions, and
now want to take the US presidency. They’re completely
unashamed nepotists doing everything they can to replace every
workplace and position of power they can with more of their own
kind. Think we won’t notice that they’re the Jew’s chosen
managerial class, for God knows what reason?
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206. Anonymous[157] • Disclaimer says:
September 22, 2023 at 6:48 pm GMT • 13.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@littlereddot

It seems that the most important factor influencing the ideal population of any
country is the amount of arable land it has which is fixed

Arable land, fresh water, sunlight – sure, all fixed.

But food supply is not fixed, neither is fresh water. Technology
continues to advance; in fact, it’s accelerating.

What is the food potential of a pre-agricultural society? That of
one which plants and harvests, but with hand tools? One with
pre-mechanized food production? One with mechanized food
production but no space/drone monitoring of crops? It’s all a
balance.

Population control has helped China. Population crash will harm
it.

China agrees; now all couples can have as many kids as they
want. But there will be a cratering in China’s numbers for some
time.

• Replies: @littlereddot
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207. meamjojo says:
September 22, 2023 at 9:18 pm GMT • 13.8 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
Even the Most Repressive Regime Can’t Stamp Out
Independent Thought

 By Ian Johnson – Mr. Johnson is a Pulitzer Prize-winning
journalist who spent two decades in China.

 Sept. 21, 2023

In 1959, a group of university students in the northwestern
Chinese city of Tianshui embarked on a quixotic plan. China was
in the midst of the Great Famine, a catastrophe caused by
government policies that would kill as many as 45 million. These
young people had witnessed farmers starving to death and
cannibalism; they also saw how the government had brutally
punished or killed people who appealed for help. They felt
someone needed to do something to spread word of what was
happening. They decided to publish a journal.

The students called it Spark, after a Chinese expression,
“xinghuo liaoyuan,” or “a single spark can start a prairie fire.”
They hand-wrote the essays onto plates and, with the help of
local officials, used a mimeograph machine to run off copies.

At just eight pages, and with no photos or graphics, Spark
looked primitive. But it was filled with articles that got to the heart
of China’s authoritarian politics — then and now: Farmers
weren’t allowed to own property, all of which belonged to the
state; top leaders brooked no opposition; corruption was
endemic; and even critics loyal to the regime were persecuted.
The lead article on the first page set the tone:

“Why did the once progressive Communist Party become so
corrupt and reactionary less than ten years after coming to
power, with complaints and rebellions at home, and falling into
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an embarrassing situation abroad? This is because the people’s
world is regarded as its private property, and all matters are
managed by party members.”

There would be no second issue. Within months, 43 people
associated with the magazine were arrested. Three were later
executed, and the rest were sentenced to years in labor camps.

 …
 https://www.nytimes.com/2023/09/21/opinion/china-

underground-historians.html

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

208. Aleatorius says:
September 22, 2023 at 9:22 pm GMT • 13.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
“Think we won’t notice that they’re the Jew’s chosen managerial
class, for God knows what reason?”

You’re so smart then why don’t figure it out and let US know …
Ramaswami is running at the behest of Trump/Kushner team …
he is there to throw off DeSantis and Pence … Silicone Valley
CEOs are playing second fiddle to Jews who are the bosses …
10 Downing Street is to avoid the thorny issue reparations to be
paid by Britain for two hundred years of rule of India … Sunak
doesn’t rule a fucking thing … it’s all the City of London
(Rothschilds) show … he is PM in the name only!
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209. Vidi says:
September 22, 2023 at 10:39 pm GMT • 13.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@The_Masterwang

Mao ordered the troops pulled back because the supply lines were going to
closed in a few weeks. The infrastructure back then only permitted transit for a
few months every year.

You probably underestimate how fast shipping could be. Today,
at least one company can ship from Hong Kong to Mumbai in
under 17 days (link). That’s for commercial cargo; military ships
can presumably go faster. As we’re talking about 1962, let’s say
three weeks from China to India.

So China could definitely have continued the war in India,
regardless of the state of the supply lines over land.

Destroying India, a potential rival, would have been excellent
strategically if China had wanted to be dominant. But China
withdrew, which proves that it had no intention of becoming the
hegemon.

• Replies: @Aleatorius
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210. Anonymous[308] • Disclaimer says:
September 22, 2023 at 10:51 pm GMT • 13.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Here’s a general rule I like to follow: if ZOG MSM and politicians
seem to be uniformly pushing an idea, then it’s usually
subversive as all hell to the goal of securing a homeland Whites
can call our own. Their current incessant screeching centers
around peddling a supposed dire need to start WWIII with China,
coupled with this idea that curry munchers shall be the salvation
of the White race.

Hence we’ve nonstop loosened immigration restrictions on these
turdskins, push them in positions of power, and hand over high
skilled jobs, all while we march into a conflict that is guaranteed
to permanently cripple any remaining strength the White race
has to secure a nation for itself. You’re either a mouth breathing
cretin without two brain cells to rub together, or you’re a
Jew/curry muncher.
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211. Aleatorius says:
September 22, 2023 at 11:38 pm GMT • 13.7 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
War with China is coming whether you like it or not. It’s not all
Jews (yes, they’re powerful but not that much) but the old line
Christian White Anglo-Saxon elite as well (they’ve got certain
dislike of the Chinese and the Indians) but you being most likely
a lower class white (I hate the pejorative term white-trash) and
not going anywhere, anytime soon, economically speaking,
would not understand and shows his ignorance by describing
brown skinned Indians as you do. I personally do not care for
Indians but I do care that China remains a second class power
vis a vis US and using Indians to achieve that goal seems like
the right thing to do and notwithstanding your tirade without
substance about getting homeland for the lower classes (my
class certainly do not want to live in trailers with the likes of you,
white skin or no white skin). So, take a pill and go to sleep
because there’s no future for you in the resurgent Trump
America.
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212. Anonymous[370] • Disclaimer says:

September 23, 2023 at 1:58 am GMT • 13.6 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
Lol, jerk yourself off to whatever fantasy you may have about
me, but it’s hilarious watching you valiantly defend Indians and
brush aside Jews.
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213. JR Foley says:
September 23, 2023 at 4:00 am GMT • 13.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Similarly, on July 28, 1984, Ajaib Singh Bagri, a leader in the
Khalistani militant group, Babbar Khalsa International (BKI),
declared at a public rally in Canada that “I give you my most
solemn assurance that until we kill 50,000 Hindus, we will not
rest!” The crowd of thousands of pro-Khalistan supporters
responded with chants of “Hindu dogs! Death to them!”

BKI, along with International Sikh Youth Federation, were later
designated as Specially Designated Global Terrorist (SDGT)
organizations by the US Department of State under section 1(b)
of Executive Order (E.O.) 13224.

 ======================================

And this group is Trudeau’s friends and Zylenskyy was in Ottawa
chatting with Justin for more aid–Russia and India versus
Canada –now that would be a fight not to be missed !!!
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214. JR Foley says:
September 23, 2023 at 4:13 am GMT • 13.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Maggie Sinclair who married Pierre Eliot Trudeau was a
Vancouver hippie-dippie who had affairs with Mick Jagger in the
Big Apple and had a fling with Cobra Singh of All Star
Professional Wrestling -the real father of Justin Trudeau.

Cobra Singh was misclassified as ” the Hindu from India” and
this faux pas by announcer Ron Morrier led to the issue that
many Punjabi entered Canada as being Indians and Ottawa got
mixed up and thought these Indians were those Indians who had
earlier left Canada to see the world but were now returning.

Now –Justin true to form is supporting the Separation of Punjab
from India and this new state Khalistan will invite Justin Trudeau
to arrive and sit as an honorable member in the Senate.

India assassinated the Punjab terrorist —Justin read it in the
National Lampoon.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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215. JR Foley says:

September 23, 2023 at 4:19 am GMT • 13.5 days ago   ↑
@Anonymous
You are indeed an I D I O T —
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216. littlereddot says:
September 23, 2023 at 4:54 am GMT • 13.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Agreed. Any sudden population change would be difficult to
adapt to.

In the longer term future, say 100 years from now, it is probable
that there will be general population decline. If China succeeds
in what she is setting out to do….to prosper the world, then a
prosperous world would naturally have a lower birth rate.

My hunch is that in 200 years, we as the human race, will no
longer be so concerned about how we feed ourselves, but how
to responsibly return the earth to the creatures that live on it.

In a way, we will be like an adult, leaving his nursery where he
grew up, and readying it for the next race of beings to be
nurtured here.

Of course, that is if we don’t vaporise ourselves first.

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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217. Anonymous[119] • Disclaimer says:

September 23, 2023 at 5:24 am GMT • 13.5 days ago   ↑
@JR Foley
Ah yes, another Indian here to jerk off his fellow Indian, lmfao.
Sooner or later people will wake up to your antics. You’re far
less subtle about it than the Jews.
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218. The_Masterwang says:
September 23, 2023 at 6:26 am GMT • 13.4 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
I guess you are genetically predisposed to be a noisy little bitch
that’s all talk but no walk.

• Replies: @Aleatorius
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
219. Deep Thought says:

September 23, 2023 at 7:19 am GMT • 13.4 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
Regardless of being Jews or dots, their ambitions are to perform
house-niggery for their white masters. ;-D

• Replies: @Deep Thought
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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220. Odd Rabbit says:
September 23, 2023 at 11:08 am GMT • 13.2 days ago   ↑
@Odd Rabbit
Strange, the country(US) is going to ruin and no one is
interested in Dugin’s model of a multipolar world. …does this
reflect the narcissistic problem of the US-neocons ?
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221. Deep Thought says:
September 23, 2023 at 11:22 am GMT • 13.2 days ago   ↑
@Deep Thought
Post 231 is meant to be a reply to Post 215 of
Anonymous[345]’s

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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222. Aleatorius says:

September 23, 2023 at 2:17 pm GMT • 13.1 days ago   ↑
@The_Masterwang
Now who is the bitch which keeps coming back for more and
more? Look in the mirror sister_wang, it’s you!
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223. Aleatorius says:

September 23, 2023 at 2:39 pm GMT • 13.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@JR Foley
I watched a clip of the jackass Gurpatwant Singh Pannun, who
has threatened all Indo-Canadians with death yet Justin Trudeau
government has been silent on it. One doesn’t have to like the
Indians or India but the law is the law and what is good for the
goose must good for the gander. And where is the Justice
Department on this matter? I haven’t heard a peep on the issue
from Merrick Garland though Pannun is issuing threats from the
US. It’s a bunch of baloney!
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224. Aleatorius says:
September 23, 2023 at 3:43 pm GMT • 13.1 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Vidi
“Destroying India, a potential rival, would have been excellent
strategically if China had wanted to be dominant.”

How do you destroy hundreds of millions of people in those days
when China didn’t have nuclear weapons? It’s all fantasy! Had
you been successful, though highly doubtful, to cross the
Himalayas, you would have been brutalized in the hot plains of
Northern India, let alone going into the heartland and the South.
The problem with the chinks is that they have only fought each
other (it’s like watching two faggots fighting) and not outsiders (
if you recall how Vietnam kicked your arse) but when that time
comes even your lord Tao won’t be able to save you. My advice
is to keep your aggression to yourself and keep acting as the
factory for the world and try not to temp the powers more
stronger than you, lest you find the Middle Kingdom destroyed.

• Replies: @antibeast
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225. Anonymous[370] • Disclaimer says:
September 23, 2023 at 5:00 pm GMT • 13.0 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
With this, you’ve made it so clear you’re just a cow piss drinking
shitskin, it’s hilarious. Hey buddy, I actually live that upper crust
New England WASP life you describe in your masturbatory
fantasy, so let me make something clear to you: you and your
demon worshipping hindu monkey brethren are NOT more
welcome than another White, low class or not.

What do you think Trump represents, you nonce? He’s a
recognition that this country has left too many Whites behind.
He’s the antithesis of that lack of racial consciousness you just
described, mushbrain. Not only that, he was the least war
mongering president we’ve had in a long time, which is why the
neocon goons made sure he didn’t get into office again.

You gang raping, child sacrificing savages have the most
overblown egos I’ve ever seen. And that’s really no small
accomplishment, considering how stiff the competition is.
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226. Aleatorius says:
September 23, 2023 at 5:30 pm GMT • 13.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
“Hey buddy, I actually live that upper crust New England WASP
life you describe in your masturbatory fantasy …”

In your fucking dreams you are a WASP … your writing skills
tells me if anything you’re trash and will remain so forever. It’s
only matter of one or two generations before you merge with low
level blacks; your natural destination. Accept you’re nobody and
looking for ways to make yourself important but alas, it isn’t
working. Once again, take a pill to end the dead-end situation
you’re stuck in … good luck!
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227. Anonymous[370] • Disclaimer says:
September 23, 2023 at 6:44 pm GMT • 12.9 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Lmfao, big words coming from a twat that doesn’t know how to
use a semicolon. Deny reality all you want, but I could live a
more comfortable and meaningful existence than you without
doing a single day’s worth of work my whole life. Your bitching
and moaning will never change that. Thank you, though, for all
the laughs. It’s been hilarious seeing you try to pass off your
unhinged, psychotic screeching as anything remotely resembling
intelligible thought. And it’s clear as day now to anyone watching
that you’re just a larping shitskin.

I’ll take great joy watching the coming decades unfold. The world
is already waking up to Israel’s schemes, and they’ll come to
recognize India’s grotesque nature in due time. Did you see the
Israeli ambassador get booted from that recent UN General
Assembly meeting? Brought tears of joy to my eyes. What about
Modi’s recent harebrained power plays with Canada, and the
disgusting Hindu chest thumping that ensued? I think it’ll start
nudging people awake as to the true nature of our supposed
“friends”.
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228. Aleatorius says:
September 23, 2023 at 9:33 pm GMT • 12.8 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Thank you for pointing out the gross error in the use of
semicolon… it made my day!

Now more importantly, you can mess with Bibi all you want but
you’ll dance to his tunes because you have been sold out by
Mitch McConnell, just like your ancestor Winston Churchill (just
to humor you, you lowlife white trash … now you see, what you
made me do? I broke my promise to myself never to use WT to
describe a white trash) had sold his soul for the Tribe.

Modi isn’t important but he’s working hard to for his own people
which is more than all the presidents since Kennedy, have done
for US. Your name calling won’t change a thing except the
Tortoise will beat the Hare in the long run. And do you know
why? It’s because big mouths like you, a niggerized white, who
are failures except in posting meaningless harangue behind
anonymous handles (what’s your SAT score? Please don’t tell
me you didn’t take it because Math was too hard for you …. tsk,
tsk, tsk)

Now go listen to Eminem and watch dated shows of
Kardashians getting humped by big niggas because you is (use
of are is too sophisticated for you) next in line to be a bitch. And
don’t forget to take some Tranq!

P. S. Of course, you need not be a silly cunt and carry on. Just
admit you are a useless ho and we shall be done.
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229. Anonymous[738] • Disclaimer says:
September 24, 2023 at 12:23 am GMT • 12.7 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
Lmfao, looks like I touched a nerve. Ladies and gentlemen, I
present to you, one very salty shitskin! Thanks for putting some
sweat into that one, it was even more hilarious than your last
rant. Now dance some more for me Bharat boy!

• Replies: @Aleatorius, @Proteus Procrustes
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230. antibeast says:

September 24, 2023 at 12:35 am GMT • 12.7 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
YOU: How do you destroy hundreds of millions of people in
those days when China didn’t have nuclear weapons? It’s all
fantasy!

ME: China detonated its first nuclear weapon on October 16,
1964, less than two years after the Sino-India War which began
on Oct 20, 1962 and ended on Nov 21, 1962.
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231. Aleatorius says:
September 24, 2023 at 1:04 am GMT • 12.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
You haven’t touched anything except your puny little yellow dick.
As I suspected all along, you’re a Chinese rat masquerading
around as a white man but you give off a scent of dog piss
oozing out of all your pores. And I love how you rats take turns
to answer to my comments… you all must work in a sweatshop
in some basement in Chinatown munching on rice and bats …
what a bunch of faggots!

• Replies: @Anonymous, @Proteus Procrustes
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232. Aleatorius says:

September 24, 2023 at 1:12 am GMT • 12.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@antibeast
Thanks for honesty! You proved my point for me. Yes, Chinese
army in 1962 was superior but to destroy a colosus like India
would take more than what you had. And today, both are
capable of destroying each other, therefore, a truce, albeit
tentative, exists between the two giants … only the US is
capable of destroying both of you in one go.
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233. Anonymous[402] • Disclaimer says:
September 24, 2023 at 1:38 am GMT • 12.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Lmfao, it’s hilarious watching the poo get more and more
unhinged. Alright, I have a confession to make. The truth is, I’m
a fellow curry muncher just like you.

Hello sarrr!!! We are true Aryans too, sarrr!! Come see Endia for
yourself and confirm sarrr!!! Ful sapport Israel, sarrr!! Sar you
are from great Israel, we love and respect you so much sarrr,
you lead us and we will follow you always, sarr!!!
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234. Proteus Procrustes says:
September 24, 2023 at 1:47 am GMT • 12.6 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
I don’t believe you are white. Your comments are posted under
anonymous handles which means you’re either posting from
different devices or it’s more than one party involved in attacks. I
think it’s the latter. The article is about a possible war with China
but your digression is towards India which tells me a trolling is
involved. I have read many of comments by Aleatorious and he
has so often attacked Jews and Israel that it isn’t funny and also
he has defended White Christians more frequently than I can
count which leads me to believe he is not Indian but American.
Now why he defends India so vehemently, I can’t answer.
Perhaps, he is married to an Indian or he is one of those hippies
who just loves India like Beatles and hates China for taking over
Tibet and barring the Dalai Lama from reentering it. But
whatever he or she is, I am pretty certain that you’re pretending
to be a white person and that is absolutely a no, no.
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235. Proteus Procrustes says:
September 24, 2023 at 1:54 am GMT • 12.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Why do you bother with Chinese trolls? Don’t you know they’re
trying to bait you? It’s their modus operandi to attack anyone
against China by taking turns? They’re like automatons in that
they don’t have differing opinions and as if they all take
marching orders from the same entity. Don’t waste your time
with them for nothing they’ve to say is very meaningful. It’s like
you are fighting against an army of demons.

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain
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236. Aleatorius says:

September 24, 2023 at 2:09 am GMT • 12.6 days ago   ↑
@Anonymous
Free Tibet, East Turkmenistan, Inner Mongolia and Manchuria
NOW! Down with Meow So Dung, Chew And Lie and She Jingle
Pee! Go USA!
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237. antibeast says:
September 24, 2023 at 5:38 am GMT • 12.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
My reply was to intended to clarify your claim that China did not
possess nuclear weapons at the time of the Sino-Indian War in
1962. But China did come to possess nuclear weapons less
than two years later. Besides nuclear weapons, China had also
developed ballistic missiles which could reach New Delhi in a
few minutes from Tibet. And therein lies the strategic dilemma
that India faces vis-a-vis Tibet which the Indian elites since
Nehru have tried to destabilize against China. While Tibet is
sparsely populated, New Delhi and its environs are densely
populated making them vulnerable to missile attacks from Tibet.
India could attack Tibet but that would not have much of an
impact on China proper while the opposite is the case for
Chinese attacks on New Delhi and its delibitating impact on
India.
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238. Anonymous[250] • Disclaimer says:
September 24, 2023 at 5:44 am GMT • 12.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Proteus Procrustes
Oh this is too funny, “Proteus Procrustes” here with his
abomination of a post history filled with broken English thinks his
words have any weight. Couple of poos jerking each other off,
like on any other online platform.

The reality is, you two are shitskins pretending to be White. No
amount of deflection changes that. I mean, I don’t blame you.
Really, I empathize as a fellow poo. It’s hard being brown, you
know? Gotta pretend I’m White at least some of the times to
forget I’m an odorous curry muncher.

• Replies: @Aleatorius, @Proteus Procrustes
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239. Anonymous[250] • Disclaimer says:

September 24, 2023 at 5:57 am GMT • 12.5 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
Lmfao, nicely said. You and your fellow shitskins still need to go
back, though. You can admire our country from across the sea,
mmkay?
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240. Aleatorius says:
September 24, 2023 at 11:50 am GMT • 12.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
“Gotta pretend I’m White at least some of the times to forget I’m
an odorous curry muncher.”

Of course, you’re odorous curry muncher but of the yellow kind
with slanty eyes and a pussy to match. It is funny how quickly
you devolved from wanting to be a wasp (you ain’t no WASP) to
be a shitskin (whatever that means) but you remain a yellow
skinned rat. You are uncouth like the rest of your kind. The big
difference between you and the curry munchers is that what you
eat is filth and yet you have the gall to turn your noses up to
curry (it must be difficult with flat schnauzer), a favorite of the
British (you don’t see whites embracing dogs and cats in their
diet, now do you?). Behind those coke bottle glasses you’re a
weak yet very grotesque people (too bad you didn’t learn a thing
from the superior Japanese) and time doesn’t favor you. Attacks
from the yellow rat brigade even to a mildest criticism is a clear
indication that you feel threatened but perhaps rightfully so
because the big daddy is getting ready to tear up your hindside.
So grease up boys and enjoy the rough ride!
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241. Aleatorius says:

September 24, 2023 at 12:28 pm GMT • 12.2 days ago   ↑
@Anonymous
Geronimo said the same thing …
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242. Proteus Procrustes says:
September 24, 2023 at 12:42 pm GMT • 12.2 days ago   ↑
@Anonymous
“Couple of poos jerking each other off, like on any other online
platform.”

Don’t you mean (a) couple … punk? And where is your history of
comments? Hiding behind some number, is that your idea of
bravado? I am very impressed with your King’s English …
LMAO
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243. Anonymous[324] • Disclaimer says:
September 24, 2023 at 9:42 pm GMT • 11.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Oh noooo!!! How dare I criticize curry, a favorite of the British!
Lmfao, you larping little shitskin… A poo with a piece of paper
calling him British will never be British, and his opinion thereby
never a British opinion. Anyways, countering China is going to
happen in much more intelligent ways than waltzing into WWIII.
It’s gross watching you shitskins salivating and rubbing your
greasy palms over your masturbatory fantasy that the world gets
annihilated so the Jews and their curry muncher slaves freely
inherit the Earth.

Anyhow, since you’re a clear curry munching larper who needs
some major English lessons, I suggest reading some books. If
your degenerated brain can handle it, I recommend “The Camp
of the Saints,” by Jean Raspail. Absolute masterpiece that any
person from the West should be acquainted with.
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244. Zane says:
September 24, 2023 at 9:53 pm GMT • 11.8 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
The fertility rate for Chinese ethnic females in Singapore is
already under 1 and Shanghai will be the same, with the rest of
China following down that road. It’s a mix of Asian Princess
Syndrome, working and career women, shortages of Mr Rights
(too many Mr Wongs:).,high housing costs, small apartments,
lack of spaces for privacy to indulge in lovemaking, and many
other factors. Japan and South Korea are already there. Not
sure what will stop or reverse this trend. In the West the birthrate
is propped up by low class slutty types having babies by multiple
partners and raising them on welfare with the leftist governments
cheering it on. Free or subsidized housing plus free money.
What a deal.

That doesn’t happen in Asia. There are no free roast ducks in
China.

Add in the mother in law conundrum. Traditionally Asian women
were expected to move in with their husband’s parents and start
doing housework, all the time being criticized by the mother in
law who thinks the wife is not really good enough for her
wonderful son.

It’s always the human factor.
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245. Aleatorius says:
September 25, 2023 at 12:45 am GMT • 11.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
“It’s gross watching you shitskins salivating and rubbing your
greasy palms over your masturbatory fantasy that the world gets
annihilated so the Jews and their curry muncher slaves freely
inherit the Earth.”

You’re coming apart, almost unhinged. Take some fentanyl
mixed with tranq and wash it down by some good moonshine
and put on a straight jacket to prevent self injury.
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246. Aleatorius says:
September 25, 2023 at 1:13 am GMT • 11.7 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
“Anyhow, since you’re a clear curry munching larper who needs
some major English lessons, I suggest reading some books.”

Thanks for the advice but I am following Late Harold Bloom (a
Jew), professor of English Literature at Yale University and his
list of the Western Canon. I have gone through a few hundred
books and God willing, I will read the rest of the list before
kicking the bucket. But before I go, I will post a quote just for
you, for I think it’s very apropos to you:

Philip Sidney, 1554 – 1586, The Countess of Pembroke’s
Arcadia, Book I …

“Shallow brookes murmure most…”

But since I am so grateful to your generosity, I feel compelled to
cite one more quote by …

Thomas More, 1478 – 1535, Utopia

“For if you suffer your people to be ill educated, and their
manners to be corrupted from their infancy, and then punish
them for those crimes to which their first education disposed
them, what else is to be concluded from this, but that you first
make thieves and then punish them?”

Somehow, I think those great English men had you in their mind,
the lost yellow sheep.
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247. Anonymous[106] • Disclaimer says:
September 25, 2023 at 2:01 am GMT • 11.6 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
Opinion disregarded. You’re a shitskin.
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248. Proteus Procrustes says:

September 25, 2023 at 2:46 am GMT • 11.6 days ago   ↑
@Anonymous
Truth always hurts …
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249. Aleatorius says:

September 25, 2023 at 2:54 am GMT • 11.6 days ago   ↑
@Anonymous
Ditto! And you are a filthy yellow rat!

• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
250. Anonymous[106] • Disclaimer says:

September 25, 2023 at 3:46 am GMT • 11.6 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
https://www.unicef.org/india/campaigns/take-poo-loo
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251. 迪路 says:
September 25, 2023 at 4:19 am GMT • 11.5 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
Well, I wonder if the woman you met was Japanese. Most
Chinese know that Indians like to eat cow dung, poop and wipe
their butts with their hands.

 You should thank the Himalayas, otherwise Indians will be
slaughtered.

• Replies: @Aleatorius, @Proteus Procrustes
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
252. littlereddot says:

September 25, 2023 at 10:23 am GMT • 11.3 days ago   ↑
@Zane
A low birthrate in a society with high affluence may not always
be a bad thing. One can be choosy and select only the best from
the long line of potential immigrants trying to enter the country.

The USA benefited from brain drain across the world for many
decades. Unfortunately your government fell asleep at the
wheel, and allowed itself to be corrupted by corporate interests
and import all sorts of riff raff in order to benefit from their cheap
labor.
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253. Aleatorius says:
September 25, 2023 at 12:26 pm GMT • 11.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@迪路
“Well, I wonder if the woman you met was Japanese.”

Well, wonder no more my little yellow chimp because her
grandfather was a Japanese but she’s through and through
Chinese and very proud of it because both her mother and
grandmother were Chinese.

“You should thank the Himalayas, otherwise Indians will be
slaughtered.”

It’s you who should thank Lord Buddha that the Himalayas have
prevented Chinese from being butchered but fear not you’re
going to get it from three sides. You better start your Kung fu
practice my little Shaolin monk(ey).

• Replies: @迪路
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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254. Aleatorius says:

September 25, 2023 at 12:34 pm GMT • 11.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
The wannabe WASP has given up the pretence and has come
back down back to the yellow rat land, where he always
belongs. Down with the Meow So Dung, Chew and Lie and She
Jingle Pee… Long Live the Venerable Dalai Lama and Tibet,
East Turkmenistan, Inner Mongolia and Manchuria!

• Replies: @Anonymous
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255. Proteus Procrustes says:
September 25, 2023 at 2:15 pm GMT • 11.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@迪路
And how do the yellow monkeys wipe their asses, if they ever
do? Do Ying and Yang lick each other off to save on paper? It
must be very cost efficient and environmentally friendly, I must
admit. Perhaps, it should be registered, patented and shared by
the Chinese government with the world. Very clever indeed!

• Replies: @迪路
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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256. Anonymous[259] • Disclaimer says:

September 25, 2023 at 10:31 pm GMT • 10.8 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
https://www.unicef.org/india/campaigns/take-poo-loo

• Replies: @Aleatorius
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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257. Aleatorius says:

September 26, 2023 at 12:37 am GMT • 10.7 days ago   ↑
@Anonymous
What do you call a sucker for punishment?

A slanty eyed yellow rat aka weak chinaman hoping to be wasp,
as in an insignificant bug.
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258. 迪路 says:
September 26, 2023 at 12:49 am GMT • 10.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
But the truth is, our average intelligence is much higher than
yours.

 By IQ alone, the difference between you and us is about the
same as between Homo sapiens and gorillas.

 The fact that you can say that shows that your intelligence is not
above average.

 You, the great Bharata, have single-handedly increased the
enjoyment of the comments section and lowered the IQ of the
entire comment section.

 By the way, most Chinese are atheists, so there is no Buddha to
thank.

 You needn’t be ashamed of not knowing the history of China.
 You should be thankful we didn’t cut off the Ganges.

 I don’t understand why Indians feel so good about themselves
these days.

 Have those Indian farmers had enough to eat?
 Is there less rape among women in India?

 Are honor killings of lower castes by higher castes no longer
happening?

 Funny people, funny confidence.

• Replies: @Aleatorius
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259. 迪路 says:
September 26, 2023 at 12:57 am GMT • 10.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Proteus Procrustes
You see, you may have misunderstood what I said.

 Many Indians wipe their butts with their hands without tissue
paper, so think twice when you shake hands with an Indian.

 It makes me happy when you reveal your classic racist clown
talent without checking it out.

 I suggest you taste cow dung and have fun with the Indians.

• Replies: @Proteus Procrustes
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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260. showmethereal says:

September 26, 2023 at 4:28 am GMT • 10.5 days ago   ↑
@Broken Arrow
Your comment was so full of lies – but I will only touch one.
Uncle Ho asked the Chinese to get rid of the French and the
Americans. North Vietnam couldn’t have won against the
American if it wasn’t for Chinese (and Soviet) help.
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261. Anonymous[344] • Disclaimer says:

September 26, 2023 at 4:46 am GMT • 10.5 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
Kek. Poo bringing the heat.

https://www.unicef.org/india/campaigns/take-poo-loo
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262. mulga mumblebrain says:
September 26, 2023 at 9:15 am GMT • 10.3 days ago   ↑
@littlereddot
A sudden population change is definitely coming for humanity. A
precipitous one.

• Replies: @Aleatorius
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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263. Zane says:

September 26, 2023 at 9:36 am GMT • 10.3 days ago   ↑
@littlereddot
Two points:-

1. China doesn’t get any immigrants

2. I am not a Murican.
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264. littlereddot says:
September 26, 2023 at 10:32 am GMT • 10.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Zane

1. China doesn’t get any immigrants

Not yet…..if they ever feel the need to anyway.

There will come a time when the likes of Elon Musk would rather
pick up a Chinese passport than an American one.

But even if they don’t which to allow immigration, they could
quite easily reverse the effects of the One Child Policy if they
ever say the need to do so.

Imagine them declare that “it is now the patriotic duty of every
fertile couple to produce one more child. All costs related to the
extra child will be borne by the state including childcare,
education, health etc. In addition, the parents and grandparents
will receive a generous yearly gratuity for life”.

2. I am not a Murican.

Bless you.
 Your viewpoints are pretty American though.

• Replies: @Aleatorius
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265. Aleatorius says:
September 26, 2023 at 12:27 pm GMT • 10.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@littlereddot
“There will come a time when the likes of Elon Musk would
rather pick up a Chinese passport than an American one.”

In your dreams, buster! What would a White man want to do with
a cesspool of yellow shits? Making money there yes, Living
there no! The reason China is occupying Tibet, Manchuria, Inner
Mongolia, East Turkmenistan as well as territories of India and
the Southeast Asian countries is because they’ve bred too many
useless people. Why do you think we’re getting constant flow of
illegal Chinese immigrants in the US? Just go around to the
many chinatowns around NYC and you will see malingerers.
You’re the most shameless people in the world.

• Replies: @littlereddot, @antibeast, @Showmethereal
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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266. Aleatorius says:

September 26, 2023 at 12:28 pm GMT • 10.2 days ago   ↑
@Anonymous
Tourette syndrome!
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267. littlereddot says:
September 26, 2023 at 12:55 pm GMT • 10.2 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
LOL, pretty rich coming from the invasive species that infests 4
of the world’s 6 inhabitable continents.

• Replies: @Aleatorius
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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268. antibeast says:

September 26, 2023 at 1:31 pm GMT • 10.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
China is not even in the top 5 countries of origin for illegal
immigrants in the USA based on this study conducted in 2019:

https://www.migrationpolicy.org/programs/us-immigration-policy-
program-data-hub/unauthorized-immigrant-population-profiles

Profile of the Unauthorized Population:
 United States Demographics

 Estimate % of Total
 Unauthorized Population 11,047,000 100%

 Top Countries of Birth
 Mexico 5,313,000 48%

 El Salvador 741,000 7%
 Guatemala 724,000 7%
 India 553,000 5%

 Honduras 490,000 4%
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269. Aleatorius says:
September 26, 2023 at 1:55 pm GMT • 10.1 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@迪路
Is that why you have been dependent on the non Chinese
technologies?

Homo Sapiens and Gorillas… is that why the Chinese babies
look like Orangutans?

Cutting of the Ganges from the enslaved Tibet … so why don’t
you?

You, the great Bharata … lowered the IQ of the entire comment
section … are you a sucker for punishment because you sure
keep coming back my little yellow monkey?

By the way, most Chinese are atheists … is that why they have
a little alter in every home and business with some funky looking
yellow bug?

[T]he history of China … the rest of the world is NOT interested
in it; only in cheap Chinese goods … sorry!

I don’t understand why Indians feel so good … for the same
reason the yellow monkeys do … for being blessed with the
Western largess.

Can the Chinese feed themselves without the help from Brazil,
Canada and US?

Unlike the chinks, the Indians don’t mind the world knowing
whenever a rape occurs …. you simply hide it … is it because as
a godless race you are amoral?

How about the dishonor killings of the oppressed of Tibet and
East Turkmenistan by the “higher” class Chinese?

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Aleatorius
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Funny, how Chinese are overconfident for a goofy looking
people …

• Replies: @迪路
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270. Proteus Procrustes says:
September 26, 2023 at 2:31 pm GMT • 10.1 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@迪路
I have eaten both Indian as well as Chinese foods and it’s like
dung, bovine and swine respectively.

As to the Indians wiping their asses with water and hand, all one
can say is that at least they do clean it but the Chinese are
devoid of any good hygienic practices altogether.

Please let me observe that as the number one and two countries
in terms of the overbred populations both India and China are
menace to the world and unless they reduce their numbers
voluntarily, we’ll have to do something about it.

Of course, in the end we may not have to punish them as it
seems they’re heading in that direction all by themselves without
any outside interference with their 150 and 350 nuclear
weapons. India with its smaller stockpile will be completely
destroyed but China will also be decimated. So in the end it’s
your asses, clean or unclean that will be “wiped” out.
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271. antibeast says:
September 26, 2023 at 2:52 pm GMT • 10.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@antibeast
And one more thing: that 2019 study was conducted before
Trump’s China travel ban which would have drastically reduced
the number of illegal immigrants from China due to Covid
restrictions during the years 2020 to 2023. By contrast, the
number of illegal immigrants from Latin America should have
increased significantly due to the open borders policy of the
Biden Administration since 2020. Note that four of the top five
countries of origin are in Latin America with India as the only
Asian country. With the mass hiring of Indian H1-Bs during the
Covid pandemic and mass firing afterwards, many of them could
have overstayed their H1-B visas, which would have increased
the number of illegal immigrants from India as well during the
last three years.

FYI.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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272. Aleatorius says:

September 26, 2023 at 3:40 pm GMT • 10.1 days ago   ↑
@littlereddot
Speaking of invasive species, a Chinese bug (the spotted
lanternfly, Lycorma delicatula) has infested US and the populace
is advised to kill it on sight.

Wherever Indians go, Chinese follow too!
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273. Aleatorius says:
September 26, 2023 at 3:54 pm GMT • 10.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@antibeast
The China friendly US administrations have been fudging the
Unauthorized Population numbers for a long time. The eleven
million figure has been bandied about since the the early 80s.
The more likely number is closer to thirty million. During that
time, many Chinese have snuck into the country (even Coney
Island wasn’t spared) to add to a much higher Chinese
population already existent in the country. The number of
Indians and Chinese is lopsided but given the prejudice against
both, the Chinese have fared much matter but that perception is
changing fast due to perceived or real harm or contributions
made by each group. Only time will tell (assuming illegal
immigration is stopped) how many of whom have come in. So
let’s wait before throwing out fake numbers by biased
organizations.

• Replies: @antibeast, @Aleatorius
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274. Aleatorius says:

September 26, 2023 at 4:06 pm GMT • 10.0 days ago   ↑
@mulga mumblebrain
Yes, my little desiccated yellow Aussie … a war between China,
India and Pakistan will reduce the population by three billion.

Indeed a welcome change for the world demographics!
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275. Anonymous[151] • Disclaimer says:
September 26, 2023 at 4:48 pm GMT • 10.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
The pissing contest between one Aleatorius (a possible dothead
of long US residence though his posts regarding matters
pertaining to US problems all point to someone who favors the
White Christians over Jews and Blacks) and numerous Chinese
commentators, be they in the US or China is way too
HILARIOUS, whereas, other Indians like Malla who is too cut
and dried, almost lacking in humor and data driven, mostly other
sources, there’s one Mehool Bhai who is so India-centric that is
funny and not so funny at the same time and then there’s R J
McCready who is totally against India but he also favors the
White Christians like Aleatorius. I am getting kick out of these
inconsequential threads and though I have no dog in the race, I
must go with the underdog. Let the best breed win!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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276. antibeast says:
September 26, 2023 at 5:00 pm GMT • 10.0 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
I disagree as the number of illegal immigrants from China should
have fallen due to three factors:

1). The spectacular rise in China’s GDP per capita over the last
thirty years which would have induced a reverse migration back
to China;

2). The dramatic rise in illegal immigrants from Mexico and Latin
America which would have deterred Chinese workers from
competing for the same service jobs in the USA;

3). The rapid increase in Indian techies on H1-Bs which would
have the effect of squeezing out Chinese techies on H1-Bs,
forcing the latter to return to China.

If anything, I think the numbers for China are inaccurate as US
immigration do not track the return rate of illegal immigrants
which is quite high for China. As an example, the return rate of
Chinese students has reached 90 percent by 2020 whereas it
used to be 10 percent during the 1990s and 2000s. Unless they
have family or relatives already in the USA, there is no reason
— social or economic — for them to overstay in the USA.
Chinese tourists likewise join tour groups to visit the USA which
makes it impossible for them to overstay in the USA. And given
the Covid restrictions over the last three years, the number of
Chinese students, tourists or workers in the USA would have
declined drastically.

Here’s more facts and figures:

https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202012/1210043.shtml?id=11

FYI.
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277. Aleatorius says:

September 26, 2023 at 5:03 pm GMT • 10.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
No number of H1-B visas holders, legal or the ones who may
have overstayed, would be comparable to the number of all
illegal Chinese citizens. You are comparing apples to oranges.

Personally, I would like to see ALL illegal aliens deported back to
their respective home countries from these United States.

FYI
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278. Showmethereal says:
September 26, 2023 at 5:48 pm GMT • 10.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
You sound pretty stupid since the US was founded by people
who fled Europe. Here is a fact. Citizens of the US and the PRC
live outside the country at about the same percentage. Another
fact is FAR higher percentage of whites live outside of Europe
than Chinese left China in the past 400 years. So your
assertions are as stupid as your complaints about neighboring
empires who used to try to invade Han Chinese territory and got
absorbed in the end. You never have anything of substance to
say but troll trying to stir the pot. In person I’m sure you are a
coward anyway
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279. Anonymous[148] • Disclaimer says:
September 26, 2023 at 6:02 pm GMT • 10.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Kek. Put some more elbow grease into it. Show me that
“immigrant work ethic” that you poos supposedly have!

Just a friendly reminder to do the needful and help out our poo
friends in the great and ancient outhouse of India by donating to
the cause below! Their designated shitting streets are starting to
overflow, and neighboring countries are at risk of being
submerged in fecal matter. For just 1 cent a year, Apu, too, may
poo in a loo.

https://www.unicef.org/india/campaigns/take-poo-loo
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280. Showmethereal says:
September 26, 2023 at 6:03 pm GMT • 10.0 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@RichardDuck
slight correction to an otherwise fair comment… It was under
Abe that Japan started acting tough. They nationalized the
Diayou islands when they agreed with China in the 70’s to not
do so. And they know deep down that island was taken from
China when they took Taiwan in the 1800’s. The US refused to
give it back to China after WW2 (in spite of the Potsdam and
Cairo Declarations) in order to start problems. The ROC
government on Taiwan also protested the U.S. action. The US
had NEVER been a friend of China.

The Paracel and Spratly islands were claimed by the Republic of
China on Taiwan and Japan renounced claims in the Treaty of
Taipei. It is only because Beijing won the civil war it is even a
debate now. Fact is Obama and his pivot to Asia is what made
Beijing start to get serious about fortifying the claims
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281. Anonymous[148] • Disclaimer says:
September 26, 2023 at 6:13 pm GMT • 10.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Don’t forget legal immigrants too, Poojeet! Listen, I empathize.
You wanted to get out of a third world shithole run by subhuman
curry munchers. But have you ever considered that we, too,
wouldn’t enjoy being around a bunch of odorous shitskins?

It’ll be a good thing for you as well. I think a lot of your anger
stems from the fact that each and every day you’re confronted
by how subhuman you are when seeing everyday Westerners.
You wouldn’t be faced with such a depressing reality if you were
to just go back.

https://www.unicef.org/india/campaigns/take-poo-loo
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282. Aleatorius says:
September 26, 2023 at 8:57 pm GMT • 9.8 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
“Don’t forget legal immigrants too, Poojeet! Listen, I empathize.
You wanted to get out of a third world shithole run by subhuman
curry munchers. But have you ever considered that we, too,
wouldn’t enjoy being around a bunch of odorous shitskins?”

When I got out of high school, my number came up to go to
Vietnam but luckily the Paris Agreement was in the offing and it
finally put an end to the war.

The reason I brought up the past is because since that time the
White Christian lower class, like yourself, is getting dumber and
dumber putting strain on the productive economy and I am tired
of paying for the welfare bitches like you. You’re the reason
Brandon is in the office and the two-bit Chinese are on their way
to economic if not military parity. So listen to me you little
wannabe cunt: get off the couch and go do some hard fucking
work and stop wasting my tax dollars. And if you have Indian
poop fetish then get someone to poop on you till you are in an
orgasmic Valhalla.

But if you are a yellow fellow pretending to be white trash then
ignore the post and go back to posting the link showing how
Indians defecate in public places… I will understand your
psychosis.

P. S. Remember what Geronimo said about the pale face.
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283. Proteus Procrustes says:
September 26, 2023 at 9:22 pm GMT • 9.8 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
“Listen, I empathize.”

Do you know the difference between Antipathy, Sympathy and
Empathy? Or even Apathy? I didn’t think so! But since you’re the
punk who prides on his prowess of language and likes to
recommend insignificant books, here is a quote just for you from
the English poet John Dunnes from his Devotions Upon
Emeregent Occasions, XVII.

Now, this bell tolling softly far another, says to me: Thou must
die. Meditation:

“No man is an island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of the
continent, a part of the main. If a clod be washed away by the
sea, Europe is the less, as well as if a promontory were, as well
as if a manor of thy friend’s or of thine own were: any man’s
death diminishes me, because I am involved in mankind, and
therefore never send to know for whom the bells tolls; it tolls for
thee.”
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284. Anonymous[140] • Disclaimer says:
September 26, 2023 at 9:38 pm GMT • 9.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Hey Bud,

Just out of curiosity what kind of White American are you?
Hopefully, you’re a Mayflower child and your people fought along
George Washington and Robert E. Lee and Dwight D.
Eisenhower as mine did. I hope you ain’t one of them foreigners
that snuck into our country because if you is, you ought to be
tarred and feathered be sent home packing. But if you are a true
blue White boy then welcome to the club to kick out all them
aliens. And keep up the good work of showing how them injuns
wipe their behinds on them dirt roads. Here is to your poop
business (I wish I had thought of it first) and I hope you make a
lot of money.

One of your kind that hates them foreigners.

• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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285. Anonymous[302] • Disclaimer says:
September 26, 2023 at 10:48 pm GMT • 9.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Keksimus Maximus. My fucking sides…

This is just too funny, a boomer aged crusty old poo larping as
some sort of 19th century Englishman, my God. How do you go
from asking me what my SAT math score is, screeching about
Eminem and moonshine, gloating about how our ruling class
sold us out, and then unironically start quoting 16th century
English literature while praising the Jew, lmao, you autist. Holy
shit now you’re talking about Valhalla, this is just too rich.

Anyways, just a friendly reminder to help out the poos of India!
When the designated shitting streets of India overflow, the whole
world will know:

 https://www.unicef.org/india/campaigns/take-poo-loo

• Replies: @Aleatorius
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
286. Anonymous[302] • Disclaimer says:

September 26, 2023 at 10:51 pm GMT • 9.8 days ago   ↑
@Anonymous
Lmfao, I’m actually Slavic, I just had to troll this guy, he’s too
funny

• Replies: @Proteus Procrustes, @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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287. Aleatorius says:
September 26, 2023 at 11:02 pm GMT • 9.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Showmethereal
“In person I’m sure you are a coward anyway”

Actually, in person I try not to be brave unless and until my
Chinese neighbors get pushed around by other Americans and
then watch out. And also, I am courteous to the elderly Chinese
and offer them my seat on subways not only because I was
brought up properly but young Chinese have no manners and do
not show courtesy to their own elders (it’s pretty bad). My motto
comes from Theodore Roosevelt: walk softly and carry a big
stick.

• Replies: @Showmethereal
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
288. littlereddot says:

September 27, 2023 at 12:06 am GMT • 9.7 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
Are you still pretending to be white? Why all these smokescreen
words?

Aren’t you proud of being Indian?

When REAL Americans look at you, do they see an American,
or do they see a parasitic immigrant?

• Replies: @Aleatorius, @Showmethereal
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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289. Aleatorius says:
September 27, 2023 at 1:18 am GMT • 9.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
What happened when you were a baby, did mommy shoved the
finger up your arse s bit too much?

And besides, you talk about getting rid off the poopers from
America but do you have enough balls to carry it out or are you
a bitch that takes it up arse in the memory of her late mother?

Are you a man or just a punk that keeps on talking and but not
walking the walk?

No wonder the country is going to hell in a hand basket while a
deplorable like you jerks off while watching shitting videos?
When are you gonna man up boy?

And no more drugs … only what I prescribe for you!

• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
290. Aleatorius says:

September 27, 2023 at 1:25 am GMT • 9.7 days ago   ↑
@littlereddot
When they see me, they see counterbalance to China. As to the
real Americans, they want all pale faces to leave America. I
hope it soothes your anxiety over my well-being. Thank you very
much!
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ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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291. Proteus Procrustes says:
September 27, 2023 at 1:36 am GMT • 9.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Slavic did you say? You fucking scumbag. You’re not American.
When we kick out the Asians we’re going to kick your non Anglo-
Saxon-Germanic asses out too. Fucking Slavic! How many men
does it take to change a light bulb? Oh, don’t tell me, you can’t
count. A people named after slaves. Get the fuck out of my
country Slavinski!

• Replies: @Anonymous, @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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292. Anonymous[337] • Disclaimer says:
September 27, 2023 at 1:42 am GMT • 9.6 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
>be indian

 >wake up to screams of women being gang raped
 >pray to blue two headed rhino god

 >no shower so bathe in the shit filled river
 >almost choke on child’s spinal column

 >ride on roof of victorian train to the call
 scam center

 >”Hello this is pajeeet from scamsoft we need to protect your
com-*click*

 >creepily hit on white women on facebook during breaktime
 >walking home

 >need to take a shit for the 35th time that day
 >squat over a dying orphan who happened to be in the way

 >wipe anus with hand
 >eat rice grown from shit water from a giant communal bowl

 >use hands like a chimp
 >time for bed

 >crawl up in a pile of straw, pray to 5 armed lobster-woman god
for allowing me to live in the greatest country on earth

• Replies: @Proteus Procrustes
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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293. littlereddot says:
September 27, 2023 at 1:44 am GMT • 9.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius

they see counterbalance to China.

With mere words?

A brown yapping chihuahua thinks that he is getting approval
from his white gods by yapping at the Chinks?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
294. Anonymous[317] • Disclaimer says:

September 27, 2023 at 2:08 am GMT • 9.6 days ago   ↑
@Proteus Procrustes
Topkek. My poo, you’re doing exactly what your poo friend
@Aleatorius is doing, I just find you less interesting than him so I
didn’t bother replying. It’s hilarious, I’ve never seen such a
worthless people have such a high degree of self assurance.

• Replies: @Aleatorius
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
295. Anonymous[317] • Disclaimer says:

September 27, 2023 at 2:26 am GMT • 9.6 days ago   ↑
@Proteus Procrustes
Also, Dmitri Mendeleev, a Slav? Pioneered the ordering of the
periodic table. India? Removed the periodic table from its school
curriculum. Sit the fuck down, Pajeet, lmfao.

• Replies: @Aleatorius
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296. Aleatorius says:
September 27, 2023 at 3:10 am GMT • 9.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
No, you stay in your fucking lane, you little Slavic cunt. Trump
used to pay five dollars per hour to assholes like you when he
built the Trump Tower because most of you’re dumb. At least
India gave us numeric system including the zero. What did you
give to the world Ms. Slavinski besides your big mouth? Why
don’t you put it to good work and go fellate some nigger? And
don’t spend the whole paycheck on vodka, the Slavic fentanyl.

P. S. Dmitri Mendeleev looks like a Jew?

• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
297. Aleatorius says:

September 27, 2023 at 3:24 am GMT • 9.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
What’s hilarious is that you, a useless Slav is pretending to be a
real American. Have you ever been outside of the coal mining
town that your grandfather migrated to from Eastern Europe to
avoid starving to death? Well, I have been to all of Eastern
Europe and I can tell you it’s a real shithole for poor slobs like
you. You’re no Radziwiłł but just a poor schmuck stuck in
America who can’t get to the promised land of the Ukrainian
front to die!

• Replies: @Anonymous, @Deep Thought
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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298. antibeast says:
September 27, 2023 at 4:02 am GMT • 9.5 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Modi’s India is promoting the export of Indian techies to the USA
with H1-B visas:

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/yTpS8iIlKqk

Even Canada is now allowing Indian H1-Bs to work there:

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=antibeast
https://youtu.be/yTpS8iIlKqk
https://youtu.be/Kvn8ZByVqr8
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/Kvn8ZByVqr8

In 2022, Indians accounted for 72.6 percent of the total 441, 502
H1-Bs issued that year, not counting their spouses and children
who could qualify for family visas. That’s 320, 791 H1-Bs issued
to Indians in 2022 alone. If we include their spouses or children,
then Indian H1-Bs and their families should easily exceed half-a-
million every single year. How many of them will stay
permanently in the USA? Legally, they could easily apply for
‘Green Cards’ and legally stay as immigrants. Otherwise, they
would have to overstay and become illegal immigrants in the
USA.

How many H1-Bs were issued to Chinese nationals in 2022?
55,038. That’s 12.5 percent of the total H1-Bs issued in 2022.

In other words, the number of H1-Bs from India is almost six
times those from China.

Here’s the link:

https://m.timesofindia.com/nri/us-canada-news/with-3-20-lakh-h-
1b-visas-bagged-in-fy-2022-indians-continue-to-top-the-
charts/amp_articleshow/100772292.cms

FYI.

• Replies: @mulga mumblebrain
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299. Anonymous[305] • Disclaimer says:
September 27, 2023 at 4:13 am GMT • 9.5 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
Kekistani Independence. Why you heff to be so mad, Mr. Poo?
It’s just game. Is it because you had one shot at life and were
born a stinky subhuman shitskin? Damn, I guess that would
actually make me pretty mad too…

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
300. Anonymous[330] • Disclaimer says:

September 27, 2023 at 4:32 am GMT • 9.5 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
pooderp.jpg

 > Be me
 > Share inspiring story of Orthodox Christian Russian chemist

from Siberia
 > Poojeet larping as White starts worshiping Jew

 > mfw

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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301. 迪路 says:
September 27, 2023 at 5:51 am GMT • 9.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Proteus Procrustes
You see, everything you say reflects the sad fact that your
knowledge is really shallow.

 The so-called Chinese food abroad is not really Chinese food.
It’s just made to cater to the low-end tastes of foreigners.

 Also, Chinese food itself is divided into many different factions,
and to hate eating Chinese food without saying which faction
you hate shows that you have neither knowledge nor attempt to
understand the culture.

 My suggestion is that you should consider going back to
elementary school to help increase your credentials.

• Agree: Showmethereal
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302. 迪路 says:
September 27, 2023 at 6:02 am GMT • 9.5 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
I really admire your brain.

 It’s a rare human observation.
 You can take everything that’s happened in your own country

and assume it’s happening in other people’s countries.
 To be honest, I have also watched Mahabharata very carefully.

This kind of scripture, preached by you Hindus, is inferior even
to the works of third-rate novelists.

 Perhaps it is under this classic that the Indian people were born.
 Maybe that’s why we’re born different from you. Just as the Jews

used to do, we are destined to rule the world.
 I feel like I’m tarnishing my eyes by arguing with clowns like you.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
303. Deep Thought says:

September 27, 2023 at 6:20 am GMT • 9.4 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius

a useless Slav is pretending to be a real American.

The only real Americans are “Indians” but with feathers instead
of dots. All others are fake Americans!!!

• Replies: @antibeast
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304. antibeast says:
September 27, 2023 at 8:25 am GMT • 9.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Deep Thought

The only real Americans are “Indians” but with feathers instead of dots. All
others are fake Americans!!!

The Anglos view themselves as the real ‘Americans’ because
they founded the USA. The rest are just immigrants from
Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin America who have to speak
English and behave like the Anglos to become ‘Americans’.

• Agree: Showmethereal
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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305. mulga mumblebrain says:

September 27, 2023 at 8:56 am GMT • 9.3 days ago   ↑
@antibeast
Wait until the Hindutva fascists and upper caste crazies get
going. The USA will rue the day.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
306. mulga mumblebrain says:

September 27, 2023 at 8:59 am GMT • 9.3 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
Rot in Hell racist scum.
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307. mulga mumblebrain says:
September 27, 2023 at 9:01 am GMT • 9.3 days ago   ↑
@Proteus Procrustes
Says yet another vicious, racist, Sinophobe. These swine detest
being outdone by a superior society.

• Replies: @Proteus Procrustes
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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308. Showmethereal says:

September 27, 2023 at 11:04 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Those young Chinese you see who don’t respect their elders are
the ones who have become Americanized. It China – respect for
elders still exists very much (and the diaspora in South East
Asia). Maybe not as much as the past when families were larger
– but they still exist.

 And yeah there are plenty of idiot Chinese parents in the west
that don’t teach their children to learn to defend themselves like
generations ago. But again that is often why they are in the west
in the first place.
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309. Showmethereal says:
September 27, 2023 at 11:11 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@littlereddot
I don’t think that guy is Indian at all. His writing style doesn’t
seem so. Plus based on his details about brothels in South
Brooklyn and riding the subway – he must live (or lived in NY).
His sole purpose is only to stir up hatred between Indians and
Chinese. He plays psychological games. My guess is maybe he
is a long time New Yorker who grew up in South Brooklyn and
resents the fact that Chinese migrants have been buying up
houses in businesses in the former white neighborhoods like
Bensonhurst and Bay Ridge. Chinese you know are not
“supposed to be able” to succeed and buy those houses and
businesses. He probably took up Yoga and fell in love and then
studied Indian culture and since they are less of a “threat” found
it ok to love them. His love of Yoga probably made him study
Indian religion further and so now he identifies with Indian
culture. I have seen that with those who love Japanese anime
and start to study Japan. They become more pro Japan than
Japanese. Granted there are many who study Chinese king fu or
Caligraphy or porcelain and learn Chinese culture and become
pro China.

 Either that or just a plain sock puppet trying to stir hatred
between the two largest Asian people.
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310. Proteus Procrustes says:
September 27, 2023 at 11:20 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
You’re one angry slave. Your ancestors were slave to vodka and
usury back in the day and you’re yet slave again in America to
Jews. You’re a perfect Slav … don’t change a thing about
yourself … just wallow in the mud of self pity … but you do have
one saving grace and that’s belief in Christ Jesus which will
make you free from slavery in the next world. Best of luck!
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311. Proteus Procrustes says:
September 27, 2023 at 11:36 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@mulga mumblebrain
That really hurts Mulga, especially, coming from a thoughtful
person like you. I don’t hate China, I am against trolls in dozens
ganging up on one. But you are not like the rest, so I am
disappointed and will try not to hurt your sensibilities. But back to
the headline about a possible war between America and China, I
say it is increasingly inevitable simply because the western elite
won’t give their control of the world so easily and you’ll have to
fight them for it. China could have ruled the world with help of
India but they chose confrontation over sharing Tibet (not
because that barren land has anything but austere Buddhism
and the headwaters of all rivers of Asia) so now India has no
choice but to align with forces it’s truly not comfortable. Poverty
aside, both are boondoggles and 20 percent (China may a bit
higher) of the populations are worth if anything but the die has
been cast and future must take its course notwithstanding our
opinions. Good luck to you!

• Replies: @迪路, @mulga mumblebrain
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312. Aleatorius says:
September 27, 2023 at 11:53 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Showmethereal
It’s not just that they won’t offer a seat to an elderly person of
their own race in crowded trains, and they’re increasingly so due
to the busing of migrants from Texas, but they do not bother to
offer assistance to an old woman if she is trying to get upstairs
given that there is paucity of elevators throughout the subways
due to old infrastructure. I should like to think that they should
show respect for their elders, even if they are not close relatives.
Sometimes American ways can lead people astray.
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313. Anonymous[286] • Disclaimer says:
September 27, 2023 at 12:02 pm GMT • 9.2 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
Hey Crusty Precum, so I’ve actually been reflecting on your
earlier, wisdom-filled comment concerning the meaning of
empathy. It weighed on me heavily, and I now feel compelled to
say that I really regret everything. It is indeed true that we must
pass through the darkness to reach the light. I realize now, that
in my arrogance, I had a completely warped view of what it
meant to be empathetic, whilst fool-heartedly assuming that I
embodied it.

To you and @Aleatorius, my brothers from another stage of
hominid evolution, I offer my deepest apologies. I reflected and
realized just how hard life must be for Satan worshipping turd
eaters, erm… I mean, dignified Hindoo adherents of “Sanatana
Dharma.”

And I’m especially sorry for making fun of curry, which really
seemed to upset Aleatorius. I opened my ears to the lips of
wisdom, and discovered that curry was actually an ingenious
shitskin invention from 2600 B.C. that saved the country from a
devastating famine caused by shitskins breeding too quickly for
cow poo production to keep pace with. It was made to very
closely imitate the color, texture, smell and taste of genuine cow
poo. A sort of “Beyond Poo” counterpart to our modern day
“Beyond Meat,” only thousands of years ago! Truly, the hominids
of India are remarkable.

Indian civilization is indeed wise, so I want to close this off with a
profound Indian maxim I discovered, once uttered by a famous
poo:

“Bumba dallihababa charniggar dhadra dilly mollabolla”
 – Pradeep Turdeater, 10,000 B.C.
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Let’s hug it out, frens
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314. littlereddot says:
September 27, 2023 at 12:24 pm GMT • 9.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Showmethereal
You have a point. I was not sure and was feeling him out. He
has knowledge of things Indian that ordinary Yanks don’t, so
there is certainly some connection with India. He did say that he
is a old hippie and that is why he has some inclination towards
them.

One thing is certain. The majority of his posts are in the China
threads. He either finds it amusing to troll, or has genuine
misgivings about China. My strong hunch is the latter.

Deep down inside there is an anxiety about the decline of his
country. Add to that the Pavlov Bell used by his MSM, and he
now reflexively focuses his hate on China.

He never does ask himself the obvious question: “The sources
that lie to me all the time about the economy, race relations,
government policy etc…..should I also believe them when they
tell me that China is evil?”

Frankly I do not believe anything useful can be gained from
engaging him. His replies will be nothing but trite dismissals and
obfuscations. We will just have to let him live a few more years
and let his own eyes show him reality.

• Agree: Showmethereal
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315. littlereddot says:
September 27, 2023 at 12:45 pm GMT • 9.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Showmethereal
I don’t know if he can tell the difference between a Chinese and
all the other slanty eyed yellow ant people.

At home in my travels, I have noticed some nationalities will offer
seats readily to the elderly on the subways/buses. These are:

South Indians
 Burmese

These I have noticed will never offer seats:

Vietnamese
 Filipinos

 Indonesians
 Japanese (This surprises me. Next time you are in Japan, see if

your observations are in line with mine)

I just came back from a trip to Japan. One person in my party
was a 77 year old gentleman with a full head of white hair and a
little frail. The Japanese studiously ignored him and not once did
they offer a seat. Fortunately we were able to find him a seat
somewhere in the subway car most of the time.

Japanese are consistently courteous all the time, so their
reluctance to offer a seat to an elderly person rather surprised
me. Perhaps this is due to the Japanese quirk of not wanting to
stand out.

The one time anyone gave a seat to his elderly gentleman was
when a white couple were occupying red Priority Seats and
played with their phones while my friend stood in front of them.
Only when I asked them to let him sit did they “realise” that he
was there, and gave up a priority seat for him.
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316. Anonymous[774] • Disclaimer says:

September 27, 2023 at 1:43 pm GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
I gotta say I am disappointed in you son but them is the breaks. I
reallyed hope you was a true blue American and a Confederate
like me. But you ain’t one of them Ukrainians sucking blood out
of our country people.

I guess you is a little better than them kikes, niggers, chinks,
spics, dotheads, wetbacks, towelheads, sand niggers, injuns.
You take care now, you hear.
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317. Showmethereal says:

September 27, 2023 at 2:04 pm GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@littlereddot
Yeah he has little clue. He claimed it was Chinese women in
those “happy ending” massage parlors in NY when in reality
those are mostly Korean women. I know there are Vietnamese
and Filipinos in NY – but not sure about others. But yeah he
can’t tell them apart. Especially since most Chinese in NY are
from Southern China so will more closely look like people from
ASEAN countries
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318. littlereddot says:
September 27, 2023 at 2:45 pm GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Showmethereal
Ah those massage girls.

Every time I want a fleeting ego boost, I walk down the local
“naughty street”, there is the best Vietnamese food there. Over
there the Vietnamese girls will open with “按摩吗, 帅哥?” literally
meaning “A massage, handsome?”. It is just their way of flirting
to get custom. They use the same line on every man, no matter
how ugly he is.

I suppose in the US it gets translated into “Hey you are so
handsome…..it makes me want to give you a massage”. But it is
quite sad if men take it literally, and think that the massage girls
actually consider them good looking.

• LOL: Showmethereal
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319. antibeast says:
September 27, 2023 at 5:08 pm GMT • 9.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Showmethereal

I know there are Vietnamese and Filipinos in NY – but not sure about others.

I don’t think Filipinos even charge for sex with White men.
They’re known to sleep with White men as long as they get
impregnated in order to sire half-White mestizo kids which gives
them a high social status back in the Philippines. Even the
Filipino maids in HK and Singapore are known to moonlight as
part-time girlfriends in sleazy expat bars during their days off.
And that’s why White men from Western countries flock to the
Philippines to seek mail-order brides.

• Agree: littlereddot
• Replies: @Showmethereal
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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320. Showmethereal says:

September 27, 2023 at 6:19 pm GMT • 8.9 days ago   ↑
@antibeast
Oh yes I know Filipino mail order brides are huge in the US.
They aren’t just for white men either. But yeah they are the main
buyers. Blame colonialism in the Philippines for such a long time
I guess.
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321. The_Masterwang says:
September 27, 2023 at 6:43 pm GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Showmethereal
For all we know he could be a Jew. Even Mr. Unz himself
insinuated I was a Mosad agent once. Point is you can’t know
and you shouldn’t care. Hatred is natural and beautiful and
should be embraced. Smashing the babies of your enemies on
rocks is a joyous thing, says the Christian Bible. This is profound
wisdom.

• Replies: @Aleatorius, @Showmethereal
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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322. Aleatorius says:

September 27, 2023 at 7:32 pm GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@The_Masterwang
“Smashing the babies of your enemies on rocks is a joyous
thing, says the Christian Bible. This is profound wisdom.”

That is not in the New Testament but in the Tanakh, the Bible of
the Jew. Christ Jesus preaches nothing but love. You’re
confusing the Old “angry” Testament with the one about the
Nazarene. It’s understandable given that you’re most likely an
atheist or a Buddhist, Mister Wing.
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323. Proteus Procrustes says:
September 27, 2023 at 8:04 pm GMT • 8.9 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
Sorry to disappoint Mr. Alabama (just fucking with you, please
don’t burn a cross in front of my home) but he is a white nigger. I
believe the late senator from West Virginia Robert Byrd, an ex-
clansman hisself (lol), called those kind of people Whiggers, not
to be confused with the Uyghurs (pronounced just like the other)
who are an oppressed minority in China. I know the type
because I got them in my extended family. They are all bark and
no bite. A good for nothing lot. Most of them will die out of
fentanyl and other hard drugs but it’ll better for the society at
large. It’s good to know you have a direct line to the Mayflower
and also your family history of defending this great country
through all wars. I thank you for the sacrifices your people made
to keep America free. I salute you sir!

• Replies: @Anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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324. Showmethereal says:

September 27, 2023 at 9:58 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@The_Masterwang
Well actually it was in a Psalm. It didn’t say to actually do that.
The people were under Babylonian rule at the time. The writer
was saying the next empire that came and overturned them
would be happy to smash the children against stones. As in they
in their might and power would do the same thing the
Babylonians had done. Context is important.
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325. Showmethereal says:
September 27, 2023 at 9:59 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
Well Wang took that out of context. But the “New Testament”
says God is the same from the beginning to the end and doesn’t
change…. So….

• Replies: @The_Masterwang
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326. Anonymous[186] • Disclaimer says:

September 27, 2023 at 11:43 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@Proteus Procrustes
Ahem, Mr. Poo, I’m trying to make amends here, don’t be rude:

Hey Crusty Precum, so I’ve actually been reflecting on your
earlier, wisdom-filled comment concerning the meaning of
empathy. It weighed on me heavily, and I now feel compelled to
say that I truly regret everything. It is indeed true that we must
pass through the darkness to reach the light. I realize now, that
in my arrogance, I had a completely warped view of what it
meant to be empathetic, whilst fool-heartedly assuming that I
embodied it.

[MORE]
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327. Anonymous[186] • Disclaimer says:
September 28, 2023 at 12:17 am GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
> Be me

 > Talk about the importance of a nation for Whites on my favorite
holocaust denial board

 > Anglo-Saxon Southerner starts insisting on a Mayflower
descendant requirement, with additional requirement that at
minimum, 78.7318% of one’s ancestors must have fought for the
South during the Civil War

 > Man in makeup and dress calling himself “Sarah” starts
rambling on about how Putin is Mongolian and Russians are
Asian

 > British lad rabidly assaults the nearest by Irishman, as per
tradition

 > Swedish guy starts calling the Americans mutts as Abdul
rapes his wife in the background

 > Poojeet storms in and demands to fellate the Southerner
 > mfw

• Replies: @Aleatorius
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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328. The_Masterwang says:

September 28, 2023 at 12:41 am GMT • 8.7 days ago   ↑
@Showmethereal
Please don’t try to pretend the “bronze age values” expressed in
the Old Testament aren’t natural and holy. You exterminate your
enemies to secure lebensraum and resources, you make up a
god to make the process easier.
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329. The_Masterwang says:
September 28, 2023 at 12:49 am GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Showmethereal
The power of Christianity lies in the flexibility of it’s core
teaching. You can find some passages in it to justify anything.
The fact that the two Testaments contradict each other in spirit is
just ignored.

When you accept p • ~p without encountering cognitive
dissonance you are capable of anything, like smashing babies
on rocks.
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330. 迪路 says:
September 28, 2023 at 1:00 am GMT • 8.7 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Proteus Procrustes
If you want to share Tibet with us, why not share all of India with
us?

 Legally speaking, the Indians were conquered by the Mongols
who are now part of us and established the Mughal dynasty, so
the whole of India should belong to us.

 But we don’t have to do the kind of things that low-IQ babies like
you do.

 We don’t even bother to encroach on land in a rubbish country
like India.

 The territory of Tibet has always belonged to us and will always
belong to us, and if you try to occupy what you do not want, you
will not end well.

 Wake up, ignorant and shallow Indians.
 We are not trying to conquer your territory, and we can even set

aside our disputes for the sake of peace, but the foundation
headed by the Jewish Soros is driving peasant protests in your
territory. Trying to tear your country apart and rob you of your
wealth.

 You’re so stupid that you don’t even know who your enemies
are.

 If you ever work in a circus, you’ll make a good clown.
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331. Aleatorius says:
September 28, 2023 at 1:40 am GMT • 8.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@The_Masterwang
This rant tells me you’re scared of something and it’s most likely
that the West that has been with you for the last forty years
nurturing the growth of China, economically speaking, but now
the Taiwanese are told to manufacture iPhone in India and other
places, and other brands are joining in the exodus, that is what
scares you because any substantial drop in the GDP is going to
bring chaos in China and even a civil war which the CCP won’t
be able to control. In another word, you fear collapse or worse a
breakup of China in many countries, the same thing you have
been predicting for India. And that makes you a mad dog. But
you must know what they do with it … they shoot it dead.

• Replies: @antibeast, @The_Masterwang
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332. Aleatorius says:
September 28, 2023 at 2:13 am GMT • 8.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@迪路
You can have the Indian Subcontinent back as you’re Mongols
but you must accept Islam as they had done and more
importantly, you must stop eating forbidden foods including pork
and as Muslims, all Chinese males must submit to circumcision
without exception.

So what are you waiting for? Conquer India now before those
crazy Hindus bitch slap you and snatch Tibet away from you.
And you must know Muslims are itching to take back East
Turkmenistan. Going forward you will many enemies, if not the
whole world save Solomon Islands, and that would not pretty.
And don’t count on Russia because deep down they know you
can’t be trusted. So start marching down to India (where the
honorable Dalai Lama and his followers will welcome you with
open arms) and be the rulers. You have my permission!

P. S. Don’t forget to bring General Master_wang, the killer par
excellence, with you.
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333. 迪路 says:
September 28, 2023 at 7:00 am GMT • 8.4 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
First of all, Mongols are of mixed descent with us, and we can
claim to be the legitimate heirs of Genghis Khan and the Golden
Horde.

 But in the history of China, there has never been a country with
an absolute religious character.

 We would try to exterminate all religions in the world if we could.
 Religion itself is foolish, used to fool those who cannot

understand the truth of the world.
 For example, the so-called Mahatma Gandhi was nothing more

than a spokesman supported by the British, the purpose of
existence is to disrupt your right to oppose the British armed
action.

 In fact, you should thank CPC, if it wasn’t for them, Chinese
would be worse than fascists. Just like keeping a pet, if you dare
to harm one of us, we will use your city for a blood sacrifice.

 Domination of the entire world is our ultimate goal, which is what
the name Sino itself means, and we are destined to be the Kings
of the world.
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334. antibeast says:
September 28, 2023 at 8:18 am GMT • 8.4 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Showmethereal
With the US military bases set to return to the Philippines after a
three decade absence, the number of GI brides from the
Philippines is expected to explode as Filipino sex workers
impregnated by horny GIs sire half-White mestizo children who
would be entitled to child support from their GI fathers if their
Filipino mothers move to the USA and eventually divorce their
GI husbands. This GI bride phenomenon happened in the past
when the Philippines hosted the largest U.S. military bases in
Asia until the 1990s when South Korea took the top sexpot after
the U.S. military bases got kicked out of the Philippines. Now it’s
the Philippines which would enjoy the dubious distinction of
becoming the top sexpot for US military personnel in Asia after
the return of U.S. military bases to the Philippines.

• Agree: Showmethereal
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335. antibeast says:
September 28, 2023 at 8:49 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius

but now the Taiwanese are told to manufacture iPhone in India and other
places, and other brands are joining in the exodus, that is what scares you
because any substantial drop in the GDP is going to bring chaos in China

The economic value-added of Chinese factories to iPhones
assembled in China is quite small, around 5 percent, with the
rest of the cost going to materials and components. So iPhones
being assembled in India would not necessarily affect the
Chinese economy that much as seen in the case of Samsung’s
decision to relocate its smartphone manufacturing facilities from
China to Vietnam. Chinese tech companies have been moving
away from those labor-intensive assembly-type manufacturing
industries about a decade ago as industrial automation became
the norm for Chinese factories. What matters is the technology
and the marketing behind smartphones such as the iPhone
whose IP is owned by Apple which derives 50 percent profit
margins from its IP such as its iOS software, Axx SoC,
AppStore, Apple branded accessories, Apple Stores, etc. But
Chinese companies such as Huawei have come up with their
own IP such as its HarmonyOS software, Kirin SoC, Huawei-
branded ecosystems in wireless broadband, autonomous
vehicles, smart appliances, cloud computing, etc.
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336. mulga mumblebrain says:
September 28, 2023 at 9:28 am GMT • 8.3 days ago   ↑
@Proteus Procrustes
China has land borders with more countries than any other
State. It has resolved ALL territorial disputes with all of them but
poor old India, that REFUSES ANY compromise. And that is
China’s fault, is it? India chose the West LONG ago, and will
regret it. A great pity.
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337. antibeast says:
September 28, 2023 at 10:12 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@littlereddot

Deep down inside there is an anxiety about the decline of his country. Add to
that the Pavlov Bell used by his MSM, and he now reflexively focuses his hate
on China.

While it is well-known that the Western MSM panders to White
racism by scapegoating China, that poster must be suffering
from the symptoms of a deep-seated anxiety bordering on
psychosis as he continues to imagine events which don’t exist.
For example, he claimed that the massive hordes of illegal
migrants now crowding the streets of NYC must be from
‘Communist’ China which I rebutted with facts and figures from
US immigration. And yet he kept on denying the stark reality
staring in his face while dismissing US immigration data as
‘concocted’ by the US government. Worse, he goes out of his
way to defend ‘dot’ Indians who are now being actively recruited
by the US ruling class to replace White Americans like him in
positions of power in the USA including possibly even the next
GOP Presidential nominee. Unless he works for the US Deep
State, what’s his motive for kissing Indian ass in a public forum
like UNZ while claiming to be a White Nationalist?
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338. littlereddot says:
September 28, 2023 at 11:44 am GMT • 8.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@antibeast

what’s his motive for kissing Indian ass in a public forum like UNZ while
claiming to be a White Nationalist?

who knows? Some people just “loooove” what they advocate for.
Like this animal expert who rapes puppies:

https://www.freepressjournal.in/world/popular-british-zoologist-
adam-britton-makes-shocking-admission-says-raped-tortured-
killed-dozens-of-dogs

But seriously tho. I have noticed something about the guy. With
commenters that are more forceful with him, he avoids, and is
almost meek before them. With other commenters who patiently
try to reason with him, he continues to taunt and troll them.

I don’t know if that is a cultural thing, or particular to his
personality. But that is something I have noticed that is quite
pronounced with in Indian society….If they can dominate you,
they will.

Quite a contrast with E Asian culture where people are expected
to know their own limits, and not infringe on others.
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339. Aleatorius says:
September 28, 2023 at 12:13 pm GMT • 8.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@迪路
“First of all, Mongols are of mixed descent with us, and we can
claim to be the legitimate heirs of Genghis Khan and the Golden
Horde.”

Didn’t the Chinese build the Great Wall to keep out the Mongol
Horde? The world is under the impression that the ethnic Han
and the Mongols had an adversarial position vis a vis territorial
claims. Unless it’s different with the Chinese, wherever the
Mongols had conquered they raped and pillaged the local
populations and if it wasn’t any different in China then I would
not take credit to be the heirs of those rapists murderers. You
ought to have more sense than that. For whatever it’s worth, the
Chinese are much smarter than the Mongols.
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340. Aleatorius says:
September 28, 2023 at 12:59 pm GMT • 8.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@The_Masterwang
And I know you yellow wanker piece of shit … I am not an Indian
but you keep fucking around those guys, one of them is liable to
mistake you for a bitch and ride you so hard that you wish you
were born one. How is a fag like you going to kill them when it’s
more likely that you will be molested by one of them turbaned
truckers as soon as you get over the Himalayas?

P. S. Change your handle to Moistwanker. It would be more
fitting to your character!
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341. Aleatorius says:
September 28, 2023 at 1:20 pm GMT • 8.2 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@mulga mumblebrain
“India chose the West LONG ago, and will regret it.”

Those crazy Hindus will never choose the West and if anything,
they would have chosen your kind but they are leary of your
global ambition and thus take non friendly posture with China.
Indian mindset doesn’t forget that easily any wrong done to
them, be it colonial British or the Muslims. I should know
because I travel to India often enough for yoga sessions. For
some odd reason, the Indians (Hindus) have turned against
Chinese in the last few years (their elite are egging them on or it
could be the media or both) which was not the case before. Yes,
they were always worried that China and Pakistan would attack
them together but they did not actually hate the Chinese,
whereas, they have had hatred of Pakis since day one. Lastly,
it’s China that had hitched its wagon to the West, in spite of the
opium humiliation and now it’s time to pay the proverbial piper
and I’m afraid it won’t be a pretty picture … I guess the Tricky
Dick (Richard Nixon) and his portly sidekick, Henry “The Jew”
Kissinger did trap China in.
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342. antibeast says:
September 28, 2023 at 1:46 pm GMT • 8.1 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Racially, the Mongols are of the same East Asian Mongoloid
stock as the Han Chinese. Same with the original Turkic tribes
which conquered and settled much of Eurasia. The Northern
Chinese are in fact the descendants of Han, Mongol, Turkic,
Manchu and other tribes in the same way that the Southern
Chinese are the descendants of Han, Yue, Min and other tribes.
The Hui Muslims are the mixed race descendants of Han,
Iranics, Aryans, Arabs and other Muslims from Central and West
Asia.

Be that as it may, the Mongols employed lots of Chinese
engineers/soldiers in the Mongol Armies which succeeded in
conquering much of Eurasia using Chinese military technology.
In fact, there were more Chinese soldiers serving in the Mongol
Armies than any other nationality. That’s true even during the
Mongol Conquest of Song China when the Mongols deployed
Chinese-built ships manned by Chinese sailors.

The difference between the Mongols and the Chinese is not
racial but cultural and ideological. Indeed, after the Mongol
Conquest of Song China, the Mongols themselves became
Sinicized over time so much so that when the Hans expelled the
Mongols from China, the Mongols retreated to Mongolia where
they established the Northern Yuan Dynasty. And that’s when
the Mongols became Buddhist rather than Muslims. In other
words, the Mongols became Chinese ex-post facto, i.e., after the
dissolution of the Mongol Empire which was founded by East
Asian Mongoloids. Likewise, the Mongols in Central Asia
became Turkic-speaking Muslims whose descendants such as
the Turco-Mongol warrior Timur founded the Timurid Empire
while his great grandson Babur founded the Mughal Empire.
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343. Aleatorius says:

September 28, 2023 at 1:46 pm GMT • 8.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
“> Swedish guy starts calling the Americans mutts as Abdul
rapes his wife in the background

> Poojeet storms in and demands to fellate the Southerner”

Since no one is paying any mind to your incisive musings, out of
charity, I’ll address two of the points.

As to the Swedish wife and Abdalla, at least they’re both
enjoying themselves because he has never had a piece of ass in
all his life and she’s has not been touched by the Swede ever
since he had said I do (as in marriage vow).

As to Poopjeet, it’s more likely that he would want to be fellated
by the Southerner than the other way around. And it’s a good
thing that it’s Johnny Rebel not you Slavinski because you’re
more likely to be prettier.

Now do show US more pooping Indian videos or cartoons, my
little lonely Pollock …
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344. 新世界秩序 says:
September 28, 2023 at 2:53 pm GMT • 8.1 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
During the Yuan Dynasty, the lower class Mongols were
completely Sinicized, and a large part of the Mongols were
integrated into the Han Chinese. Even Mongolians at the top
who remained intermarried married into Han Chinese.

 We therefore have a legitimate claim to be the rightful heirs of
the Golden Horde.

 After all, today’s Han Chinese are mostly mixed with some
nomadic genes from the north.

 India’s rule of law, by contrast, is a ludicrous legacy of his
colonial master, Britain.

 When the British decided to create a bit of chaos, Pakistanis and
Indians, who were supposed to be one, killed each other for the
hilarious reason of religion.

 And when Sunak became the British Prime Minister, stupid
Indians were complacent about what the British had given them.

 Yes, while Indians have got rid of the state of being colonized,
they have not got rid of the mentality of being colonized, or even
the aftereffects of the caste system.

 While there are these upper-caste Indians outside who have left
the cesspool of India early, there are crooks inside who pretend
to be immortals.

 Crooks like PM Modi, Yogi in Uttar Pradesh are able to cheat
with a swagger.
So we look down on Indians, they are not qualified to enter our
vision, the future of the world only the Jews can compete with
us.
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345. littlereddot says:
September 28, 2023 at 4:04 pm GMT • 8.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@新世界秩序
Westerners have lived in the last 200 years in nation states. So
their notions of countries are in terms of ethnicity. Add to this the
current obsession with race in the USA, commenters from that
country can only understand in terms of race.

It would boggle their minds to realise that China is a civilisation-
state, not a nation-state.
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346. Aleatorius says:

September 28, 2023 at 4:16 pm GMT • 8.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@新世界秩序
“Crooks like PM Modi, Yogi in Uttar Pradesh are able to cheat
with a swagger.”

I will ignore your meaningless diatribes but just comment on
Modi and Yogi …

Whatever else they may be or their motives, it should be clearly
understood that neither Modi nor Yogi are either cheats or
crooks. One can accuse them of excessive zealotry as it
pertains to Hinduism and the dislike of Muslims but never for
dishonesty. Their mother’s milk is to secure India against all
enemies, internal as well as external and I believe they’ll
succeed.
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347. antibeast says:
September 28, 2023 at 6:29 pm GMT • 7.9 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@littlereddot

It would boggle their minds to realise that China is a civilisation-state, not a
nation-state.

China is both a civilization-state and a nation-state, with its
Humanistic Civilization based on its Confucianist-Buddhist ethos
and its traditional nationality based on Han cultural identity. The
modern Chinese nation-state is based on its Chinese Socialist
ideology with its Technocratic Civilization based on its neo-
Confucianist ethos which started as early as Song Dynasty.
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348. Odd Rabbit says:
September 28, 2023 at 7:07 pm GMT • 7.9 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
@迪路
“–Domination of the entire world is our ultimate goal, which is
what the name Sino itself means, and we are destined to be the
Kings of the world.–”

  
I’m a bit surprised about that because I just red this article on
Moon of Alabama:

 https://www.moonofalabama.org
 September 28, 2023

 China’s ‘Shared Future’

The U.S. fears that China’s growth will lead to a competition
between the countries over hegemony on earth.

 But China rejects hegemony. No only the one the U.S. is
obviously trying to achieve but, more general, also for itself.

Yesterday the Global Times editorial pointed to a new guideline
paper issued by China’s State Council:

On September 26, China’s State Council Information Office
released a white paper titled “A Global Community of Shared
Future: China’s Proposals and Actions.” Against the backdrop of
the 10th anniversary of President Xi Jinping’s proposal of
building a global community of shared future, China has
introduced the theoretical base, practice and development of a
global community of shared future, and points the way toward a
better future for the world. Anyone, be they are developing
countries seeking to learn from China or individuals from
Western countries who are interested in gaining a deeper
understanding of China, will find inspiration in it as long as they
approach it without biased views.
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The paper is available here.
https://english.www.gov.cn/news/202309/26/content_WS651270
3dc6d0868f4e8dfc37.html

The most interesting part is probably this paragraph:

There is no iron law that dictates that a rising power will
inevitably seek hegemony. This assumption represents typical
hegemonic thinking and is grounded in memories of catastrophic
wars between hegemonic powers in the past. China has never
accepted that once a country becomes strong enough, it will
invariably seek hegemony. China understands the lesson of
history – that hegemony preludes decline. We pursue
development and revitalization through our own efforts, rather
than invasion or expansion. And everything we do is for the
purpose of providing a better life for our people, all the while
creating more development opportunities for the entire world, not
in order to supersede or subjugate others.

 —–
 IMO Of corse China can dominate/or lead the world if it

becomes the most successful country in the world and other
countries will follow its way to live and build their countries
according its model.

 https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202309/1299084.shtml
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349. Anonymous[402] • Disclaimer says:
September 28, 2023 at 7:33 pm GMT • 7.9 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Kek. Hello fren, I wrote this apology to both you and your friend
Crusty Precum. It’s rude to ignore someone trying to make
amends, dontcha know?

Hey Crusty Precum, so I’ve actually been reflecting on your
earlier, wisdom-filled comment concerning the meaning of
empathy. It weighed on me heavily, and I now feel compelled to
say that I truly regret everything. It is indeed true that we must
pass through the darkness to reach the light. I realize now, that
in my arrogance, I had a completely warped view of what it
meant to be empathetic, whilst fool-heartedly assuming that I
embodied it.

To you and @Aleatorius, my brothers from an entirely separate
branch of hominid evolution, I offer my deepest apologies. I
reflected and realized just how hard life must be for Satan
worshipping turd eaters, erm… I mean, dignified Hindoo
adherents of “Sanatana Dharma.”

And I’m especially sorry for making fun of curry, which really
seemed to upset Aleatorius. I opened my ears to the lips of
wisdom, and discovered that curry was actually an ingenious
shitskin invention from 2600 B.C. that saved the country from a
devastating famine caused by shitskins breeding too quickly for
cow poo production to keep pace with. It was made to very
closely imitate the color, texture, smell and taste of genuine cow
poo. A sort of “Beyond Poo” counterpart to our modern day
“Beyond Meat,” only thousands of years ago! Truly, the hominids
of India are remarkable.
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Indian civilization is indeed wise, so I want to close this off with a
profound Indian maxim I discovered, once uttered by a famous
poo:

“Bumba dallihababa charniggar dhadra dilly mollabolla”
 – Pradeep Turdeater, 10,000 B.C.

Let’s hug it out, frens
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350. Aleatorius says:
September 28, 2023 at 8:38 pm GMT • 7.9 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
In case you couldn’t find your way to the comment by General
Robert E. Lee of the Mayflower fame who dresses you down a
peg or two, I am reposting it for you, you lazy bum:

“”I gotta say I am disappointed in you son but them is the
breaks. I reallyed hope you was a true blue American and a
Confederate like me. But you ain’t one of them Ukrainians
sucking blood out of our country people.

I guess you is a little better than them kikes, niggers, chinks,
spics, dotheads, wetbacks, towelheads, sand niggers, injuns.
You take care now, you hear.””

And I know you didn’t get the insult he delivered, let me decipher
it for you …

Basically, he states that eventhough you’re not as bad as the
Ukies, you’re not a genuine American because you’re born of
inferior people and haven’t done jack for the country. Ouch!

And then the General deliveres the coup de grâce by “you is a
little better than” meaning you ain’t any better at all. Double
ouch!!

I know you don’t have any self-respect (probably sold it for some
fentanyl) but for the sake of King Jan Sobieski who saved
Europe from the Turks, will you go and commit Seppuku.

It would be the honorable way out of misery for you! So long
sucker …

• Replies: @Anonymous, @Anonymous
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351. Anonymous[402] • Disclaimer says:
September 28, 2023 at 9:10 pm GMT • 7.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Topkek. Look at the breath of life the Dixie gave Praderp! Ayy
lmao, he’s jizzing himself over it. I couldn’t care less for what he
has to say about me. The Anglo-Saxons have always feared
what the Russian man can achieve. Nothing new under the Sun.
Anyways, do you forgive me now, fren? I’m showing you more
empathy than any human being would ever show a poo….
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352. Anonymous[274] • Disclaimer says:
September 29, 2023 at 12:19 am GMT • 7.7 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
My tea’s gone cold I’m wondering why I

 Got out of bed at all
 The morning rain clouds up my window,

 And I can’t see at all
 And even if I could it’d all be gray,

 But your sperg outs on this board,
 It reminds me, that it’s not so bad, it’s not so bad

Dear Praturd, I wrote you but you still ain’t calling
 I left my cell, my pager, and my home phone at the bottom

 I sent two letters back in autumn, you must not’ve got ’em
 There probably was a problem at the post office or something

 Sometimes I scribble addresses too sloppy when I jot ’em
 But anyways, fuck it. What’s been up subhuman? How’s

Pajeeta?
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353. 新世界秩序 says:
September 29, 2023 at 1:51 am GMT • 7.6 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
First of all, religion itself is deceptive.

 They are liars at heart.
 For example, Jesus was a relatively successful liar who was

killed by the Romans.
 You think they are good people just because you are Indian and

you are Hindu and they seem to be doing the right thing for
Hinduism.

 But really?
 The religious practices they practice are essentially deceiving

and taking your religion in the wrong direction.
 You see, belief in Shiva, Vishnu, that’s the mainstream of

Hinduism, right? But Shiva didn’t ask you to attack Muslims, did
he?

 However, people like Yogi and Modi do often incite you to attack
or prevent Muslims.

 The famous love jihad?
 That’s funny.

 You guys are so unsure of yourself.
 When a Muslim marries a Hindu woman, why is it not that

Muslims are Hinduized, but that Hindu women are Muslimized?
 This is the most ridiculous thing about your religion, that you

don’t even have confidence in your own superiors, but to incite
you to attack others and eradicate dissent.

 According to Xuanzang’s record of the Western Regions of the
Tang Dynasty, during the reign of the King of India, India was
actually holding a large number of debate competitions, and that
period can be called inclusive.

 So, modi and yogi are just two clowns for private gain, you can
look at the plutocrats behind them, Adani family, Chudgar family,
where were you when they were making countless profits?
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• Replies: @Anonymous, @Aleatorius
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354. Anonymous[274] • Disclaimer says:

September 29, 2023 at 3:55 am GMT • 7.5 days ago   ↑
@新世界秩序
Lmao, Mr. Chinaman, look, you’re taking this guy way too
seriously. Just treat him as the sperglord that he is. An absolute
gold mine of autistic comedy. A boomer Indian cosplaying as
some 18th century Englishman, holy shit is that hilarious. Have
some fun with it kek

• Replies: @Aleatorius, @新世界秩序
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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355. littlereddot says:

September 29, 2023 at 5:14 am GMT • 7.5 days ago   ↑
@antibeast
Thanks. I appreciate the correction.

I must amend my future statements to “China is not just a nation
state, it is also a civilisation state”.

• Agree: Showmethereal
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356. littlereddot says:
September 29, 2023 at 5:17 am GMT • 7.5 days ago   ↑
@Odd Rabbit
I just listened to this fantastic speech given by Jeffrey Sachs last
night. I think you would appreciate it.

If I were King of the World, I would make every one of my
subjects listen to it.
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357. antibeast says:
September 29, 2023 at 6:29 am GMT • 7.4 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius

Whatever else they may be or their motives, it should be clearly understood
that neither Modi nor Yogi are either cheats or crooks. One can accuse them
of excessive zealotry as it pertains to Hinduism and the dislike of Muslims but
never for dishonesty. Their mother’s milk is to secure India against all
enemies, internal as well as external and I believe they’ll succeed.

Modi is playing with fire by promoting Hindu nationalism against
Muslims, Sikhs, Christians, etc. in India. Canada’s current
diplomatic row with India has become an international crisis for
Modi whose government has been implicated in the killing of a
Sikh leader of the Khalistan movement in Canada. Ironically
enough, Modi is taking advantage of ‘multicultural diversity’ by
lobbying Western countries to admit Indian immigrants in the
name of ‘Wokeness’ while simultaneously opposing ‘multicultural
diversity’ at home in India under the guise of Hindu nationalism.

Modi wants to have his cake and eat it too. But to the Woke
West, you can’t have it both ways, baby.

• Replies: @Aleatorius
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358. Aleatorius says:
September 29, 2023 at 2:41 pm GMT • 7.1 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@Anonymous
You scribbled…

“The Anglo-Saxons have always feared what the Russian man
can achieve.”

Mothers Russia (with a plethora of toilets and a PhD in good,
clean ass wiping to boot) failed in her first attempt to put a probe
on the south pole of moon, whereas, India (uncouth in anal
hygiene and lacking in outhouses) put it in one attempt.

Like the poopjeet turd, you’re murky in your identity but at last
you’ve revealed yourself to be a Russkie. Very interesting
indeed! The West has always hated you, including Poland but
now even lowly Ukraine, the one place that ought to have been
your true friend, has begun to despise you with passion. What’s
up with dat? It looks like you, as a people, are born fuckups,
Fren!

And now your Putin has greased his head up the Kim Jong Un’s
arse to save Russia from being gobbled up by the covetous
chinks who are just salivating to takeover Siberia for their
military aid. From Peter the Great to the judo midget. How
pathetic is that?

But here you’re pretending to be an American when you should
get your fentanyl laced arse back to Crimea to help save it from
the penis-piano-man, Zelensky the Jew, who can’t wait to put his
kosher schlong up your tuchus.

So it’s not surprising the honorable General Robert E. Lee of the
Mayflower fame sees you as an Untermensch? A stepchild of
Europa!
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Pride and honor are two different things. The former is a sin
while the latter is a virtue but being a hubristic punk, you
wouldn’t know it.

• Troll: mulga mumblebrain
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359. Aleatorius says:

September 29, 2023 at 3:16 pm GMT • 7.1 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@antibeast
“Modi wants to have his cake and eat it too.”

Why not? We Americans have been doing it. So are the
Europeans, Russians and Chinese. And pretty soon Africans
and Latinos would follow suit. It’s the human nature!

And just like the Chinese have suppressed the aspirations of the
East Turkmenistanis, Tibetans, Manchurians and Mongolians
yearning to be free, India will do it as well … Nehru’s the idiot
thought Mao the Liar was his big brother and you are surely
aware that the elder siblings set good examples for the younger
ones. Do you remember the slogan before China invaded India?
Hindi Chini Bhai Bhai … LMAOROTFF!
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360. Aleatorius says:
September 29, 2023 at 4:15 pm GMT • 7.0 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@新世界秩序
You’ve addressed a lot of things in one go so let me attempt to
answer it …

“You see, belief in Shiva, Vishnu, that’s the mainstream of
Hinduism, right? But Shiva didn’t ask you to attack Muslims, did
he?”

You left out Brahma the Creator before Vishnu the Sustainer and
then Shiva the Destroyer. It’s Indian Trinity and the most basic
tenet of their religion known mistakenly as Hinduism. Indians
refer to it as Sanatana Dharma meaning one’s universal duty.
Naturally, Shiva did not want Muslims to invade the Indian
Subcontinent …

“When a Muslim marries a Hindu woman, why is it not that
Muslims are Hinduized, but that Hindu women are Muslimized?”

It’s same with Chinese and Christian women who marry either
Jews or Muslims. They take on the faith of their husband’s. Look
at Ivanka Trump. She married a Jew and she converted to
Judaism. Look at Amy Lynn Chua, Chinese woman who penned
‘Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother’, she married a Jew and
converted to it. It’s the nature of women. They have weakness
and are susceptible to flattery and cock and once a man has
showed them both, they go ga-ga over it. Besides, Muslims and
Jews won’t marry them unless they convert.

“So, modi and yogi are just two clowns for private gain, you can
look at the plutocrats behind them, Adani family, Chudgar family,
where were you when they were making countless profits?”
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Now you’re totally disingenuous … President Xi Jinping and the
Communist Party are sitting atop a four trillion dollars reserves
and are operating like the plutocrats of America. Can the
average Ching, Chang and Chong force their hands? Anyone
who gets in their way will find himself in the same Gulag,
educational camps, as the lone man who tried to stop the tanks
in the Tiananmen Square or Jack Ma of Alibaba. So, please
don’t be ridiculous!
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361. Deep Thought says:
September 29, 2023 at 4:26 pm GMT • 7.0 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius

Nehru’s the idiot thought Mao the Liar was his big brother

Nehru the nutter thought India’s purpose of being was to put
China in its place and he came to grief trying to do just that:

We unilaterally drew borders that even the British, a more powerful nation,
took care not to. Having drawn them, we transgressed them with bravado not
matched with military and political capability, paying a heavy price not only in
lives but also in morale and national shame for an adventure that could have
been avoided and settled on the table.

Even if negotiations failed and we did not unilaterally take aggressive steps,
the matter could even today have been as it was in 1959. To effect a border
settlement would mean to admit the tacit error of Nehru and exorcising the
belief that we were innocent victims in 1962 and that the Chinese cannot be
trusted.

We need to educate our people that it was our fault, be transparent, not
withhold facts and build up a consensus. Those who swear of “not letting go
even an inch of territory” should be given guns and sent to the border.

The country is being held hostage to the ego and the Himalayan blunders of
one man, long dead, and probably the worst first CEO of any major country.
Only one major gain: Mao-Tse Tung, whose dictum, “never start a war that
you cannot win”, which Nehru learnt the hard way, was primarily responsible
for galvanising the Indian army.

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/opinion/et-commentary/chinese-
checkers-on-border-board-will-india-make-the-winning-
move/articleshow/13939408.cms
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362. antibeast says:
September 29, 2023 at 5:51 pm GMT • 7.0 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Now that you’ve mentioned Nehru, you forgot to mention his role
in provoking China by hosting the Dalai Lama after the CIA
instigated the Tibetan uprising in 1959. Zhou traveled all the way
to New Delhi to resolve the border dispute between China and
India. But his peace overtures were rebuffed. Here’s an article
about the events leading to 1962 Sino-India War:

https://www.hindustantimes.com/analysis/when-china-wanted-to-
make-peace-with-india/story-znFcztwvbq1QvKYM4dBUjI.html

Ironically, Nehru’s response to China’s concerns about India’s
role in hosting the Dalai Lama and his Tibetan secessionist
movement is exactly how Trudeau is treating Canada’s role in
hosting the Khalistan secessionist movement:

“We support human rights, freedom and democracy.”

What goes around comes around. In Buddhism, that’s called
karma.
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363. Anonymous[185] • Disclaimer says:
September 29, 2023 at 5:55 pm GMT • 7.0 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
Too long, reeks of curry, didn’t read, you’re still a shitskin. Also,
you larped the Dixie, because now that I think about it, what kind
of autist writes out a southern drawl other than a Pajeet. Kek.
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364. Anonymous[185] • Disclaimer says:
September 29, 2023 at 6:12 pm GMT • 7.0 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
And infinite keks. You can’t win. Any and everything you write is
moot because a shitskin trying to make fun of one of the White
races automatically comes off as pure cringe. And look, how
many times do I need to tell you, I’m actually a proud hindoo
myself!

Are you gone mad!? How dare you make such comments. This
is very much retarded and sick act.I don’t know whats your
background and wont care to but I seriously doubt your
upbringing and surrounding and don’t think its anything better
than any roadside slum dweller or may be worst. This is very
serious personal comments and for me you are the worst idiotic
ratarded soul I have ever come across. I don’t know your social
stature but cant think of anything more than a stray dog and its
time for you to be caged like the municipal corporation catch
hold of stray dogs. I dare you share your contact details if you
have guts to, I would anyways will get that legally and by all
means but its an open challenge.Well, I know Street dogs can’t
be tamed by intellectual talks and will go on barking unless
treated the way they should be treated.I could use more abusive
language here which I very much feel I should have been
because cases like you need to be dealt that way rather than
these comments but again, one last time, I would ask you to
remove this comment with immediate effect and I seriously
mean it or deal with me in person if you have guts to..I will show
you ,your family and whoever around you what is meant by real
bashing and banging…

Anyways, thought I’d leave a lovely video to brighten everyone’s
day, especially the curry munchers:

 https://x.com/sitamaa02/status/1701455048226840576?s=46
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365. Anonymous[245] • Disclaimer says:
September 29, 2023 at 7:07 pm GMT • 6.9 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
Lindu with 75 average IQ unable to control compulsion to
cosplay as White person due to how unbearable being a shitskin
is writhes in sewage and smiles proudly at it… truly, there is
nothing new under the sun. I actually haven’t seen a more
pathetic race.

Despite what my memeing suggests, I’m actually pretty alt-lite.
But damn, wow, unironically, what a subhuman species.
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366. Anonymous[239] • Disclaimer says:

September 29, 2023 at 7:44 pm GMT • 6.9 days ago   ↑
@Aleatorius
I’ll be sure to swipe right on some more Indian girls from now on,
Jeet. Bleach them and show them just how pathetic their shitskin
men are.
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367. Anonymous[413] • Disclaimer says:
September 29, 2023 at 7:58 pm GMT • 6.9 days ago   ↑
@Anonymous
A schizophrenia sufferer … more’s the pity … let the love of
Jesus guide you.
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368. Anonymous[413] • Disclaimer says:

September 29, 2023 at 8:01 pm GMT • 6.9 days ago   ↑
@Anonymous
Homeland Security!
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369. Showmethereal says:

September 29, 2023 at 11:03 pm GMT • 6.8 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Just for the record – India should be applauded for being only
the 4th nation to land a probe on the moon. But it was nowhere
near the South Pole. That was Modi and fake news media hype
(or lying). Still no one has landed at the South Pole. Go check
the map

 Where it landed – it had been exposed already. And they lost
contact with the probe already. So don’t try to put down Russia
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370. antibeast says:
September 30, 2023 at 2:43 am GMT • 6.6 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@Deep Thought
Just to add my 2 cents worth:

Nehru panicked after China invaded India in 1962 and ended up
calling Kennedy pleading for the US military to intervene to save
his ass. But the tables turned against India after Nixon sent a US
aircraft carrier to the Bay of Bengal in 1971 during the India-
Pakistan war in Bangladesh.

The same scenario is now playing out in the case of Trudeau’s
Canada against Modi’s India which signed up for the US-led
QUAD against China. Back then Nehru’s India wanted to play
the Tibet card against Mao’s China, now it’s Modi’s India which
is playing the QUAD card against Xi’s China. But the West has
turned the tables against Modi’s India now that Canada is
actively supporting the Khalistan secessionist movement against
India.

History is repeating itself. Again. But the Indians never learn
their history.
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371. Aleatorius says:
September 30, 2023 at 1:19 pm GMT • 6.2 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@antibeast
I love how all UNZ China hands congratulate each other at every
turn … poor President Xi can’t be as callous as trolls frothing at
the mouth but must be responsible for China’s ultimate fate
arrayed against the numerous adversaries.

And remember that Modi is no Nehru and Xi is no Mao. If
anything Modi is like Mao and Xi is like Nehru. The first two are
the type that may and have taken their countries through fire to
anneal but the second pair did and will fold their cards when the
going gets tough. Under Nehru, China had the advantage but
definitely under Modi, China is at disadvantage.

As to your boast about “History is repeating itself” and “never
learn their history” only time will tell. Let’s all stay tuned in, shall
we?

• Replies: @antibeast
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372. 新世界秩序 says:
September 30, 2023 at 3:02 pm GMT • 6.1 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Of course I know about Brahma, and the Brahma sect is actually
your minority religion, which is why I didn’t mention it here. And
according to the myth, Brahma was also the most incompetent
of the three gods, so much so that he was even beheaded by
Shiva.

 Your mainstream is Shiva and Vishnu and there must be nothing
wrong with that.

 As for the point you made about Chinese women.
 Obviously, you don’t understand Chinese women. They are

more powerful in a materialistic culture and can dump their
husbands as soon as they have no use for them. You see you
have a so-called jihad of love, but the problem is we don’t have
a policy against foreigners and infidels, do we?

 This shows that we have enough confidence.
 You should ask why Jews eat Chinese food.

 To be honest, we have the confidence to complete the
Sinicization of Judaism, and to ensure that Judaism moves to
the path of normalcy is the long-cherished wish of Marx, the
founder of communism. Because the essence of Judaism is the
primacy of money, which is clearly stated in Marx’s “On the
Jewish Question.”

 He was a Rothschild himself, but as a maverick, he knew that
the Rothschilds might end up destroying themselves.

 Religious belief is not a problem, we will not interfere, but to
ensure that he is on the right path, in line with the characteristics
of the new era.

 You can even compare our Muslims here with your Muslims here
and ask you to think about why our Muslims have been de-
radicalized after more than 10 years of rectification, while your
Muslims are still killing each other with Hindus.
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As for the Tiananmen Square and concentration camps you
talked about, let me ask you, who do you think was responsible
for the peasant demonstrations in India some time ago?

 They all come from the same source, Onzah-Jewish Joint Fake
News, smears from Jewish-controlled media like CNN, BBC,
Reuters, Bloomberg.

 If you think what you are saying about China is true, then modi is
indeed a dictator who oppresses the peasants.

 To be honest, even though I think modi and yogi are liars, at
least they don’t sell their souls to The Jews like your Indian
National Congress did. At least they will not sell out their
national interests.

 This is the only thing I admire about modi.
 The only one.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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373. 新世界秩序 says:

September 30, 2023 at 3:16 pm GMT • 6.1 days ago   ↑
@Anonymous
This is a serious attitude.

 If a media outlet like CNN lies freely. Then there will be no truth
in the world.

 Even if he’s an Indian who likes to imagine things that don’t
exist.
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374. antibeast says:
September 30, 2023 at 4:35 pm GMT • 6.0 days ago • 400
Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
Modi is far worse than Nehru as the former is playing an
extremely dangerous game with long-term consequences that
are far more damaging to the strategic interests of India. Take
the QUAD as an example. What does India gain out of the
QUAD when it clearly does not belong to the US-led West? Modi
thought that he could follow Deng’s playbook (allying with the
USA against the USSR) by playing the QUAD card against
China but in return for what? Any benefits derived from India
joining the QUAD against China is at best ephemereal as the
USA won’t view and treat India as an ally but as a vassal. But
the worse consequence of India joining the QUAD is to force
China to militarize the whole Tibetan region. That begs the
question: how is that good for India? The short answer: not good
at all. The long answer: Modi has turned India’s strategic
vulnerability into a permanent condition made possible by
China’s militarization of the whole Tibetan region. By contrast,
Nehru made the mistake of provoking China by hosting the Dalai
Lama but he knew better than to align India with the USA
against China.

To illustrate India’s strategic vulnerability, let me give you some
facts and figures. At 15,000 feet elevation, Tibet is less than
1,500 kms away from New Delhi. There, China has stationed its
J-20 which has a range of 3,500 kms. The last thing any Indian
leader wants is for China to militarize the whole Tibetan region
which is the unintended effect of India joining the US-led QUAD
against China. Whereas before only border troops were
stationed in that region, now China has built airports capable of
supporting fighter jets and bombers. And missiles as well. The J-
20 for example is within range of New Delhi from Tibet which
implies that China can achieve air-superiority throughout that
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strategic region which includes the capital city of India, New
Delhi. What does this mean? Any war breaking out in that region
could potentially cripple the Indian State if China decides to
attack New Delhi from Tibet. China never had that military
capability until now. And that is the unintended consequence of
India joining the QUAD against China. Modi’s folly is India’s
sorrow.

Any more comments?

• Replies: @Aleatorius, @Showmethereal
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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375. Aleatorius says:

September 30, 2023 at 5:30 pm GMT • 6.0 days ago   ↑
@antibeast
“Any war breaking out in that region could potentially cripple the
Indian State if China decides to attack New Delhi from Tibet.”

The mandarins in Beijing are a lot smarter than that.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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376. Showmethereal says:

October 1, 2023 at 11:17 am GMT • 5.2 days ago   ↑
@The_Masterwang
They don’t contradict at all – but that is not for this forum. Only
when the Romans took hold of it was there a separation in
doctrine – mainly to make it palatable to the western world
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377. Showmethereal says:
October 1, 2023 at 11:21 am GMT • 5.2 days ago   ↑
@antibeast
All correct. Though note that Tim Cook was very clear that a
large portion of app developers for iOS are in China – so Apple
needs China in software as well
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378. Showmethereal says:
October 1, 2023 at 12:01 pm GMT • 5.2 days ago • 300
Words   ↑
@antibeast
Great comment again. But you left out the Indian Ocean.

Quad is the scheme to cut off China’s trade and navy in the
Indian Ocean. They know the South China Sea is too close for it
to work. They want India to monitor all Chinese naval traffic. The
hypocrisy reeks as they tell China they can’t secure the South
China Sea but yet want India to secure the Indian Ocean. But
hypocrisy has never been a hindrance to these types of people.
China knows their game so has indeed been sending
submarines and unmanned underwater vehicles into the Indian
Ocean to keep tabs. The other major counters China is using is
that Cambodia and Myanmar have let China set up listening
stations. Of course QUAD hates that. The other main peace is
that Pakistan is now using Chinese naval vessels and radars
and anti ship missiles. Had Khan stayed in power he was ready
to go further and he was also pushing very hard to get close to
Russia. Russia also stops QUAD in the Sea of Japan. That is
one of the reasons Khan had to go also.

 That is why they started the fake news about Chinese debt trap
in Sri Lanka (where their own government came out and said
“we owe the same percentage to Japan as we do China” .. and
“most of what we owe is to western financial institutions” LOL)

 Now they are fretting because a “pro China” candidate just got
elected in the Maldives. Eye roll.

Yeah India makes zero sense to me. Good relations with
neighbors is more important than having friends a long distance
away (Hebrews and Chinese have a similar proverb). What they
should have done was to befriend China in order to reduce
tension with China. But hatred in the heart is not easily quelled.

• Replies: @antibeast
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379. antibeast says:
October 1, 2023 at 3:04 pm GMT • 5.1 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Showmethereal
India has historically viewed and treated the Indian Ocean as its
‘lake’ by asserting its influence over nations such as Sri Lanka
and the Maldives. So there is nothing wrong about India’s
maritime role in the Indian Ocean which is old news. But India
rejoining the revived QUAD in 2017 which was first proposed by
Shinzo Abe back in 2007 smacks of Modi’s opportunism to hitch
a ride on Obama’s ‘Pivot to Asia’ which culminated in the revival
of the QUAD. Remember also that Obama’s ‘Pivot to Asia’
includes the return of US military bases to the Philippines under
Aquino III who filed the PCA case against China over the
Spratlys. It won’t surprise me if the Philippines under Marcos Jr
joins the QUAD at some time in the future, forming an array of
US military bases from Japan to the Philippines (which covers
the South China Sea) and thence to India (which covers the
Indian Ocean). Australia should have opted out as it is pretty
much useless to the QUAD. In any case, China viewed the
QUAD as part of Obama’s ‘Pivot to Asia’ strategy of containing
China in the ‘Indo-Pacific’ maritime domain which is being by-
passed by Xi’s BRI today. But the unintended consequence of
India joining the QUAD was to force China to militarize the whole
Tibetan region, not just for the tactical purposes of securing its
borders with India but moreso for the strategic necessity of
defending itself against India which is now part of a hostile anti-
China bloc. Not only has Modi succeeded in antagonizing China
but he has also succeeded in alienating India’s most important
all-weather ally, Russia. That’s like shooting yourself in the foot
twice.

So what exactly did India get out of the QUAD?

• Replies: @Showmethereal
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380. Showmethereal says:

October 2, 2023 at 6:19 pm GMT • 3.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@antibeast
Oh yeah for all intents and purposes Marcos Jr has made the
Philippines part of Quad. He signed agreements that allow
Japan and Australia to use Filipino bases. Yeah he was a
“Trojan horse” if there ever was one.

 But nah – India hasn’t gained a thing. The only thing they are
gaining is spending a higher percentage of their GDP on
weapons now (except now they will import more from the US
which is more expensive than Russia). Making peace is less
expensive – so yeah not sure what he’s thinking. They always
feared a double attack from China and Pakistan but joining
QUAD makes that closer to reality. Same as Yoon in South
Korea. The nutcase is threatening Kim in the North that “if he
uses nuclear weapons his regime will end”. What a psychopath.
If they wanted to use tactical nukes Seoul and the South would
already be destroyed and he (Yoon) wouldn’t be alive to see the
retaliation. What a whacko. South Korea needs someone like
Moon back in power.

• Replies: @antibeast
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381. antibeast says:
October 3, 2023 at 8:03 pm GMT • 2.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Showmethereal
The Philippines might end up like Diego Garcia which is the
location of a U.S. military base in the Indian Ocean:

The USA does not really need India to project its military power
in the Indian Ocean. But the USA needs the Philippines to
project its military power in the South China Sea. Plus the fact
that the USA wants to maintain its hegemonic status in
Southeast Asia by exploiting its former US colony, the
Philippines.

Other than antagonizing China and alienating Russia and Iran,
what does India get out of the QUAD? More US-made
weapons? More US H1-B visas? More US investments?

• Replies: @littlereddot, @Showmethereal, @Malla
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382. littlereddot says:
October 4, 2023 at 1:29 am GMT • 2.6 days ago   ↑
@antibeast
If China could somehow arrange for Marcos Jr to transfer his
daddy’s billions to someplace that the US cannot confiscate, the
foreign policy of the Philippines would change in an instant.

• Agree: Showmethereal
• Replies: @antibeast
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383. antibeast says:

October 4, 2023 at 10:18 am GMT • 2.3 days ago • 100
Words   ↑
@littlereddot
Not really. The USA will just replace Marcos Jr just like what
happened to Imran Khan. The last thing the USA wants is
another Duterte leading the Philippines to become independent
of the West. Besides, Filipinos love the USA and want to
emigrate to America. So having the US military bases in the
Philippines allows Filipinos the chance of a lifetime to meet and
marry GIs who would bring them to America as ‘Little Brown
Americans’. Next to Indians, Filipinos are expected to become
the next largest Asian population in the USA.

• Thanks: littlereddot
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384. Showmethereal says:
October 4, 2023 at 10:59 am GMT • 2.3 days ago • 200
Words   ↑
@antibeast
Yeah Diego Garcia is straight up theft by the British and
Americans. Bold too as they refused a ruling that they needed to
return it to the natives. Anglo exceptionalism again. But yeah the
US and India are fretting because China is making good friends
with all the states around the Indian Ocean. The US already has
Iran to worry about (another drama of its own making) at one
end. Now in addition to Diego Garcia – India has signed an
agreement to allow the U.S. navy to rest and repair there. That’s
another reason though the US hates Pakistan deep down they
keep them in good graces. They don’t want Pakistan to go 100%
for China and the Chinese navy have a huge naval presence at
Gwadar.

What does India gain? Ummm – maybe bragging rights. “Hey
Americans like us better than Chinese”. That’s about it…. Hey
their loss. India and Japan joined up to build high speed rail in
India and it is puttering. In the meantime Laos and now
Indonesia got Chinese built high speed rail already operating (as
of this week). India could have had the same – but their
incessant hatred and arrogance towards China held them back.
Indonesia picked the Chinese project over the Japanese even
though the US wanted them to pick Japan.

• Replies: @Malla
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385. Malla says:
October 4, 2023 at 7:34 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@antibeast

which the Indian elites since Nehru have tried to destabilize against China.

Only after 1962, earlier Nehru stopped the American giving any
support for the Tibetan Independence Movement. It is not the
Indian elite, the 1.4 billion population of India want Tibet free, the
common people, the macho masses forced Nehru to stop
kissing CCP ass.
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386. Malla says:
October 4, 2023 at 7:40 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Showmethereal

Bold too as they refused a ruling that they needed to return it to the natives.

There are no natives of that island, they were people brought
there by the Brits. Without the Brits, they would have never
reached there in the first place.

What does India gain? Ummm – maybe bragging rights. “Hey Americans like
us better than Chinese”.

Typical Chinkoid masturbation, the abnormal belief that Indians
are dogs of America. It is this is this idiotic thinking which
created the whole Indo-China problem in the first place. India
became an ally of the USA only because of the perceived threat
from China.

India could have had the same – but their incessant hatred and arrogance
towards China held them back.

Are you nuts? India rightfully considers China a national security
risk.
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387. Malla says:
October 4, 2023 at 7:43 pm GMT • 1.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@antibeast

Other than antagonizing China and alienating Russia and Iran, what does
India get out of the QUAD?

Security from an untrustworthy China.

More US-made weapons? More US H1-B visas? More US investments?

They have nothing to do with QUAD.

USA wants to maintain its hegemonic status in Southeast Asia by exploiting
its former US colony, the Philippines.

False, many nations in South East Asia want the USA in the
region because of China’s mentality. Trying to frame nations
working for their own security with cheap tircks like colonialism,
etc…will not fool nobody,

• Replies: @antibeast
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388. showmethereal says:

October 5, 2023 at 4:09 am GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Malla
People were there before it became British territory.

China/India. “perceived threat” of China is plain stupid. Every
neighbor of China got land concessions to settle border issues.
India thinks it is too good. China is only a threat to India because
India made China a threat. It’s as simple as that. India has no
designs on India. That is plain stupidity. Even the weak Krgyz
got concessions from China. It is clownish to claim China is a
threat to India.
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389. antibeast says:
October 5, 2023 at 4:50 pm GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Malla
Malla, I am sure you are aware that the US Deep State wants
India to fight a proxy war against China, just like Ukraine against
Russia. There are clear signs that the US Deep State wants a
full-blown war between India and China which would allow the
USA to sell its US-made weapons to India on the condition that
the latter cut off its defense ties with Russia. That’s like hitting
two birds (China, Russia) with one stone (India). In addition to
Russia, the US Deep State would likely force India to cut off its
ties to Iran which would feel threatened by such a proxy war.
Lastly, India would be forced to buy oil in USD from the Arabs
instead of buying oil in Rupee from the Russians, thus propping
up the Petrodollar System.

If China wins the war against India, the US Deep State would
then blame Modi for the debacle and instigate a political coup to
replace him.
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